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HOPI KATCINAS
DRAWN BY NATIVE ARTISTS

By Jesse Walter Fewkes

INTRODUCTION

The Hopi Indians represent their g-ods in several ways, one of

which is by personation—by wearing masks or garments bearing

sj'mbols that are regarded as characteristic of those beings. The sym-
bols depicted on these masks and garments vary considerably, but

are readily recognized and identified by the Indians.

At each festival in which these supernatural lieings are personated

the symbols are repainted, and continued practice has led to a high

development of this kind of artistic work, many of the Indians having
become expert in painting the symbols characteristic of the gods.

Believing that a series of pictures made by the cleverest artists

among the Hopis would be a valuable means of studying the sj^m-

bolism of the tribe, the author hired one of them to make him a

series of drawings of all the personations of supernatural beings

which appear in Hopi festivals. This method was suggested by an
examination of Mexican codices, especially the celebrated manuscript
of Padre Sahagun, now in Madrid, the illustrations in which are said

to have been made \)y Indians, and Chavero's Lienzo de Tlascala,

lately (1892) published by the Mexican government.
The author found several Hopi men competent to paint a t'ollec-

tion of pictures of the kind desired, and finally- chose for that work
Kutcahoiiauii," or White-bear, a man about 30 3'ears old, who was
believed to be the ablest of all who were considered. This Hopi had
picked up a slight knowledge of English at the Keams Canyon school,

and while his method of drawing may have been somewhat influenced

by instruction there, this modifying influence is believed to be very
slight, as the figures them.selves show.

« For the pronunciation of proper niimcs, see the alphabi't at the end of this paper,

18
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His uncle, Homovi, who h;is never been to school, and is unac-

quainted with the English language, drew some of the best pictures,

the technic[ue of which is so like his nephew's that it is safe to con-

clude that the drawings of the latter are aboriginal in character. A
few of the pictures were drawn by Winuta, whose work, like that of

Homovi, is unmodified by white influence. A boy who had attended

a Government school in Lawrence, Kansas, also made a few paint-

ings, but as they show the influence of instruction in this school they

are not valuable for the purpose had in mind in publishing this collec-

tion, and they have not been reproduced here.

While, then, their character has possibly })een somewhat influenced

by foreign art, the pictures here reproduced and described may be

regarded as pure Hopi, and as works little affected by the white

teachers with whom of late these people ha\'e come into more intimate

contact than ever before.

To facilitate the painting the author provided the artists with paper,

pencils, brushes, and pigments; he left the execution of the work
wholly to the Indians, no suggestion being made save the name of

the god whose representation was desired. They carried the materials

to the mesa, and in a few days returned with a half-dozen paintings,

which were found to be so good that they were encoui'aged to continue

the work. In some instances, the ai'tists painted pictures of gods
which the author had never seen personated.

When the paintings were delivered, the author wi'ote under them
the names of the beings represented, with such information as could

be gathered concerning the special sA-mbolism upon them. Later

other Hopis were asked to identify the pictures, which they readily

did, the names the}' gave being nearly always the same as those given

by the artists. This independent identification was repeated many
times with different persons, and the replies verified one another almost

without exception. The talks about the paintings elicited new facts

regarding the symbolism and the nature of the beings represented

which could not have been ac(|uired in other ways. Several men made
critical suggestions which were of great value regarding the fidelity

of the work and embodied information which is incorporated in the

exposition of the collection. At one time the reputation of these

pictures was so noised about in the pueblos that visitors came from
neighboring villages to see them. At first the collection was freely

offered to all comers for inspection, on account of the possibility that

new information might be thus gathered, until some person circulated

a report that it was sorcery to make these pictures, and this gossip

sorely troubled the painters and seriously hampered them in their

work, but the author was able to persuade the artists and the more
intelligent visitors that no harm would come to them on account of

the collection.
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The picture.s were made primarily to illusti'atc, sj'iuhols and s\'m-

bolic paraphernalia used in the personation of the gods, but inciden-

tally the\' show the ability of the Hopis in painting, a form of artistic

expression which is very ancient among them. The painting of fig-

ures on ancient pottery from Tusayan, illustrated in a collection from
Sikj-atki, leaves no question of the ability of the ancient Hopi women
in this form of expression/' As specimens of pictorial art the pictures

here presented compare very well with some of the Mexican and
Mayan codices. They represent men personating the gods, as they

appear in religious festivals, and duplicate the symbols on certain

images, called dolls, which represent the same beings. A considera-

tion of some of the more characteristic dolls in semblance of gods is

given elesewhere.''

When a Hopi draws a picture or cuts an image of a god, eitiier a

doll or an idol, he gives the greatest care to the representation of the

head. The sj^mbols on the head are characteristic, and its size is

generally out of proportion to that of the other parts. AVhen these

same gods are personated Ijy men the sj-mbols are ordinarily painted

on masks or helmets; consequently the heads of the figures may be

said to represent masks or helmets of personators.

The personations which are here figui'ed generally ajjpear in winter

festivals or ceremonies, a more detailed account of which will be given

elsewhei'e, but it has seemed M'ell to preface this description of the

pictures with brief summaries of great festivals in which the figures

represented are specially prominent, and to make such reference to

others as ma}* bo necessary. The great festivals, called Pamiirti,"

Powamu, and Paliiliikonti or Ankwanti, are celebrated in January,
February, and March.
The personations arc called katcinas: the iiatvire of these merits a

brief consideration.

Primitive man regards everj'thing as possessed of magic power
allied to what we call life, capable of action for good or evil. This vital

power, he believes, is directed by will; it was probably first identified

with motion. To the savage whatever moves has a beneficent or

malevolent power, sometimes called medicine, the action of which is

always mysterious. Various symbols have been adopted ))y primitive

man to represent this power, and many terms are used to define it.

Among these symbols words for hrmth in various languages are per-

haps the most widely spread among different races. The power of

motion directed by will to do harm or good thus comes in English to

be known as spirit or soul. The doctrine of mcdi<'ine power or of

spirits is commonl}^ called animism.

a See Aroheological Expedition to Arizona in 1895, in the Seventeenth Annual Report of the Bureau
of American Ethnology, part 2, 1S99.

6 Internationales Archiv fur Ethnographie, Band vii, 1894.

< For the pronunciation of proper names, see the alphabet at the end of this paper.
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Eiirlv man rarely i^enoralized. Every object, organic and inorganic,

had a spirit. l)ut tliese spirits, like the objects themselves, were
thought of as concrete. The spirit of the tree had little in common
with the spirit of the sun. To distinguish these differences symbolic

personifications were called in, and the medicine power of objects was
embodied in objective comprehensible form; thus the medicine power
of the sun presented itself as an eagle, that of the earth as a spider.

It would appear, also, that in case of the magic or medicine power of

man, there was a universal belief that it existed and was potent after

death. The breath-body or spirit of man was believed to have a con-

tinued existence after the death of the body, retaining powers of good
and bad action, a belief which led to worship. The katcinas are spirits

of the ancients of the Hopis, and personations of them by men bear

the symbols which are supposed to have characterized these ancients.

While the term katcina was originally limited to the spirits, or per-

sonified medicine power, of ancients, personifications of a similar

power in other objects have likewise come to be called katcinas. Thus
the magic power or medicine of the sun maj' be called katcina, or that

of the earth may be known by the same general name, this use of the

tei-m being common among the Hopis. The term may also be applied

to personations of these spirits or medicine potencies bj'' men or their

representation by pictures or graven objects, or b^' other means.

As applied to a dance in which the personations appear, the term is

secondary and derivative.

The word ''medicine'" is here used in its ancient meaning, not as in

modern English. It is misleading to apply such terms as "spirit,"

"soul,'' and "medicine," with the modified meanings which the}^ now
have, to beliefs of primitive man. When these words originated they

were applicaV>ie to such beliefs, but in the evolution of culture their

meanings have changed, and thej' are now symbols of beliefs that are

vevy different from those which they originally represented.

In the Hop! ritual there are dramatic celebrations of the arrival

and departure of the katcinas. Certain clans have special festivals

in which thev dramatize the advent of their clan-ancients; thus the

Katcina clan represents it in a festival called Powamu, the Asa clan

in Pami'irti, the Patki clan in Soyaluna. Kindred clans unite with

the more prominent in the dramatization of the advent of their clan-

ancients. There is only one dramatization of the departure of clan-

ancients, a festival which is called the Niman (departure), and which
occurs in July. Personations of the same clan-ancients do not appear

eveiy year at a stated time; in some years they are more numerous
than in others, as quadrennially, when certain initiation ceremonies are

performed. Particular personations are prescribed for great festivals

like Pamiirti. Powamu, and PaluUikonti, and these appear yearly, but
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there are others whose appearance depends on the inclination of the

owner of the masks or on other causes, on which account the personnel

of the actors in the festivals changes year by year without, however,
there being any fundamental modifications.

The author has repeatedly been informed )>y the Hopis that the

number of katcinas is very great, much greater than the number
figured, especially if all those mentioned in traditions are included.

When we reflect upon the probable way these supernaturals have been
added to the Hopi Olympus, we may gain some idea of their possible

number, for each clan as it joined the Hopi population brought its own
gods, and, as the clans came from distant pueblos, where environmental
conditions difl'ered, each had a mythologic system in some respects

characteristic. Many Hopi clans have in course of time become extinct,

and with their disappearance their old masks have passed into the

keeping of kindred clans, to whom thej' are now known as "ancient,"

being never used. The distinctive names of such have been lost, but in

some cases the mask still retains its symbols. Then there is a constant

increase in the numbers of katcinas; not only are the Hopis acquainted

with many katcinas that are no longei' personated, but they are also

continuall}- introducing new ones. Thus the katcinas called Chicken,

Cow, and many others which might be mentioned, have made their

appearance in the last decade. It is not difficult to see how this may
have been brought about. A man goes on a visit to Zuiii or some
Rio Grande pueblo and witne.s.ses a personation of a katcina which, on
returning to his own home, he introduces into the Hopi ritual. This
process of introduction has been going on for many years, so that we
have katcinas called Navaho, Kawaika (Keresan), Pima, Apache, and
others of foreign derivation. Thus not only have clans introduced
new katcinas from time to time, but individuals have done the same,
and in many instances this introduction has taken place so lately that

the name of the man who brought them is known, as he is still living

in the pueblo.

Of the masked personations among the Hopis some, as Tunwup,
Ahiil, and Natacka, alwaj's appear in certain great ceremonies at stated

times of the year. Others are sporadic, having no direct relation to

any particular ceremony, and may be represented in any of the winter
or summer months. They give variety to the annual dances, but are

not regai'ded as essential to them, and merely to afford such variety

many are revived after long disuse. Each yenv many katcinas ma}^ be
added to any ceremony from the great amount of reserve material

with which the Hopis are familiar. Some have become extinct, and
knowledge of them remains onh' in the memorj' of old men, or now
and then one may be recalled to mind hj an ancient mask hanging in a

darkened room. Thus, it is seen that within certain limits a change

•21 ETH—03 2
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is continually going on in the character of the personations in masked
dauccs. It is more especially to the ancient or almost forgotten varie-

ties that we should look for aid in making a classification of katcinas.

The pictures have been arranged primarily on a basis of the sequence

of appearance in the annual calendar. Possibly a more comprehen-

sive classification of the pictures might be made with reference to the

clans which introduced them, and tables are given with that thought in

mind, but there is little possibility that a classification of this kind can

be made complete, since the clan origin of many katcinas will always

remain unknown.
The classification of katcinas by names leads to important results,

but the nomenclature, for many reasons, is often deceptive. The
same god ma}- have several attributal or clan names which have sur-

vived from the different languages spoken originally by component

clans of the tribe. Certain peculiarities of song or step of the per-

sonator, or a marked or striking symbol on his paraphernalia, may
have given a name having no relation to the spirit personated. Keep-

ing this fact in mind, and i-emembering the permanency of symbols

and the changeability of nomenclature, we are able to discover the

identitj- of personations bearing widel}' different names.

An important aspect of the study of these pictures is the light their

names often throw on their derivation. We find some of them called

l)y Zuiiian, others bj' Keresan, Tanoan, Piman, and Yuman names,

according to their derivation. Others have names which are dis-

tinctl}' Hopi. This composite nomenclature of their gods is but a

reflection of the Hopi laijguage, which is a mosaic of manj' different

linguistic stocks. No race illustrates better than the Hopi the per-

petual changes going on in languages which Payne so abh' discusses

in the second volume of his History of America. The successive clans

which united with the original settlers at Walpi introduced many
words of their peculiar idioms, and it is doubtful whether the present

Walpians speak the same tongue that the Snake (Telia) clans spoke

when tlicv lived at Tokonabi. their ancient home in northern Arizona.

HOPI FERIAL CALENDAR

Peculiar Fkatures

The author will first sketch the ferial calendar" of Walpi and give a

brief account of the nature of the rites occurring each month, having

especially in mind the personages here figured; ])ut only so much of

this calendar will be given as will help to explain the pictures and

render the paraphernalia intelligible.

"For ferial calendar of the Hopis, see Internationales Archlv fiir Ethnographie. Band vin, 1895. pp.

215, 236; American Anthropologist, vol. XI, 1898; Fifteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnol-

ogy, 1897, p. 260 et seq.
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The cereiiiouial year of the Ilopis begins in November with a New-
fire ceremon\- which assumes two forms, elaborate and abbi-eviated.

The elaborate form, given every fourth j'ear, is very complicated,

owing to the initiation of novices into the fraternities. Following
this precedent, the rites of the winter solstice (Soyaluna), Fowamu,
and Faliilulvoiiti are celebrated in extenso in those years. The elabo-

I'ation or abbreviation of the New-tire ceremony, which opens the

calendar, thus profoundly atfects all festivals of the remainder of the

year.

There are also several other variations in the calendar, due to

the celebration of either the Snake or Flute festival, which alternate

with each other. Thus in odd years there is in January an assemblage
of the Snake fraternity, while in even years the Flute priests have a
meeting in the same month. There are likewise certain minor modi-
fications in other ceremonies in those j^ears in which the Flute and
Snake ceremonies, respectiveh', are celebrated.

It must be borne in mind that the Hopis are ignorant of the

Roman names of months, January, February, and the like, but these

names ai-e introduced in the following pages for convenience in reduc-

ing their calendar to our own. Their months often take the names of

the ceremonies which occur in them.

The four seasons, spring, summer, autumn, and winter, have no
equivalents among the Hopi so far as is known. The Hopi year has

two divisions, which may be designated that of the named and that of

the nameless moons; the former is the cold period, the latter is the

warm—roughly speaking, they are winter and summer. These divi-

sions ma}' be called the greater and lesser periods, as the former begins-

in August and ends in March. In the first occur the greater, in the
other the lesser mysteries (see below. Classification of Festivals)^

although this practice is sometimes I'eversed.

Classification ob^ Festivals

As has been noted, the ceremonies in the Hoj)i calendar vary in

complexity as a result of the initiation of novices into the priesthoods^

which occurs about every four 3'ears.

In addition to this quadrennial variation there is a lesser and
greater celebration of the same festival each year, which are ordi-

narily six months apart, the lesser being generally in winter. The
adjective ''elal)oratc" will be applied to those quadrennial festivals

which are celebrated in extenso, '"abbreviated" being applied to the

smaller celebrations in intervening 3'ears: the two j-early presentations-

will be kuoM'n as the greater and lesser mysteries.
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Elaborate Festitals

Some of the elaborate festivals involve nine days' active work,
others live. In years when the New-fire ceremony is brief, other nine-

day ceremonies are abbreviated to five, and five-day ceremonies are

shortened to one. A list of the festivals of the latter class is given

below, under Abbreviated Festivals.

Among elaborate festivals with a nine-day duration may be men-
tioned the following:

Naacnaiya. Leleflti (Lenpaki).

Soyaluna. Lalakoiiti.

Powamu. Mamzrauti (Maraupaki).

Niuian. Owakiilti.

Tctiatikibi (Tciiapaki")-

With the exception of Powamu and Niman the above festivals have
two additional ceremonial days called the smoke talk and the public

announcement days. The ceremonial days of these elaborate festivals

are called:

First ila}': Tcotcoyunya. Fourteenth day: Yufiya.

Second day: Tiyuna. Fifteenth day: Cuskahimu.
Tenth day: Yufiya. Sixteenth day: Komoktotokya.
Eleventh day: Custala. Seventeenth day: Totokya.

Twelfth day: Luctala. Eighteenth day: Tihiini.

Thirteenth day: Nahictala.

The days betv?een the announcement (second day) ;uid Yufiya (tenth

dav) are generally seven in luimber, but may be less. The nine active

days begin on the first Yufiya and end on Tihiini, the public dance day,

which is followed by three or four days of purification. Practically

each of these ceremonies takes twenty days fi'om the smoke talk

(Tcotcoyunya) to the final day of purificjition.

Abbreviated Festivals

Among five-da}' c-eremonies which are believed to be contracted

forms of the first group, may be mentioned:

Wiiwiitcimti. Paluliikouti, or Ankwanti.

Pamiirti.

The one-day ceremonies, which ma_v be extended o\er five days in

special years, are as follow:

Winter Flute prayer-stick-niaking. Winter JIarau jjrayer-.stick-making.

AVinter Snake prayer-stick-making. Summer Sun jjrayer-stick-making.

Winter Lakone prayer-stick-mak- "Winter Sun jirayer-stick-niaking.

ing. Momteita.

a Literally, snake (toiia) going down (pakit), referring to entering the kiva.
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Tabular View of Festivals in a Hopi Year

The following cereinonio.s, celebrated amuially at the East mesa of

Tusayan, are mentioned with the months in which they occur, begin-

ning with the New-tire or November festival.

Noveni}>ei\ Kelemurydivu {Noviceis' Moon)

fWawutciniti (New-fire ceremony).
(Naacnaiya (with initiation of novices).

November is generally considered the o]X>ning niontli of tlic Il<)i)i

year, and on the character of the New-lire ceremony, whether elab-

orate (Naacnaiya) or abbreviated (Wiiwiitcimti), depends that of the

following festivals, for if the former is celebrated the winter ceremo-

nies which follow are always more complicated.

Decemher, Kyamurtjdio u,

1. Soyaluna (All-assembly, Winter-solstice).

Synchronous meeting of all clans in their respective kivas with

altars and prayers to Muyiiiwu, the germ god. An elaborate sun

drama occurs in certain kivas during the festival.

2. !Momtcita (war dance of the Kaloktaka or warrior priesthood of the Pakab
clans).

Stone images of the Hano warrior gods, corresponding to the Jlopi

Puiikoii hoya, Paluiia hoya, and their grandmother Kokyan vviiqti

(Spider woman), are displayed at the winter solstice ceremony (called

Tantai hy the Tewas). At Hano the rites of these gods are combined
with those of the germ gods, l)ut at Walpi they are distinct, following

Soyaluna.

In this festival there is an altar and prayer-stick-making. The
Hano warrior altars are erected in the same rooms and at the same
time as those of the Winter-solstice ceremony.

January, Pamiiryawu
1. Pamiirti.

A dance celebrated at Sichumovi by the Asa and Honaiii clans,

dramatizing the return of the sun, followed ))y their clan-ancicnts or

katcinas, called by Zufii names.

2. Lenya or Tciia paholawvi (Flute or Snake prayer-stick-making).

Winter or lesser Flute or Snake prayer-stick-making. Tlie l*'liito

or Snake fraternitj' of the under world is supposed to mcc^t at this

time, and there is a sympathetic gathering of Flute pri(\sts in even

years and Snake priests in odd j'cars. In the odd years certain rites

occur in the kivas during the Soyaluna ceremony to harmonize with the

preeminence of the Snake chief in those years.

3. Mucaia,«ti (Buffalo dance).

4. Tawa paholawu (Sun prayer-stick-making.)

Winter or lesser assemblage of the Sun priests.
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1. Powamft (Bean-plaiiting).

A cereuionial purification festival celebrating the return of the clan-

ancients of the Katcina clan, in which sevei-al other clan-ancients like-

wise appear.

2. Lakoue paholawii (Lakone prayer-stick-making
I

.

Winter or lesser sympathetic meeting- of the Lakone jniesthood.

who make offerings and deposit them in distant shrines.

MarcJi , iTcunmrymou

1. PalUliikonti, or Ankwafiti.

Theatrical performance or mj'stery play, illustrating the growth of
corn; its purpose is the production of rain.

2. Marau paliolawft (Marau prayer-stick-making).

Spring meeting of the Marau fraternity, who make offerings and
deposit them in distant shrines.

3. Sumaikoli.

Spring meeting of the Sumaikoli and Yaya fi'aternities. A festival

of short duration in which new tire is kindled hy frictional methods.

May, Kymiiuryawu

Al)breviateil Katcina dance.s.

Masked personations of different clan-ancients or katcinas, in public

dances of a single day's duration, sometimes accompanied with secret

rites.

July. Piiinilryuuu

Ninian Katcina (Departure of the Katcinas).

Elaborate celebration of the departure of the katcinas.

A ut/niit, Poayiiimryauu

1. Snake dance (Tciiapaki).

In odd years at Walpi, alternating with the Flute festival in even
years.

1. Flute dance (Lenpaki)

.

2. Tawa pabolawu (Sun prayer-stick-making).

Prayer-stick-making ])y the Sun priests.

o. Sumaikoli.

Meeting of the Sumaikoli fraternity.

Lalakonti.

Basket dance of the Patki (Rain-cloud) clans. Meeting of the

Lakone fraternity, in which an elaborate altar is erected and a jjublic

basket dance is celebrated.
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October
1. Owakiilti.

Basket dance of the Bull and Pakab clans. Meeting of the Owakiiltu

society, wlien an elaborate altar is erected and a basket fiance is

celebrated.

2. Mamzrauti.

Hand-tal)let dance. Meeting of the Marau society, when an elab-

orate altiir is erected and a liand-tablet dance is celebrated.

PRIEST FRATERNITIES IN HOPI CEREMONIAL
FESTIVALS "

Each of the above-mentioned ceremonial festivals is performed b}' a

society of priests and is simple or complex according to the relative

strength and social influence of its priesthood. The following lists

give the names of these societies and the festivals in which they are

specially prominent:

Fraternitj-
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There are a few other priest fraternities which take part in the

celel)ration of Hopi ceremonies, the jnost important of which are the

Tcukuwimpkya. among- which may be mentioned the Paiakyamu (mud-
hesids), Tatciikti (clowns), and Tcutckutii (gluttons). The\' are inti-

mately associated with the masked katcina observances, in which they

generally take part.

DESCRIPTION OF HOPI FESTIVALS

WuwuTCiMTi. New-fire Ceremony

The festival of the new tire is performed Ijy four religious fra-

ternities or societies called the Aaltu or Alosaka, the Kwakwantu,
Tataukyamii, and Wiiwiitcimtu.

The dominating element in this great yearlj^ festival, which opens

the Hopi year, is the worship of the germ god, Alosaka or MuyiiTwvi.

Fire is a living being, a mystery, or spirit, and the creation of lire is

S3'mbolic of the creation of life. The making of the new lire may be

considered as a kind of sympathetic magic or symbolic prayer for the

rejuvenescence of nature, and the various so-called phallic proceed-

ings which accompany it have the same significance. This festival is

not regarded as a fire-worship ceremonial, but an aspect of the worship

of the mystery or medicine which fire shares with every other living

or moving thing, embracing both organic and inorganic objects.

SOYALUNA

The winter solstice ceremony, called Soyaluiia, All-assembly, is an

occasion of many rites in all kivas on the East mesa, the altars in which
are described elsewhere. Its main feature is a prayer to Muyiiiwu,

the germ god, and in one of the kivas certain clans from the south

dramatize the advent of the sun god in the form of a bird.

The public advent of this sun or sky god takes place on the follow-

ing morning, when the bird personation is replaced by a masked man,

called Ahiilani. This sun god is also called Soyal katcina, from the

fact that he appears at Soyaluiia. He is accompanied by two maids,

called Soj-al manas, wearing masks resembling those of Aiiya katcina

manas, who distribute seed corn to the women of the pueblo.

It will later appear that there is the same dramatization of the

arrival of the gods in this festival as in Powamu and Pamiirti. There

is a representation of the return of a sky or sun god, who appears

first in the kiva and then on the following morning at sunrise in pub-

lic, distributing gifts to the people and receiving their prayers."

a For a description of the elaborate rites at the advent of the sun god in the kiva, see American
Anthropologist, 1899 and 1900. The exercises in the Hano kivas, where there are two altars with

serpent effigies (see American Anthropologist, new series, vol. 1, 1899), are mainly for rain and crops.
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On one of the days of this festival men personating' niaiiv kinds of

birds dance togetiicr in the Nacab kiva; this danec is repeated in the

Powanul festival, when all the bird masks are repainted and the bodies

of the participants are decorated with feathers, the winjfs and tail

being attached feathers. The following birds are personated:

Kwaliu, Eagle. Tiirpockwa.

Keca, Hawk. Totca, Humminghinl.
Kowako, Chicken. Pawik, Duck.
Patszro, Snipe. Monwu, Owl.

Hotsko, Owl. Kwayij, Hawk.

MOMTCITA

This special ceremony of the Kalektaka, or warrior society, intro-

duced by the Pakab or Reed (arrow) clans, whose chief is Pautiwa,
is observed directly after Soyaluiia. The society has a .special room
for its meeting, which is under the old Pakab house and is entered

from the roof. Ordinarily this room, called the Piiiikonki or house
of the god of war, is closed. The four walls are decorated with
pictures of animals, as follows: On the north side there is a picture

of Toko, the Mountain Lion; on the west wall is Honaui!i, the Bear;

on the south is Tokotci, the Wildcat, above which is a five-pointed

star; and on the east is Kwewu, the Wolf, above which is a picture

of the sun. From their positions on the walls these animals may be
judged to be the distinctive beasts of these cardinal points. In one
corner of this room there is a recess, ordinarily' closed Ity a tlat slab

of rock luted in place, in which the images of the war gods are kept.

At the time of the ceremonj' these fetishes and a number of old celts,

ancient weapons, bows, arrows, and tiponis of the Kalektaka society

are arranged in the form of an altar.

Prayer-sticks of peculiar construction are made by the Kalektaka,
and there is a dance at daybreak on the day after their manufacture,
in which the participants carry guns, bows, arrows, and other war
implements.

The rude stone images representing the Hano war gods are arranged
in the kivas during the celebration of the Soyaluna, in the manner
described in an account of the rites of the winter solstice at the

pueblo. The\' represent the two war gods, the Spider woman, their

grandmother, and Wicoko, a giant bird. The warrior celebration at

Hano is combined with the winter solstice rites, whereas in Walpi
it is distinct, or rather the Reed or Pakab clans have a special warrior
celebration.

The three principal images or idols are Piiiikoii hoya, Palufia hoya,

and Kokyan wiU|ti, the symboli.sm of which is shown in the pictures.

There are other images of Piiiikon hoya in Walpi which are brought
into the kivas at Soyaluna; as one belonging to the Katcina clan, used
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in the Mofi kiva, luul one of the Kokop clan, used in the Nacab kiva.

These are supposed to have been the property of the warriors of these

two clans, but there arc no special rites connected with them. At Hano
the rites of the warriors occur at the winter solstice, when elaborate

altars are erected.

PamCrti

The Zufii Indians are said" to claim Sichinnovi as one of their towns,
and the Hopis sometimes refer to it as the Zuiii pueblo, for the reason

that tlie clans which settled it, mainly the A.sa. and possibly also the

Ilonani, came from Zufii; ])ut of that the author is not quite sure.

It is commonly said that the Asa belong; to the Tanoan stock and that

they mijrrated from the Kio Grande via Zufii, where tiu^v left repre-

sentatives called the Aiwahokwi.
'Phe )>elief of the Zunis and Hopis that Sichumovi is closely con-

nected with the Zufii clans is supj)orted by the existence in that pueblo
of a cei'emony—Pamiirti—in which the majority of the personators
are called l>y Zufii names, and are dressed to represent Zufii katcinas.

In this festival there are neitlier secret ceremonials nor altars, save

those presently to be mentioned, and no tiponis nor society badges,

althougli ancient masks are publicly displayed in certain houses.

The Pamiirti at Sichumovi in the year 1900 eclipsed all ceremonies
in January at the East mesa, l)ut simultaneously with it dances were
performed in the other pueblos. Pamiirti celebrates the katcinas'

return (ikini) to the pueblo, the personations at Sichumovi mainlj^

representing the ancients of the Ilonani and Asa clans.'' In the siime

manner Powamii is supposed to represent the return of the ancients

of the Katcina clan.

The Pamiirti opened with a personation of Pautiwa, who in this

festival at Sichumovi is the sun god of the Asa and Honani clans. On
the opening day of the celebration he went to every kiva on the East
mesa announcing that in eight days the ancients would return and the

Pamiirti would lie celebrated. He threw meal at the homes of the

chief clans of Sit^humovi—the Honani, Asa, and Patki clans—as he
passed through the pueblo, a symbolic act analogoiis to that of Ahiil,

who in Powamii makes markings of meal on the doorways of all the

houses of chiefs.

Eight days after the sun god, I'autiwa, had made the circuit of the

kivas as above mentioned, personators of the following beings marched
from the Sun spring up the trail into Sichumovi:

rautiwa, Sun god.

Tcolawitze, Fire god.

Cakwa Cipikne, Green Cipikne.

a Mrs Stevenson intormed the author that the Zufii claim one ot the towns on the East mesa, and
later he leHmeil tluit the town referred to is Siehumovi.
'•Seclournal of .\mcrican Ethnology and Arclneology, vol. n, 1,S92.
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Sikya Cipikne, Yi'Uow Cipikne.

Hakto.
Huik.
Ilututu.

Caiastaciuia. Lons liDrii.

The men who personated these- being-.s jrathcrerl about 4 j). ni. at

a house of the Badger ehm on the Zuiii trail, far out on the plain

—

and there dressed, putting on their masks and other paraphernalia.

They then marched in procession to the Sun spring (Tawapa), where
they were joined b}' Walpi men, who caule from the Mofi and Nacab
kivas. Those from the Mofi kiva represented Heliliilii. Kwahu
(Eagle). Kwayo (Hawk), Macikwayo (Dral) Hawk), Pawik (Duck), and
many mudheads or clowns; those from the Nacab kiva contributed

several personations of Tcakwainas. The procession, enlarged by
these additions, re-formed and continued on up the mesa, under lead

of the sun god pei'sonation, Pautiwa, past the Rabbit-ear shrine

(Sowinakabu) to the Sun shrine, on the east edge of the mesa, mid-

way between Walpi and Sichumovi. On their arrival there they

re-foi'med in platoons and continued on to the latter pueblo.

The procession entered the pueblo about sunset, presenting a most
barbaric appearance in the rays of light from the western sky. The
numerous masked men walked in platoons, wearing painted helmets,

those representing birds prancing backward and forward, raising their

arms, to which feathers were attached to imitate wings; there were
also platoons of men with painted bodies, wearing horned knobbed
helmets closely fitting their heads, singing songs and shaking rattles.

Prominent among all was a naked boy, painted from head to foot

with spots of different colors. He was cjiUed Tcolawitze and carried

in his hand a cedar-bark torch, one end glowing with fire. The most
startling figure was perhaps that representing the Humis katcina,

or rather the Zuiii supernatural of this name. He was accompanied
by a relative, called their uncle (taamu), and two others known as the

Avatc hoya or Little Spotted Ones. These danced together with a full

chorus on the following day in the plaza of the pueblo.

There was al.so on this day a dance in which more than twenty men,
personating the Duck or Pawik katcinas. appeared in line in the same
plaza. The procession entered Sichumovi back of Anawita's house,

continuing along the row of houses on the east side, toward llano.

Turning westward at the north end of the row it passed into the plaza

of the pueblo, where it divided into four groups, each of which sought

one of the houses of the four chif^f clans. stM)n to }>e mentioned, where
receptions had been prepared.

At intervals along the route of their march through the pueblo six

temporary .shrines had been erected, consisting of a few upright stones

inclosing a prayer-stick. Connecting these shrines a line of sacred meal
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was drawn on the ground, along which line the procession passed. As
the personators ai-rived at each of the six shrines they performed a

dance near it. and the leader scattered prayer-meal on the prayer-stick.

Each of the four divisions of the procession went to one or another

of the following houses: Asa clan house (Homovi's), Honani clan house
(Nuvasi's), Patki clan house (Tcoshoniwu's), and Ki'ikiitc clan house
(SikyahonauiVs).

These houses had been specially fitted up for the reception of the

incoming guests, and as they arrived they danced, passing in rotation

to the other houses, and so continuing throughout the night.

As each group entered a house, it tied a stick with attached feathered

strings in the rafters, after which the katcinas doffed their masks, the

men smoked and prayed, and a feast was served. At the close of the

feast the women and children began to assemble, filling all available

space in the rooms, each family seeking the clan with which it had
social affiliation.

There were no elaborate altars in these rooms, but at one end, on the

floor, there were masks and other sacred objects belonging to the clan.

In the floor of the room at that point there was a round hole called the

sipapu, corresponding with a similar opening in the floors of the kivas.

The walls of the Asa room were decorated with whole new buckskins

nailed in a row about them. Tlie mural decoration of the Ki'ikiitc

clan was a ceremonial kilt painted on the four walls. All floors were
carefully swept and the wealth of the clan was prominently displayed,

the clan fetishes being placed on the floor near the symbolic opening
mentioned above.

The most important of the latter in the home of the Honani clan

wei'e four masks of Wiiwiij'omo and four masks of the Zuni Calakos.

These were arranged in two rows, one behind the other. Near this

double row of masks the men representing C'ipikne, Hakto, and Hututu
set their masks. The author supposes that the four masks called Wii-

wiiyomo (see plate v), which are apparently very old, as their name
indicates, represent sun masks, and as sucli are symbolically and mor-
phologically the same as that of Ahiil, the sun god of the Katcina

clan. They are exceptional in having the curved snout (which is homol-

ogous to an eagle's beak) turned upward, for in masks of other sun

gods which have this organ it is turned downward.
The four Zuni Calako masks, which the author believes are also

symbolic sun masks, are of modern introduction into Tusayan, and do

not differ in symbolism from those of the Calakos at Zuni, from which
they were modeled."

No ancient masks were displayed in the house of the Asa clan, but

(iThis is not the place to point out the resemblance between the symbolism of .the Calako masks
and those of the sun, but the author is firmly convinced that the Calako giants represent giant

sun birds. Not only the symbolism but also the acts of these beings support this theory. The Calako
festival is practically a sun drama.
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near a small opening in the floor representing the sacred region of

the room, the men personating Cipikne, Hakto, Caiastacana, and
Tcolawitze deposited their masks.

In the house of the Patki clan there was what might be called a rude
altar. At one end of the room, on a space a few feet square, the

floor had been carefully sanded, and on the sand five rings were
drawn side bj' side with meal. Within each of these rings there was
a conventional symbol of a rain cloud. Bird worship predominates in

the cults of this clan, and in these rings of meal the masks of the bird

gods, Kwahu (Eagle), Kwayo (Hawk), and Macikwayo (Drab Hawk),
were placed. It may be remembered that the personators who wore
these masks were Walpi men, and that the Patki is a Walpi clan, as

distinguished from the Honani and Asa, which have Zufii affiliations.

The house of the Kiikiitc clan, also distinctly Hopi, had, however,
a row of twentj' Tcakwaina masks hanging on the walls. These
were not worn by personators in the procession from Tawapa to

Sichumovi, but were prominent in the dances throughout the night.

There were dances in Walpi and Hano kivas on the same night, at

the same hour, jjarticipated in by unmasked personages—Mucaias taka

(Buffalo youth), Tacab (Navaho), Woe," Malo, and others. A dance
representing all kinds of bii'ds was performed on the same night in the

Walpi Nacab kiva.

Winter Flute Paholawu''

This is an abbreviated meeting of the Flute priests, occurring in

even years and lasting one day, during which a simple altar is made,
tiponis are put in position, and prayer-sticks are manufactured. There
is no public dance and there are usually no masked personages. The
Hopi artist has given no drawing of the Flute priest, but in the col-

lection there is a Len3'a or Flute kati-ina, which sometimes appears.

In the winter Flute ceremonv there is no altar, but the tiponis or

sacred badges of the Flute chief, Tiirnoa, the Bear chief, Kotka. and
the speaker chief, Hoiiyi, are placed in line in a ridge of sand back of

the symbolic opening in the floor of the kiva called the sipapu.

In 1900 the Flute chief made the following prayer-sticks:

1. A double praj-er-stick or paho, flat on one side, an offering to

Cotokinunwu.
•2. Eight ordinary green flute pahos.

Hofiyi made the following:

1. A double paho, flat on one side, with corn-husk packages of meal.

2. Ordinary green flute pahos.

The other men present made eacli two double green pahos as long

as the middle finger.

a The chevron on the face of this being recalls the eagle and hawk symbolism.
'>The Snake chiefs meet in odd, the Flnte in even, yeare. There are some variations in all the

ceremonies of the calendar connected with the celebration of Flute or Snake dance.
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Hani, tlic Piba-Tabo chief, acted the part of pipe lighter, aod, after

all the priests had taken their positions around the three badges of

the chiefs and the basket-tray containing the prayer-sticks mentioned
above, lit two pipes, one of which he passed to Tiirnoa and the other

to Hoiiyi.

Eight songs were then sung, which Hani accompanied on a tlute.

During the first song Kwatcakwa ai'ose, put some meal on a feather

which he held horizontally, and made several passes over the sacred

objects.

In the second song several rattles made of corn shells were used to

beat time, and Kwatcakwa sprinkled the objects with sacred meal.

During the third song Kotka asperged these objects with medicine

liquid. During the sixth and eighth songs Momi, of the Tciia clan,

arose, and stood before the three sacred badges of the chiefs, twirling

the whizzer or bull-roarer, after which he repeated the same act on
the roof of the kiva.

At the close of the songs all prayed in sequence, ana the rites ended
with a formal smoke. The prayer-sticks were given to Sikyabotima,

of the Ki'ikutc clan, who ran with them as a courier to the different

shrines of the gods for which they had been made.

Wahikwixema, Childken's Dance

Two days after the winter Flute ceremony just described, 15 little

boys and as many girls, each about 10 j'ears old, performed a simple

dance in the Walpi plaza. They were dressed and painted by their

elders to represent katcinas, and men sang for them as thej' danced

like their parents, beating time on a drum. At the close of this

exhibition a small boy, one of their number, threw pinon nuts to the

spectators from a bag he carried, which gives the dance the name it

bears (we go throwing).

MUCAIASTI, BUFBWLO DaNCE

On the night of January 15, 1900. a Buffalo dance was performed in

the Moil kiva by two men wearing Buffalo masks. Tacab and Woe
katcinas wei"e represented in the Wikwaliobi kiva, Malo katcina was
represented in the Nacab kiva, and the bird pensonations, Kwahu,
Monwii, and Aiiwuci, appeared in the Tcivato kiva, accompanied b}?^

many miidheads. This was apparently unconnected with the Sichumovi

Pamiirti or with the rites with which the Flute priests made prayer-

sticks, which took place in Walpi on the same day.

In the Mucaiasti or Buffalo dance no altar is erected, ))ut the men
who take the part of the JNIucaias taka deposit offerings in the Buffalo

shrine at its close.

The participants in the Mucaiasti of 1900 were (1) the Buffalo youths,

(2) the Buffalo maids, (3) the chorus.
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The ]jicture.s give a good ide;i of the paraphernalia of the first two
g'roups, which dance togetlier. The choruy accompanies them with a
drum, singing a loud and effective song. During the dance it is cus-

tomar}' to discharge firearms and to imitate in a way a hunt of the

bison, and this part of the ceremony was formerly carried out in a

much more realistic wa^' than at present.

The men of the chorus are gaudily painted, bearing sticks or poles

to which ribbons, calico, and feathers are attached.

The Bnrtalo dance is a foreign addition to the Hopi calendar. It is

said to be a Tewan ceremonial dance, and some of the Walpi women
sa}' they introduced it into Zufii. The Hano people claim that their

Mucaiasti is the best on the East mesa; in former years it was cele-

brated with much more eclat than at present. There is a tradition that

a Buffalo maid was brought to Tusayan from the Eastern pueblos by
the Sun, whose emblem she bears on her back in the dance.

"WiNTEK TaWA PAHOLAWf

This meeting of the Sun priests or Tawawimpkiya is a comple-
mental ceremony, at or near the winter solstic*}, of the summer meet-
ing, which occurs in July." No altars are employed, but a number
of prayer-sticks are made and latci- are deposited in special shrines.

The Winter Sun prayer-stick-making takes place in the same room
as the Summer, in a house near the Moii kiva, under the entrance to

the ancestral residence of the Patki clan. The only fetish employed
is a rude stone frog, over which is stretched a string extended along a
line of meal on the ffoor, symbolic of the pathway of blessings. The
men who participate in this i-ite are all meml)ers of the Patki clan.

PowAJir

The Powamu festival, ordinarily called the Bean-planting, is one of

the most elaborate of all katcina exhibitions, and at Walpi is controlled

by Naka, chief of the Katcina clan. One object of this festival is a

purification or renov^ation of the earth for future planting, but the

main purpose is a celebration of the return of the katcinas. The
festival differs considerably in the six Hopi pueblos and is apparently
most complicated at Oraibi.

PLANTING Oi" BEANS

In the early days of Powamu, beans are planted in all the kivas of
the three villages, Walpi, Sichumovi, and Hano, and foi-ced to grow
in superheated rooms until the morning of the final da}', when they
are pulled, tied in small bundles, and distributed, with dolls, bows and
arrows, turtle shells, rattles, etc., to the children, by maskcnl ])ersons

from each kiva.

a See Journal of American Ethnology and Arcb£eologr>% vol. ii, 1892.
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DANCES IN THE KIVAS

On every night from the opening- to the close of the festival there

were dances, iinuiasked or masked, in all the kivas of the East mesa.

There are personations in nine different kivas at the same time, and

although the author has obtained the names and pictures of the

katcinas personated, it was quite impossible for him to witness all

these dances.

The unmasked dances of katcinas in the kivas are called by the same

name as when masks are worn. Some of them are in the nature of

rehearsals. When the dance takes place in the public' plaza, all the

paraphernalia are ordinarily worn, but the dances without masks in the

kivas are supposed to ])e equally efficacious.

On account of the large number of masked men who appear in

Powamu. it is one of the most important festivals in which to stud}'

katcinas. The whole ceremony is of from sixteen to twenty days'

duration, and will later be described in extenso, but for a proper

understanding of the functions of the masked personators a summary
is introduced of the events of each day in the celebration in 1900.

On the night of February 1 there occurred in all kivas a series of

dances of strange character. They followed one after another in rapid

succession, and while they took place in all the kivas. the author wit-

nessed them in only one.

Fh'sf Act

The first dance was performed by men from the Nacab kiva. The
men represented all the birds which the Hopis personate in their dances,

and the personations were ver)' good. They wore bird masks, their

bodies were painted, and small feathers were stuck on their naked legs,

arms, and bodies with pitch. They imitated to perfection the step,

cr}', and motions of Kwahu (Eagle), Palakwayo (Red Hawk), Totca

(Humming-bird), Monwu (Owl), Koyona taka (Cock), Koyona mana
(Hen), Yaupa (Mocking-bird) Patszro (Quail). Keca (Hawk), Hotsko
(Owl?). Three bees (Momo) were also personated, and the men per-

sonating them went about the kiva imitating bees stinging by shooting

miniature arrows at the spectators.

SVr,»»</ Act

The Tewa kiva contributed a number of nuidheads called Koyimsi
(a Zufii name), who danced and sang, performing certain obscene acts

which need not be described.

TlurJ Act

A large delegation of Sio (Zuni) katcinas performed the third dance,

which occurred shortlv after that of the mudheads. Thev came from
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one of the Sichumovi kivas, and their danee was prat-tically the same
as that which has been elsewhere described.

"

Fourth Art

This act consisted of a dance by men re))resentinj( Tcakwaina
katcinas.

Flftl, Act

One of the Sichumovi kivas contributed to this series a dance bv a
number of masked men representing Tacab (Navaho) katcinas, who
were accompanied by two mudheads or clowns.

Sixth Act

This dance was the most exciting of all the exhibitions in this con-

tinuous performance. The dramatis persona were Tumas, Huhuan,
and ten personations of Tufiwup, the flogger, all of whom came from
the ]\Ion kiva of Walpi.

The most exciting event in this dance M'as a flogging act by the last

mentioned. During the dance a ring was drawn with meal on the

floor, and one of their number stepped within it, dancing all the

while, and two of his comrades struck him as hard as they could with
\'ucca boughs on naked back, arms, legs, and abdomen. Shortly after

this many spectators, men and women, stepped forward and received

similar floggings on ])ared legs and arms.

ADVEXT OF THE SUN GOD, AHLL

The Powamu sun god arrives in the kiva, where he is said to rise *

on the night of February 1. Certain rites attend that event, but his

advent in public occurs on the following morning (Fe})ruary 2) at sun-

rise. The man who is to personate the sun god dresses and masks
himself at the shrine, Wala, on the trail to Hano, and just as the sun
reddens the east he starts up the trail, guided by the Katcina chief.

His dress and the symbolism of his mask can be known by consulting

the tigure which the artist has drawn of him, but a brief reference to

his acts may tind a place in the general account of Powamu.
The advent of the sun personator is described elsewhere as follows:''

Just as the sun rose the two [Ahiil and the chief] visited a kiva in Hano.
Stooping down in front of it, Ahiil drew a vertical mark with meal on the inside of

the front of the hatchway, on the side of the entrance opposite the ladder. He
turned to the sun and made six silent inclinations, after which, standing erect,

he bent his head backward and began a low rumbling growl, and as he bent his

head forward raised his voice to a high falsetto. The .«ound he emitted was one

oJournal o£ American Ethnology and Archneology, vol, ii. 1892.

6 The use of the same word for his appearance and for sunrise is siguificaut. Aliiil may be
translated The Returning One.
cFifteenth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology. Washington. 1N97, p. i".

21 ETH—U3 3
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long expiration, and continued as long as he had breath. This act he repeated four

times, and, turning toward the hatchway, made four silent inclinations, emitting

the same four characteristic expiratory calls. The first two of these calls began with
a low growl, the other two were in the same high falsetto from beginning to end.
The kiva chief and two or three other principal members, each carrying a handful

of meal, then advanced, bearing short nakwakwoci hotumni [stringed feathers tied

to a twig], which they placed in his left hand while they uttered low, reverent

prayers. They received in return a few stems of the corn and bean plants which
Ahiil carried.

Ahiil and Intiwa" next proceeded to the house of Tetapobi, who is the only repre-

sentative of the Bear clan in Hano. Here at the right side of the door Ahiil pressed
his hand full of meal against the wall at about the height of his chest and moved
his hand upward. He then, as at tlie kiva, turned around and faced the sun, holding
his staff vertically at arm's length with one end on the ground, and made six

silent inclinations and four calls. Turning then to the doorway, he made four incli-

nations and four calls. He then went to the house of Nampio's mother, where the

same ceremony was performed, and so on to the houses of each man or woman of

the pueblo who owns a tiponi or other principal wimi (fetish) . He repeated the
same ceremony in houses in Sichumovi and Walpi.

During this circuit Ahiil vi.sited the following kivas and clan iiou.ses

of the three pueblos of the East mesa:
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time tho monsters would return for gifts, so the males were direeted to

hunt for meat and the women to prepare paper-bread and meal to give

them.
FLOGGING THE CHILDREN

The most important act on February- li was the child flogging at

Walpi and Hano. This is done by two Tuiiwup katcinas, assisted

by their mother, Tumas, in the presence of people of the town, and
is briefly described under the heading Tufiwup.

RETURN OF OTHER KATCINAS

On the same day appear also Hahai wiiqti and a number of othei*

katcinas. Many masked men, singly or in pairs, wander about the

pueblos, especially by night, during the preceding days. The theory

of Powamu is that all the katcinas return, and one comes upon
them unexpectedly in all the pueblos. Of many noticed besides those

already mentioned, there were several called Wukokoti (big masks;

plate xxiii), Ahote (plate xxxvii), and Owanozrozro (plate xxaiii).

They wander from place to place, accosting pedestrians or calling out

at the kiva entrances to the inmates below.

ADVENT OF MASAUt}

One of the most interesting ceremonials witnessed at Walpi in

Powann'i was performed on the evening of February 15. It was
called the advent of Masauu, and is preliminary to one not seen bj' the

writer, but described by some of the Hopis, which was later performed
at or near planting time at Mastcomo, a mound on the trail from
Walpi to the Middle mesa. As this rite is not of annual occurrence,

and as it may not be witnessed again, it may be described in detail.

On entering the Tcivato kiva about S p. m., the author found several

chiefs seated in a ring by the flreplace, engaged in a ceremonial smoke.

Among these men were Anawita, Sakwistiwa, Winuta, Kanu, Momi,
Pautiwa, Haya, Hofija, and Tiirnoa. All smoked for a long time,

frequently exchanging terms of relationshiji.

There were in the room at the same time about twenty other men who
were decorating their bodies with white pigment, drawing lines with

this material along their legs and arms. They placed daubs of white

on their cheeks and tied small j'ucca fibers in their hair. No masks
were seen, but it was gathered from the conversation that some of

these men were to personate katcinas, and some were to represent maids.

They were called the Maswik katcinas (the Masauu-bringing katcinas)

and later accompanied the Masauus as they went from kiva to kiva.

When these men had finished their bodily decorations, they formed
a line near the Avails of the room and sang a spirited song in cadence

with their dance. As thej' sang Momi left the room, but soon
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returned with a nuitsk of ^Masauu. which he hiid by the tireplaco within
the ring of priests. It looked like a giant skull, but eloser examina-
tion showed it to be a great hollow gourd, with a large broken orifice

and small holes for eyes and mouth. It was not decorated, and was
destitute of feather adornment. In places around the broken part the
edge appeared serrated. Through the broken opening the head of the
man who wore the mask was thrust. At the same time that Momi
brought the mask he brought also two old, almost black blankets, two
ancient planting sticks, and two basket plaques in which were frag-

ments of piki (paper-bread) and other objects.

Immediately after these objects had been laid on the iioor. each of

the chiefs puHed great whiffs of tobacco smoke on the mask, after

which they pra_ved very fervently in sequence, beginning with
Pautiwa. Songs then began, and as they sang Sakwistiwa took the

mask in his hand and squirted over it from his mouth an unknown
liquid which imparted a black color to the object. He then sprinkled
on the face of the mask a quantity of micaceous iron (yayala) and laid

it back on the floor.

Each of the painted men then in turn approached the mask and
laid a stringed feather, called a nakwakwoci, in one of the basket
tra3's. The}' then formed in line and danced to songs, shaking cow
bells and rattles, making a great noise. Meanwhile one of the chiefs,

in a voice almost inaudible, talked to the mask. So low was his tone
that it would have been impossible for one to have understood this

address, even if he were well versed in the Hopi language.

When the Maswiks had finished their songs, they filed out of the

room and the two men who were to personate Masauu began their

preparations. They tied agave (mobi) fiber about their legs and
arms, slung the black blanket under one arm and tied it over the

other shoulder; each took a planting stick and a basket tray. One of

these men then slipped the gourd over his head, and thus costumed
they left the room.
Meanwhile the Maswiks, seating themselves on the top of the kiva,

were awaiting the preparation of the two Masauus, and when the latter

were ready they filed into the Moii kiva, where many male spectators

had gathered to see the performance presently to be described.

These ]\Iasauu rites are performed in each kiva in rotation. V)egin-

ning with the Moi! kiva. In each of these rooms a considerable luim-

ber of male spectators had gathered to witness the rites, and the events

which occurred in the diflerent kivas were substantially identical.

Having seated himself among the spectators in one of the kivas. the

author witnessed the ceremonj- from beginning to end.

As the line of Maswiks came in, a pinch of sacred meal was thrown
upon each by the kiva chief. A song then began, accompanied by
the bells which the katcinas carried, and soon the personator of
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IVhisauu cuiiic down ;i ladder as if a stairway, and. niakiny liis way back
of the line of danciM's. caiiu' forward })etv\'ecn two of tlieui and siiuatted

before the fireplace. The second personator followed, unmasked,
but with two black streaks painted on his cheeks. He took his seat

by the side of Masauu. assuniinu- the posture of a man planting,

holdine- one end of the planting stick to the floor as if it were soil.

Thus these two personators remained until the songs ceased, not

speaking. When the Maswiks'liled out, each said "(lood night" but

the last one, who carried a bundle slung over his shoulders, halted,

with one foot on the lowest rung of the laddei-, and announced to the

occupants of the room that a few moons hetice there would ))e a

^lasauu ceremony at Mastcomo.
At the departure of the dancers all occupants of tiie room crowded

forward, each in turn placing his prayer symbol or feathered sti'ing in

the l>asket tray, whispering a l)rief prayer to Masauu. This was an

impressive ceremony, and was accompanied with much reverence.

There was no loud talking, and each man seemed to speak confiden-

tially to the personation of the supernatural being lie addressed. Hav-
ing recei\ ed all the prayers of the kiva inmates, the two personations

passed out of the room, leaving their trays full of stringed feathers.

The situation of the shrines where these ofl'erings were later placed

was not t)bserved. but some of them were ]ilaced at tlie shrine of

INIasauu in the foothills west of the mesa.

Tile foregoing rites and the nature of the prayers addressed to

JNIasiiuu lead the author to regard him as a god of germination or a

personation of tire as a symbol of life. Life, to a jjrimitive mind, is

power of will expressed in motion, and is the mystery which animates

everything, organic and inorganic. Masauu has the mysterious power
so deveh>ped that he can make crops grow if he wills, and he was
appealed to for crops, as a germ god. There are other germ gods, as

INIuyinwu or Alosaka. the germ god of Awatobi. l)ut ]\Iasauu. one of

the most archaic in Tusayan. was derived from Sikyatki. In early

history, as legend declares, he owned all Hopi territory, but the chief

of the Snake clan, by the use of his own mysterious power, overcame
the mystery or medicine of Masauu. even though he had power of life

and death, and comi)elled him to do good deeds.

Thus it is that Masauu is regarded as the god of tiie. which is life:

as the god of death: but above all as the god of germs. Eototo. whom
the ancient Sikyatkians regarded as their special tutelary deity: once

overcome by the Hopi. he now does their bidding.

Ari'K.AUANCE OF POWAMl KATCINAS

Certain beings called Powanul katcinas appear on the following

morning in the kiva. where they dance and ixn-form other rites. The
artist has represented these, and also So wuqti (tirandmother woman),
who grasps the Powauu"! katcina liy the hand (see plate xiv).
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DISTKIBUTIOX OF BEAN SlMtOUTS, DOLI,8, AND Ol'HEK OIUECTS

At sunrise of the last day of Powaiuu, two personations from each

kivii distribute the sprouted beans, dolls, l)ows and ai'rows, moccasins,

and other objects which have l)een made for that purpose. From their

appearance at dawn they are called the Dawn (Telavai) katcinas, and
in 1900 the following were observed performing this duty: Owa
katcina, Maio katciiia, Ilehea katcina, [luhuan katcina, Sio Ilumis

katcina, Tate iikti.

Shoi'tly after this distribution a man personating Sovok wi'Kjti went
about Waipi lioiding conversations at the kivus und private houses,

frightening children until they cried.

COLLECTION OE FOOD BV MONSTERS

Later in the dav three groups of Soyoko or monsters, each group
consisting of four Natackas, one Natacka mana, one Hahai wi'iqti,

one Hehea katcina, and two Hehea katcina manas, went to ever}'

house of their pueblo demanding food from the inmates, as they had
notiried the people they would eight days previously. Hahai wiiqti

acted as speaker, assuming a falsetto voice, the Natackas emphasized
the demands, and Hehea. armed with lassos, tried to rope those who
refused. It is customary for the boj's to first offer Hahai wiiqti a

mole or rat on a stick. This is refused, and then a small piece of

meat, generality mutton, is held out. The Natacka examines it and if

not large enough hands it back as he did the rat, shaking his hideous

head. When the desired (juantity of meat is presented, it is given to

the Natacka mana, who transfers it to a basket she carries on her
back. The girl or woman is then asked for meal, and she offers meal
that she has gi-ound from the ear of corn presented by the monsters
on their previous visit. This is refused and more meal is demanded
until enough is given to satisfy the monsters, who transfer it to the

basket of Natacka mana, after which they retire."

\\'lNTEK LaKONE PaHOLAWC

The Lalakontu have an assemblage in winter—a meeting of the

chiefs, at which prayer sticks are made. This is held in Vensi's house
near the Moii kiva—the old house of the Patki clans. Vensi, the

owner, is the oldest woman of the clan who is now active. No altar

is put in place during this rite, which simply consists of prayers and
song.s.

"The monsters that visit the housps as described above are represented in n photograph taken at

Walpi by Mr James Mooney and published with his permission in a paper in the Fifteenth Annual
Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, as plate cv. The names of these, beginning at the right
of the line, are: 1. Hahai wiiqti; 2. Natacka naamfl; :i, Soyok mana; 4, Soyok mana; 5, G, 7, b. 9,

Katackas of different-coloreil masks. 10, 11. 12. Ueheas.
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Palulukonti, or AnkwaSti

This festival, like the two preceding, is aa excellent one in which
to study Hopi symbolism, for many masked personages appear in the

dramatizations in the kivas and on the plazas outside. As has been
shown elsewhere, the ^proceedings in the kivas are theatrical exhibi-

tions which vary from year to j'ear accordingly as one chief or another

controls the different acts. Throughout the performance at which the

author was present two old men, who may be called the kiva chiefs,

sat b\' the fireplace in the middle of the room and continually fed the

flames with small twigs of greasewood, the sole method of lighting the

room on that night. The heat was very great and the ventilation was so

poor that the atmosphere was stifling. The audience consisted mainly
of women and children, who occupied one end of the room, the remain-

der being empty except while performances were being enacted.

Everyone was gladly welcomed to see the performance, and there were
proljably not a dozen persons on the mesa who did not attend. No one
paid admission to this theater and no actor received a recompense. It

was a festival for all to enjoy, as all contributed to its success. Except
in one act, no woman took part as an actor, and there were few men
in the audience. The spectators assembled about 9 p. m., each clan

seeking that kiva with which it had social affiliation. These acts ai"e

thus described in another paper:"

ACTS PERFORMED IN 1900

First Act

A voice was heard at the hatchway, as if someone were hooting
outside, and a moment later a hall of meal, thrown into the room frona

without, landed on the floor by the flreplace. This was a signal that the

first group of actors had arrived, and to this announcement the fire

tenders responded, '" Yuiiya ai " ( ''Come in " ), an invitation which was
repeated by several of the spectators. After considerable hesitation

on the part of the visitors and renewed cries to enter from those in

the room, there was a movement above and the hatchway was dark-

ened by the form of a man descending. The tire tenders rose and
held their blankets about the fii'e to darken the room. Immediately
there came down the ladder a procession of masked men bearing long

poles, upon which was rolled a cloth screen, while under their blankets

certain objects were concealed. Filing to the unoccupied end of the

kiva, they rapidly set up the objects they bore. When they were
ready a signal was given, and the fire tenders, dropping tlieir blankets,

resumed their seats by the fireplace. On the floor before our aston-

ished eyes we saw a miniature field of corn, made of small clay ped-

estals out of which projected corn sprouts a few inches high. Behind

» A theatrii'al performance at Walpi, iu Proceedings of the Washington Academy of Sciences, vol.

II, Washington, 1900, pp. 607-()2C.
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this field of corn hung a decorated cloth screen reaching from one
wall of the room to the other and from the floor almost to the rafters.

On this screen were painted many strange devices, among which were
pictures of human lieings, male and female, and of birds, symbols of

rain clouds, lightning, and falling rain. Prominent among the sym-
bols was a row of six circular disks, the boi'ders of which were made
of plaited corn husks, while the inclosed field of each was decorated
with a symbolic picture of the sun. Men wearing grotesque masks"
and ceremonial kilts stood on each side of this screen, one dressed as

a woman and bearing in one hand a basket tray of meal and in the

other an ear of corn. He wore a helmet with a coil of hair suspended
on each side of the face, a bunch of feathers on the top, and a bang
made of red horsehair hanging before the face. The helmet was
painted black, and small crescents indicated the eyes and the mouth.
The act began with a song, to which the masked men, except the

last-mentioned, danced. A hoarse roar made by a concealed actor

blowing through an empty gourd* resounded from behind the screen,

and immediately the circular disks swung open upward, and were seen

to be flaps hinged above, covering orifices through which simulta-

neouslj' protruded six artificial heads of serpents, realisticalh' painted.

Each head had protuberant goggle-eyes and bore a curved horn and a

fan-like crest of hawk feathers. A mouth with teeth was cut in one
end, and from this orifice there hung a strip of leather painted red,

representing the tongue.

Slowly at first, but afterward more rapidly, these elBgies were thrust

farther into view, each revealing a body 4 or 5 feet long, painted,

like the head, black on the back and white on the belly. When they
were fulh' extended, the song grew louder, and the efligies moved back
and forth, raising and depressing their heads in time, wagging them
to one side or the other in unison. Thej' seemed to bite ferociously

at each other, and vicioush* darted at men standing near the screen.

This remarkable play continued for some time, when suddenly the

heads of the serpents l)ent down to the floor and swept across the

imitation cornfield, knocking over the clay pedestals and the corn

leaves which they supported. Then the cifigies raised their heads

and wagged them back and forth as before. It was observed that

the largest elfigy, that in the middle, had several udders on each

side of the belly, and that she apparently suckled the others. jNIean-

while the roar emitted from behind the screen bj^ a concealed man
continued, and wild excitement seemed to prevail. Some of the

spectators threw meal at the efligies, ofl'ering prayers, amid shouts

from others. The masked man representing a woman stepped for-

ward and presented the contents of the basket tray to the serpent

« Representing the Bear katcinas,

6 This gourd was decorated with the symbolic masks of the Great Plumed Snake.
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effigies for food, after wliicli he held his breasts to them as if to-

suckle them."

Shortly sifter this the song diminished in volume, the effigies were
slowly drawn back through the openings, the flaps on which the sun

symbols were painted fell back into place, and after one rinal roar,

made by the man behind the screen, the room was again silent. The
overturned pedestals, with their corn leaves, were distributed among
the spectators, and the two men by the fireplace again held up their

blankets before the tire, while the screen was silently rolled up. and
the actors with their pai'aphernalia departed.

The accompanying plate'' represents the cloth screen tied in position

to the roof of the kiva and the miniature cornfield on the floor before

it. The six openings in the screen, four of which are larger than

the other two, are arranged in a row, and out of five of these open-

ings protrude serpent effigies. The flaps which ordinarilv cover
these orifices are raised, with the exception of that at the extreme
right, which hangs in place to show the sun symbol on its face and
the tip of a serpent's head near one margin. The central effigy

(3'uamu, their mother) is knocking over the rows of clay pedestals

which form the miniature cornfield. The masked human figure

standing at the left before the screen represents the mother of the

clan gods, or Hahai wiiqti, who is holding foi'ward a basket tray of

meal, which she offers as food to the serpents. One of the performers
may be obscurely seen behind the screen, blowing the gourd trumpet
by which the "roars" of the great serpents are imitated.

Prominent among the designs painted on this screen are three

human figures. That of a man has two horns on the head like an
Alosaka'' and, as so often occurs in pictures or images on altars, the

maidens have their hair arranged in disks, one above each ear, as in

the Hopi maid's coifl'ure of the present day. These maidens were
called Tubelioli manas. The other design represents birds, lightning,

rain clouds, and falling rain. The first act was performed by men of

the kiva which is situated in the middle of the Hano plaza,'' and the

screen and snake effigies are owned by men of that pueblo. The
screen was repainted on the day of the dramatization bj' the men who
took part in the act. No actor tasted food on that day before the

decoration of the screen was finished, and at the close of their work
all vomited over the cliffs. This Hano screen and the drama acted

before it resemble those which are occasionally used in the chief kiva

of Walpi.

<iThis actor represented Hahai wiiqti, mother of katciiias or claix-ancients.

It Plate XXXII, Proo. Wash, Acad. Sci., vol. n, 1900.

•'One of the prominent gods in Hopi worship.

((Called the Kisombi kiva, plaza kiva.
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Second Act

The i-recond act, a })urt'alo dance, was one of the best on this eventful

night. Several men wearing helmets representing buffalo heads, with
lateral horns and shaggv sheepskins, and wool painted black hanging
down their backs, entered the room. They carried zigzag slats of

wood, symbolic of lightning, and performed a characteristic dance to

the beat of a drum. These buflalo personations were accompanied
by a masked man and boy representing eagles, who danced before
them, uttering calls in imitation of birds.

The same buffalo dance, but more complicated, was celebrated

earlier in the winter in the public plaza of Walpi, at which time the

men were accompanied bj- girls dressed as Buffalo maids who did not
appear in the second act in the kivas. No representation of the eagles

was seen in this public dance.

The Buflalo maids bore disks decorated with sun emblems on their

backs, and carried notched sticks representing "sun ladders"'" in

their hands. It is appropriate that this dance should be given by
men from the Tanoan pueblo. Hano, as it was probably introduced

b}' men of the same stock from the Rio Grande region, by whom this

village was settled.

nird Act

A new set of actors made their presence known at the entrance to

the kiva soon after the departure of the Buffaloes, but these were
found, on their entrance, to be verj- unlike those who had preceded them.
They brought no sun screens nor serpent efligies with them, but were
clothed in ceremonial kilts, and wore masks shaped like helmets.

The}' were called Piiiikon katcinas, and were accompanied by two men
dressed like women, one representing their grandmother and the
other their mother. The former personated Kokyan wiiqti,'' or Spider
woman, and wore a closely fftting mask with white crescentic eves
painted on a blackened face, and white hair made of raw cotton. She
danced before the tire in the middle of the room, gracefulh- posturing
her body and arms, while the others sang and danced to the beat of a

drum. As the actors tiled out of the room Spider woman distributed

to the spectators seeds of corn, melon, and the like.'"

o Ancient Hopi ladders were notched logs, some of which are still extant on the East mesa. In
the winter solstice ceremony at Hano there stand, back of the altars, notched slats of wood called
",sun ladders," which are supposed to be efficacious in rites recalling the sun or aiding an enfeebled
sun to rise out of his "home." The prayer-sticks carried by the Buffalo maids are imitations of these
sun ladders.

(•This part was taken by Nanahe, a Hopi who has for many years made his home at Zuni and
returned to Walpi to be present at the dance.
cThe mother and grandmother of Piiiikon katcinas naturally appear as representatives of the

ancients of some clan with which this special form of the katcina cult originated. Hahai wiiqti.

who does not appear in this act. but in the first and fifth, is represented by Kokyan wiiqti, probably
the 3ame supernatural under a different name.
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Fourth Act

After the audience had sat ^;ilent for about a quarter of an hour

men were heard walking on the roof and strange cries came down the

hatchway. Again the fire tenders called to the visitors to enter, and

nuiffled responses, as of masked persons outside, were heard in reply.

First came down the ladder a man wearing a shabby- mask covered

with vertical zigzag lines," bearing a heavy bundle on his back. As
he climbed down the ladder he pretended to slip on each rung, but

ultimately landed on the floor without accident, and opened his bundle,

which was found to contain a metate and meal-grinding stone. He
arranged these on the floor before the fireplace and took his place at

one side. A .'^econd man with a like bundle followed, and deposited

his burden b}- the side of tne other. Two masked girls,* elaborately

di-essed in white ceremonial blankets, followed, and knelt by the stones

facing the fire, assuming the posture of girls when grinding corn.

After them entered the chorus, a procession of masked men who
filed around the room and halted in line behind the kneeling girls.

At a signal these last arrivals began to sing, and as they sang moved
in a solemn dance. The girls rubbed the mealing stones back and

forth over the metates. grinding the meal in time with the song, and

the men clapped their hands, swaying their bodies in rhj'thm.

The last-mentioned men held an animated conversation with the fire

tenders, asserting that the girls Mere expert meal grinders, and from
time to time crossed the room, glutting pinches of the meal into the

mouths of the fire tenders and spectators. This continued for some
time, after which the girls rose and danced in the middle of the room,

posturing their bodies and extending alternately their hands, in which

they carried corn ears. The chorus personated the Navaho Aiiya kat-

cinas, the girls were called the Navaho Anya maids and were supposed

to be sisters of men in the chorus.

In order better to understand this act. let us consider the nature of

the cult from which the personages appearing in it were derived.

These jiersonages are called katcinas, of which there are many kinds

among the Hopis, differing from each other in the symbolism of their

masks and other paraphernalia. Their distinctive names are totem-

istic, the same as those of clans now living either at Walpi or at some
other place from which the katcinas were derived. Katcinas are

tutelary clan gods of the ancestral type, and when personated appear

as both males and females.

In manj^ cases the katcina is represented hy no clan of the same
totemistic name now living in the pueblo. This has been brought

about in several ways, of which there may be mentioned: (1) The

<i These men were called Hehea katcinas.
h These girls were called the Tacab Afiya katcina manas. On the day following, two girls repre-

senting the Anya katcina manas performed the same act in the public plaza of Walpi,
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elan has become extim-t, while its katciiui has survived; (-2) a tcatcina

has been purchased or borrowed from a neighboring peoph'; (H) a kat-

cina mask has been invented by some imaginative person who has seen

an object which he thinks fitting for a katcina totem.

A study of a clan and the katcina which bears the same name will

be instructive in the determination of their relation.

There are several clans where this clan relation of the katcina still

retains its primitive totemistic character, and at least one where the

names of both clan and katcina are the same. For instance, the

members of the Tcakwaina or Asa clans claim that the Teakwaina
katcinas are their clan-ancients, and when they personate these clan-

ancients they represent the following masked personages:

1. Tcatcakwaina taamu, Tcakwainas, their uncle.

2. Tcatcakwaina tatakti, Tcakwainas, males (brothers).

3. Tcatcakwaina kokoiarau, Tcakwainas, their elder sister.

4. Tcatcakwaina maniantii (=nianas), Tcakwainas, maids (sisters).

5. Tcatcakwaina yuamii, Tcakwainas, their mother.

It will be noticed that all these ancestral personages belong to one
and the same clan—the mother, brothers (tatakti). sisters (mamanantu),
and uncle—but that the father is unrepresented.

The most important fact, however, is that the name of the katcinas

is the .same as that of the clan, viz., Tcakwaina, and that men of this

clan personate in dramatic and ceremonial pei-formances the super-

naturals bearing their clan name. They do not introduce a persona-

tion of the Tcakwaina father because he is not of their clan, and hence
can not be a supernatural of their clan.

An analysis of other katcinas shows that many of them are ancients

of clans, or that each clan originally had distinctive divinized ancients

in the katcina cult. These gods are personated as lirothers, sisters,

uncle, mother, or grandmother, the paraphernalia being determined
by the particular clan totem.

The relation of a katcina to its clan can be traced in many other

instances, but in others, and perhaps the majority, it is obscured by
changes in nomenclature and sociologic development. Katcinas often

no longer bear their ancient names, but are called from some peculiaritj^

of dress, prominent s^uibol of the mask, or peculiar cry emitted by
them, which has no connection with the totems of their respective

clans. The Aiiya katcinas (brothers, men) and the Anya katcina manas
(sisters) belong to this group. They were originally introduced by
Patki (Rain-cloud clans) from settlements on the Little Colorado river,

and their name has no relation to the clans which brought them. In
fact at Zufii the dance of these katcinas is called the Kokshi, Good
dance, while the name of the same at Walpi is the Anya, or Long-hair.
We have also at the latter pueblos other names for the Afiya manas,
as Soyal manas, etjualiy inajiijlicable so far as their clan relation is

concerned.
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Tlio popular names of Hopi gods, aiuong- which are included

katciiias or clan tutelary supernaturals, are commonly of exoteric

origin and are oftentimes very numerous. Unfortunately the archaic

name is often lost, although in a few cases it is the same as the

popular.

Fifth A<-i

As after former acts, we waited a few minutes only for the next, a

fifth, which was somewhat similar in character to the first. A call at

the hatchway and an invitation from within to enter led to the

appearance of a procession of masked men who came down the ladder

bearing paraphernalia for th(>ir exhibition hidden under their arms or

concealed in blankets. The tiic tenders shielded the tire once more
with blankets, so that the room was darkened, and in the obscure

light the actors arranged their stage properties. When the blankets

were dropped, the light revealed ou the floor before us an imitation

field of corn, each hill of which was a clay pedestal with projecting

corn leaves, and behind it. as a background, a wooden framework
decorated with peripheral turkey feathers" and hung with two disks

painted with sun emblems. I'ine boughs were so arranged in the

framework that they tilled all vacant spaces and shielded performers

in the rear of the room. Several naked men, called "mudheads,"
wearing on their heads close-titting cloth l)ags with attached knobs,

stot)d before the framework, which was supported by two of their

number. The exercises opened w-ith "roars "from behind the disks

and vigorous dancing bv the nmdheads before the screen.

Soon the Haps of the sun disks swung open and from under them
emerged the hideous heads of twi) snake effigies, larger than those of

the tirst performance, but similarly constructed. These serpent heads

were thrust forward until their serpentine bodies, extended several

feet, came into view. Their heads darted back and forth, swaying

first to one side and then to the other, biting viciously now at the

audience and then at each other, while deep roars imitating the voice

of the serpent emerged from the rear of the room. With one stroke

of the head the field of corn was swept over and the serpents twisted

their bodies about each other.

One of the naked men, a nuidhead. wearing the knobbed cloth

bag, stepped forward and grasped one of the serpent effigies by the

neck. He pretended to wrestle with the snake, and for a time was
successful, but at last the man was overcome and sent sprawling

on the fioor. Then anothei' advanced to the conflict, and he too

was thn)wn down. A youthful mudhead made a like attempt and
mounted the etfigy. riding on its neck as if on horseback. The whole

act was a realistic representation of the struggle of man with the

serpent. Ultimately the serpents contracted their bodies, drew back

nSun shields commonly have eagle feathers inserted about itieir borders.
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their heads behind the flaps, and the performance ended with a
prolonged roar from behind the screen. In the darkness which
followed, made by hanging blankets before the lire, the actors packed
their paraphernalia, gathered their effigies, and quieth' left the room.
The accompanying plate" represents this fifth act. or the struggle

of the mudhead with the serpent effigies. The framework, which
is supported by two men, is decorated with zigzag symbols repre-

senting lightning; the row of semicii-cular bodies on the crossbeam
symbolizes the rain clouds, from which descend parallel marks, the

falling rain. These six semicircular rain-cloud s^vmbols are of differ-

ent colors, yellow, green, red, and white, corresponding to the sup-
posed colors of the ' cardinal points, and all have animal designs

representing frogs and l)irds painted upon them. The manipulators
of the serpent effigies are hidden from view by pine or cedar boughs
inserted into a log on the floor, which is covered with figui'es of rings,

s3'mbolic of the earth. At the right of a median vertical line a ser-

pent eflig\' is seen protruded through an opening, above which is a
circular flap raised to a horizontal position. The serpent effigy on
this side is searching for a j-outhful "mudhead," who has crawled
below the disk. The left-hand serpent is represented in conflict

with an adult mudhead, who has grasped it about the body and
neck; the serpent appeal's to be biting at its opponent. We are look-

ing at this strange contest from the raised spectators' floor of the

kiva; the miniature cornfield, which one of the serpents knocked
down a short time before, has been removed, and the clay pedestals

which remained are distributed among the spectators. The weird
effects of the light from the fireplace in the middle of the room have
been brought out by the artist. Airs Gill, who has successfullv drawn
these screens from the author's kodak photographs and sketches.

sixth Art

There was yet another exhibition of serpent effigies in this con-

tinuous performance, and the actors were announced in much the same
way as their predecessors. They appeared shortly after the depar-

ture of the Spider woman and her associates, and arranged their

paraphernalia in the darkened room, holding up an additional lilanket

to conceal their preparations. When the blankets were dropped from
before the fire, a miniature field of corn was seen on the kiva floor,

and back of it were two vases surrounded, except on the side toward
the fire, by a row of squatting mudheads. A song immediately began,

and suddenly the four lappets '' which covei'ed the orifice of each

vase were turned back automaticalU', when out of the vases slowly

"Plate XXXIII, Proc. Wash. Acad. Sci., vol. ii, 1900.

&The.se four semicircular flaps, symbols of rain clouds, were painted in four colors, yellow, green,

red, and white. On the necks of the vases were parallel lines, symbols of falling rain, and on their

sides were stars and tadpole decoration. Each vase was placed on a bed of cedar or pine boughs to

make it more stable.
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enicryod the heads of two artiticial serpents drawing their bodies

))ehind them. These efl'ects were produced by hidden strings placed

over the kiva rafters, and the images were made by this means to rise

and fall, move backward and forward, or to approach each other.

Their heads were drawn down to the floor and swept over the minia-

ture cornfield, overturning it as in the fii'st act, when a sun screen

was also employed. They struggled with each other, winding their

heads together, and performed various other gyrations at the wish of

the manipulators. The efl'ects produced with these strings were

ett'ectivc. and the motions of the men who held the strings and manip-

ulated the etfigies were closely concealed. It is probable that some of

the strings were attached to the rattles used by the chorus.

The performance was a very realistic one, for in the dim light of

the room the strings wei'e invisible, and the serpents seemed to rise

\-oluntarily from the vases. At its close the effigies sank into the cavi-

ties of the vases and the song ceased. In the darkness the para-

phernalia were wrapped in blankets, and the actors left the room,

passing to another kiva, where the performance was repeated. The
personators of this act were from the Tcivato kiva of "Walpi, and their

chief was Pautiwa.

While we were witnessing these six exhibitions in one room shows

were sinmltaneously being enacted in the other eight kivas on the

East mesa. The six sets of actors, each with their paraphernalia,

passed in turn from one room to another, in all of which spectators

awaited their coming. Each of the performances was given nine

times that night, and it may safely be said that all were witnessed by

the 5(K) people who comprise the population of the thi-ce pueblos in

one kiva or another." It was midnight when this primitive theater

closed, and the efligies were disjointed and carried to hidden crypts in

the houses, where they were luted in jars with clay, not to see the

light again until March of the next j'ear.

ADDITIONAL ACTS SOMETIMES PERFORMED

Although the sixth act closed the series of theatrical cxliil)itions in

1900, it by no means exhausts the dramatic resources of the Hopis in

the presentation of their Great Serpent exhibition. This year (1900)

was said b\^ all to be one of abbreviation in all winter ceremonies and

dramatic performances, but in more elaborate exhibitions, in other

years, instead of six there are, w^e are told, as many as nine acts in this

continuous show, employing one set of actors from each kiva on the

mesa. Our account would be more comprehensive if it included short

references to one or two of the important additional acts which occur

in the more elaborate performance.*

"On such occasions each clan assembles in a certain kiva, which is said to be the kiva of that clan.

l) The sun screen and serpent effigies used by men of the Naeab kiva have been described in a former

article (The PaUiliikoiiti..rournal of American Folk-Lore. vol. ii, 1893). This performance has many
points of likeness to that of actors from the pliizii kiva of Hano, described in the first act.
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Sonietiiiies the .screen performance is accompanied by an exhibition

by a masked man or men. who pretend to struggle with a snake effigy

which they carry in their arms. This performance consists mainly in

twisting those effigies about the l)ody and neck of the performer, hold-

ing them aloft, or even throwing them to the roof of the kiva, as else-

where" described in an account of the celebration in 1893.

In some years marionettes representing Corn maids are su))stituted

for the two masked girls in the act of grinding corn, and these two
figures are very skillfully manipulated by concealed actors. Although
this representation was not introduced in 1900, it has often been
described to me, and one of the Hopi men has drawn mo a picture of the

marionettes, which is worth reproduction in a plate (see plate xxvii).

The figurines are l)rought into a darkened room wrapped in

blankets, and are set up near the middle of the kiva in much the same
way as the screens. The kneeling images, sui'rounded by a wooden
framework, are manipulated by concealed men; when the song begins

they are made to bend their bodies backward and forward in time,

grinding the meal on miniature metates before them. The movements
of girls in grinding meal are so cleverly imitated that the figurines,

moved by hidden strings, at times raise their hands to their faces,

which they rub with meal as the girls do when using the grinding

stones in their rooms.

During this marionette performance two bird effigies were made to

walk back and forth along the upper horizontal bar of the framework,
while bird calls issued from the rear of the room.

The sulistitution of marionettes for masked girls suggests an

explanation of the use of idols among the Hopis. A supernatural

being of the Hopi Olympus may be represented in cei'omony or

drama by a man wealing a mask, or by a graven image or picture, a

.symbol of the same. Sometimes one, sometimes the other method of

representing the god is employed, and often both. The image may be

used on the altar, while the masked man appears in the public exhibi-

tion in the pueblo plaza. Neither idol nor masked personators are

worshipped, but both are regarded as s\'mbolic representations in which
possibly the gods may tempoi-arily reside.

So with the use of marionettes to represent the Corn maidens in the

theatrical exhibition or the personation of the beings by masked
girls. They are symbolic representations of the m3'thic maidens
whose beneficent gifts of corn and other seeds in ancient times is a

constant theme in Hopi legends.

The clan ancients or katcinas personated in the Great Serpent

drama vary from vear to year, implying the theatrical nature of the

festival, but there are certain of these personations which invariably

o Article cited. The maslied man who thus struggles with the serpent effigy represents Calako, a

sun god, but figures of him draivn by a Hopi artist were called Macibol katcina.

21 ETH—03 1
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appear. In the exhibition of 1893, the only one previous to 1900 on
which we have reliable notes, there was one performance with a sun
screen and serpent effigies which were manipulated by the men of the

kiva under the Snake rock. The symbols depicted on this screen

differed somewhat from those on the screen emploj-ed in 1900, but the

general character of the performance with it was the same. Briefly

considered the acts given in 1S93 were as follow:

First act. An exhibition with the sun screen and serpent effigies bj^

men of Nacab kiva similar to the first act of 1900, but in which the actors

personated Pawik (Duck), Tacab (Navaho), Hahai wi'iqti, and others.

A masked man (Calako) stood before the screen holding in his arms
an effigy of a Great Snake with which he appeared to struggle, and
for that reason was called ''The Struggling One.'' The serpent effigy

carried was manijjulated in such a way that the man and snake
ajjpeared to be engaged in a combat, much as in the fifth act of 1900,

except that the serpent effigj" was not thrown through an opening
closed by a disk bearing sun symbols. The manipulator wore a false

arm " hanging from one shoulder in place of his real arm, M'hich was
thrust within the body of the effigy, grasping a stick, the "backbone"
of the monster.

Second act. Dance of masked men representing Anya katcinas.

Third act. Dance of masked men representing Tacab katcinas.

Fourth act. Dance of masked men repi'esenting clowns and two
Huhuan katcinas.

Fifth art. Dance of men personating women of the Owakiiltu society,

who threw their baskets to the spectators.

Sixth act. Dance of men representing old women bearing willow

wands.

Seventh act. Dance of masked men representing Tanoan Afiya

katcinas.

The god of death, Masauii,'' was personated in the 1893 exhibition

and appeared in the plaza about 2 p. m., "dancing through Walpi
with a hobbling movement, singing snatches of a song. He was
masked and wrapped in a vabl)it-skin rug, and went to all the kivas,

beating the entrance with a bush"' {Bigdovia graveolens).

On the da^' following the night exhibition in 1893 there were public

dances of the Tacab and Ailya katcinas.

rARAPHKRNALIA USED, THEIU f'ONSTRUCTION AND SYMBOLISM

The effigies of Paliiliikon now used at the East mesa are not very

ancient, although there are one or two which show considerable antiq-

uity'. One of these older specimens has a body of buckskin, liut the

majority, and all the recent ones, are made of cotton cloth. The

a For figures of the false arm see Journal of American Folk-Lore, vol. vi, 1S93, plate ii.

tTwo boys took this part in 1900.
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present screens are of the latter material, but these are commonly
said to have replaced others of skin or native cloth. The Walpi men
made two new serpent effigies in their kivas in 1900, and all the

material of which they were njanufactured was purchased from the

neighboring- trader at Keams Canyon.
p]ach of the three pueblos. Hano, Sichumovi. and Walpi, has several

of these serpent effigies, which are kept in the houses of the following
clans:

Hano, Sa (Tobacco) clan; Sichmnovi, Patki (Kain-cloud) clan; A\'alpi,

Tciia (Snake) clan, Pakab (Reed) clan.

In ancient times they were kept in stone inclosurcs outside the

pueblos, but these receptacles have been abandoned of late, on account
of the inroads of nomads. It is said that the Oraibi and ]Middle mesa
pueblos still have extramural receptacles for the PaliiliikoiT effigies.

The house of the ancient Plumed Snake of Hano is a small cave in the

side of the mesa near the ruin Tiirkinobi, where several broken serpent
heads and effigy ribs, or wooden hoops, can now be seen, although the
entrance is walled up and rarely opened.

A knowledge of the mechanical construction of the serpent effigies

maj' aid in an understanding of their manipulation. Their heads are

either cut out of cottonwood or made of gourds, and are painted, and
the protuberant goggle-e3"es are small buckskin bags tied to the top.

Each head bears a medial horn curving forward, sometimes made with
joints and at other times solid. A radiating crest of hawk feathers is

tied verticalh' to the back of the head. The teeth are cut in the gourd
or wood of which the head is made and are painted red. The tongue
is a leather strap, also painted red, and protrudes from the mouth a

considerable distance. The top of the head is black, the bottom white,

and these same colors continue along the sides of the body.
The body consists of a central stick, called a backbone, over which

is extended a covering that is held in place by a series of hoops
graduated in size from the neck to the end. The effigy is manipulated
by means of a stick, held by a man behind the screen. The "'liack-

bone" has a ferule cut in it a few inches back of the neck, and to this

ferule are tied a quartz crystal called the heart and a package which
contains corn seeds of all colors, melon, squash, cotton, and other

seeds, and a black prayer-stick. The cotton cloth stretched over the

series of hoops, called ribs, which form the body, is painted 1)lack above
and white below, with a red streak at the dividing line, where there

are also other markings and symbols, like those on the kilts of the

Snake priests.

The backbones of the two effigies which M'ere made to rise out of

the va.ses were short and stumpy, but they have a " heart" similar to

the longer ones, and an attached package of seeds.
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RESUMF. OF EVENTS IN PALI lA' KONTr IN 19(>0

Fehrttary 11^. On this day corn was planted in thi'cp kivas, the

Moil kiva, Tcivato kiva of Walpi, and the plaza kiva of Hano. This
corn was daily watered and the kivas were heated so that the seeds

might sprout. The miniature cornfield was later made of these sprouts.

Children are not allowed to know that the corn is thus planted before

the exhibition. The planting of corn seeds has given the name "'Corn

planting'' to Faliiliikofiti, just as the one of beans in a like way gave
the name "Bean planting" to the Powamii, but these names char-

acterize incidents not the true purpose of the festival.

Ft'l>rmiry 26. About two weeks after the corn seeds were planted

the effigies of the Great Serpent were brought into the three kivas

above mentioned at nightfall, when the rehearsals of the acts to be
given later took place.

February 27 ( Yunyu). This day was devoted to the preparation

of the paraphernalia, and at sundown there was a rehearsal of the

Great Serpent acts, as also on the following day.

March 1 {KoiiioliotoJiya). In addition to the I'ehearsals in the kiva,

masked men representing Wupamau. Honaii, Hehea, Mucaias, Wuyok,
Soyan ep, and Samo wiiqtaka katcinas appeared in the plazas. Thej'

dressed and masked themselves at Wala (The (Jap), and marched up
the trail into Hano, where they gathered at the kiva hatches, and held

an animated conversation with the chief of the kiva, who came to the

hatchway for that purpose.

March % (Tofol'ya). Many masked men were seen throughout the

day in the three East mesa pueblos. Early in the afternoon there

were noticed in Hano three Woe katcinas, each with a chevron mark
on the face, and one Wupamau, or Big High Skj- god, bearing the

svm mask", and held by a mudhead priest l>y a rope tied about his

loins. In Walpi shortly afterward two small boys dressed and masked
to represent Masauu went from one kiva to another, standing on the

hatch and beating the ladder with bundles of sticks.

Late in the afternoon the chief kiva of Hano sent to all the kivas

on the East mesa a delegation of masked men representing Mucaias,

Buffalo; Wupamau, Big High Sky (sun) god; Honau, Bear; Ahote;

Citoto; Tcanaii; Wukokoti; and many mudheads. They went from
one kiva entrance to another, holding conversations with the kiva

chiefs and in various ways amusing the spectators.

About sundown the men of the two Walpi kivas carried their snake

effigies to the main spring of the pueblo, the home of Paliiliikon,

called Tawapa, Sun spring, where they performed ceremonies, while

the men of Hano took their serpent effigies to a spring called

"The symbols of this mask resemble those of Tawa (sun) disks, and those of the masks of Ahiil,

Ahiilani, and Wuwiiyomo, showing that the latter are probably the same sun gods under different

clan names.
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Monwivii. fjacred to their (Jreat Snak(>. The six acts in the kivas were
performed directl}- after the return of tlie men with the effigies from
these springs.

During the festival all actors abstain from salt and meat and do not

sleep with their wives, a tabu which is rigidly observed, especially on
the day preceding the exhibition in the kiva.

On several of the days of this festival there are foot races along the

water courses in the valley, during which the naked racers kick

small stone nodules in a sinistral circuit around the mesa. This was
a prayer for streams full of water.

The events which occurred when the etBgies were taken to the

springs were wholly ceremonial, and not dramatic. During the day
previous to this event, all men of i^rominence, especially chiefs of

clans, brought feathered strings to the kivas, and tied them to the

necks of the serpent effigies. One or more praj-er-sticks were also

made to be used at the springs. Six of these were made in the per-

formance of 1893. One was tied to the backbone of each effigy. Five
others were deposited at the spring, some at the edge of the water,

othei's beneath it.

The exercises at the springs Tawapa and iloiiwiva were not wit-

nessed by the author in 1900, but they were probaT)ly the same as

were described in the account of this episode in 1893." In that year,

about Y.30 p. m., a procession went down to the spring carrying the

effigies and the trumpets by which the roars of the serpent are imitated.

This procession was led by a man personating Hahai wiiqti and the kiva

chief, '"making a connecting trail from the south edge of the basin

[Tawajaa], along the east and north sides of the pool, and up as close

to the west edge as the mud would permit. Those following with
the serpent effigies, beginning at the east side of the pool, laid the

effigies down close to the edge of the water, along the north side.

The 3'ouths placed their gourd trumpets on the meal trail, upon which
also were the serpent effigies. All then sat on the north side facing

the south. The leader, as he went down, deposited the five pahos
. . . at the west side of the pool, setting them in a row fronting

the east.

'"The leader of the procession bore the kopitcoki (cedar ))ark slow

match). ... It had been lighted at the kiva lire before the

pi'ocession started, and the fire was smouldering in the bark. Momi
(kiva chief) lit a pipe b^* this torch and gave it to the leader, who
made the usual response, smoked a few pufls and passed it to the next
man on liis right. Momi then lit another pipe and passed it also to

the leader, and the two pipes passed down the two lines, in which
the}' had arranged themselves when sitting, the elders in front, next

the pool, the youths behind them. After all had smoked, the leader

<• Journal of Americau Folk-Lore, vol. vi, 1893.
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prayed, and each of the nine elders followed in succession. The ten

youths did not pray, but each took his trumpet [gourd] and, stepping

one stride into the pool, stooped over, and, placing the bulbous end
to his mouth with the small oritice on the surface of the water,

trumpeted three or four times. Each of the youths then dipped up
a little water in his trumpet and poured it into a vase.

"The effigy bearers then dipped the tip of the serpents' heads and
the ends of the hawk-tail plumes in the pool, and the leader said a

short prayer and started back up the trail."

Certainl}' the most remarkable of all the masked men who appeared
that da}' were the two personations of a being called Tcanaii katcina.

They wore circular masks with feathers projecting from the periphery
and carried in their mouths realistic stufled effigies of rattlesnakes,

while over the eyes of the masks were fastened carved wooden effigies

of lizards. Although these masks suggest the custom of the well-

known Snake dance, not the Snake clan but the Pakab clan is said to

have introduced this ceremony into the Walpi ferial calendar.

March 3 {Tthibii). On the day after the acts in the kivas there

was a public dance of the Aiiya katcinas in the Walpi plaza. During
this dance grinding stones were placed in the middle of the open
space by the Snake rock. l)ehind which two girls representing Aiij'a

katcina manas took their position, and a line of Aiiya katcinas

extended the whole length of the plaza. The latter served as chorus,

while the gii'Is gi'ound meal, as in a kiva performance the night

before.

In this exhibition or dance there were also two men personating

Hehea. whose actions were identical with those of the .same personations

in the kiva performance. They sat on the ground as the girls ground
the meal and the chorus sang. The personators in this dance were
from the chief kiva of Walpi, and the exhibition has the same
meaning as that of the night before.

There also appeared in this public exhibition a masked personage

called Hopak (Eastern) katcina, the signitication of whose presence is

unknown to the author.

TEKSONATIONS APPEARINCi IN PAI.ULUKONTI

The following personations appear in Paliiliikoiiti:

Woe (Eagle). Appears in kiva drama.

Wupamau. Wanders through the pue1)los, aecoiiipatiied by a mudhead,
who lassoes whomever he meets.

Honau (Bear). Appears m kiva drama.
Ahote. Wanders through the pueblo.

Citoto. Appears in public with other niaskeil men.
Tcanau. Appears with preceding.

Wukokoti. Appears with preceding.

Kwahu (Eagle). Appears in kiva drama.

Piiiikon (War god). Appears in kiva drama.
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Kokyaii wiinti. Appears in ki\a drama.
Piiiikofi's sister. Appears in kiva drama.
Tacab Afiya. Appear.? in kiva drama.
Tacab Afiya mana. Appears in kiva drama.
Hahai wiiijti. Appears in kiva drama.
Afiya. Performs ceremonial dance in plaza.

Afiya mana. Grinds corn in ceremonial dance in plaza.

Hehea. Appears in ceremonial dance in plaza.

Hopak. Appears in ceremonial dance in plaza.

Winter Marau Paholawu

The winter prayer-.stick-makiiig of the ^Nlumzrautu .society wa.s

ruucli more complicated in 1900 than that of the Lalakofitu. The I'ow

of upright object.s from the altar erected in October was put in phice

and before it were laid the tiponi.s of the chief.s of the .society. On
the final day there was a public dance in which there were personations

of the Palahiko manas. The Hopi arti.st has made a fair picture of

one of these Palahiko manas, which is here reproduced in plate L^ i.

Spring Sumaikoij

The Yaya priests and Suraaikoli hold a spring- festival in "Walpi,

which in some particulars resemides the Sumaikoli celebration at

Hano, elsewhere described."

The six masks of Sumaikoli and one of Kawikoli arc arranged on
the floor of the kiva behind the tiponis. New tire is kindled with
rotating fire drills, and this fire is later carried by means of cedar-bark

torches to shrines of the Fire god, four .shrines in the foothills,

where bonfires are kindled in sequence, north, west, south, and east.

The carriers who bear these torches, and who kindle the four fires,

deposit in the contiguous shrines prayer-sticks which have been made
in the kiva before their exit.

One of the most interesting features in the songs which are sung
before the altar are the calls down a hole in the floor called the sipapii

to the goddess of the earth.' This being is represented by a ))undle

of sticks placed on the floor, and over this bundle the priest kneels

when he shouts to the earth goddess.

The .symbolism of the Sumaikoli masks at Walpi is similar to that

of the Hano masks, which are elsewhere'' figured and described. They
difl'er among themselves mainlv in the colors of the dift'erent symbols.
The picture of the Sumaikoli by the Hopi artist (see plate xxxrv)
gives a fair idea of the paraphernalia.

o Journal of American Ethnology and Archaeology, vol. n. 1892,

bSee The Lesser Xew-Fire Ceremony at Walpi, American .\ntliropologist, new series, vol. ill,

July-September, 1901.

^Journal of .-Vmeriean Ethnology and .\rchaiology, vol. ir. 1.S92. In this early description these

objeotii were erroneously called shields. They are worn before the face in elaborate Sumaikoli cele-

brations.
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Abbreviatkd Katcina Daxcks

Thi'ougbout the summer months there occur in the Hopi pueblos a
series of masked dances, generally of a day's duration, to which the
author has given the name Aljbreviated Katcina dances. They are
not accompanied by secret ceremonies, and the participants vary in

numt>er. the beings personated differing from year to year.

These dances close with what is called the Niman, or Departure of

the Katcinas, a ceremonj' of nine days' duration, in which there is an
elaborate altar, and many secret ceremonies." There are, however,
no altars in these abbreviated festivals, nor is there any public

announcement of them b\' the town crier. The dances continue at

intei'vals fi'om morning to night, but are limited to one daj-, the three

or four preceding days being spent in the kivas practicing songs,

preparing and painting dance paraphernalia, and making other prep-
arations for the public exhibition. The katcinas in these festivals are

accompanied by one or more unmasked priests, who shout to them,
sprinkle the dancers with meal, and lead the line as it passes from one
dance place to another, showing the trail by sprinkling meal on the

ground. These are called the katcina fathers (naanul), and in a general

way cori-espond to the rain priests mentioned l)y students of Zuni
ceremonies.

Ordinarily all participants in one of these ab])reviated dances wear
masks with like symbols, but there are four or six dressed as women
who accompany the dance by rasping a sheep scapula on a notched
stick. Occasionally, however, there is a dance, limited to one day, in

which all participants wear different kinds of masks, and personate
different katcinas. This dance, known as the Soyohim, has been else-

where described.'' From the variety of personations which appear,
this dance is a particularly good one for a study of the Hopi symbolism.

.Summp:r Tawa Paholawv (Sun Pratek-stick-makixu)

Till' making of the sun prayer-sticks in midsummer is limited to a

single day, l)ut does not differ from that in winter.'' The Sun priests

assemble for this purpose in the room under a house near the Mon
kiva, and the onl}' fetish they use is a stone image of a frog, over
which is stretched a string with attached feathers, and which lies on a

line of meal drawn diagonally on the floor.

As the Sun priests have no distinctive masks or public dance, no
pictures were made to illustrate this ceremony.

oFor a description of Ximan Katcina see Journal of American Ethncjlotry and Archfeology, vol. ii,

1892, p. 8fi.

6 Same volume, p. 5y.

(The summer sun pra.ver-stick-making at butli Walpi and Huno is described in tUc Auliime Just

cited.
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SU5IMER SUMAIKOLI

The summer Sumaikoli tit Walpi has never been seen hy an ethnolo-

gist, but the ceremony at Hano is elsewhere dcscri1)ed." It is a single

day ceremony in which the seven Sumaikoli masks, to which the priests

pray, are set in a row on a buckskin at one end of the room. Feathers
(nakwakwoci) are tied to the masks (shields), and prayer-sticks are

made and distributed to distant shrines.

The Sumaikoli helmet masks of Hano were captured in some Navaho
foraj' and strewn al)Out the base of the mesa. The3' were gathered V>y

Kalacai, and are now kept with pious care in the I'oom near Kalakwai's
new house in Hano, where thej- can be seen hanging to the wall.

With Kalacai's death the Sun clan (Tan towa) of Hano becauie extinct

and the care of the Sumaikoli devolved on others.

There was no public exhil)ition of the Sumaikoli in the summer of

ISIU. but the author has been told that the festival has of late been
revived in Hano. The Hopi artist has given a fairly good picture of

Sumaikoli as he appears in public'' (see plate xxxiv).

NiMAX

This is an elaborate festival celebrating the departure of the

katcinas from Walpi, and consists of elaborate rites before a compli-

cated altar and a public dance, which diffei-s in difierent Hopi pueblos.

One of these is described in another place.'' This is the only festival

celebrating the departure of the katcinas, although there are several

commemorating their advent. Thus, the Soyalufia dramatizes the

advent of the Water-house or Raixi-cloud clan's katcinas, the Pamiirti

that of Zufii clans, especially Asa and Honani, and the Powamfi the

advent of the ancients of the Katciua clans.

TciATiKiBi, Snakk Daxce

The Snake dance has no masked performers, and the artist has not
drawn pictures of any of the participants.

Lei.exti, ok Lexpaki, Fiate Daxce

The Flute dance also has no masked personators, and the artist has
furnished no picture of participants. It might have l)een well to have
obtained pictures of the Flute girls and youth, but photographs have
been published'' which show their paraphernalia better than native

pictures. The Snake girl is dressed almost identically as the Flute
girl, as shown bj- the figures mentioned.

a Journal of American Ethnology and Archaeology, vol. II, 1892, p. 33.

bDellenbaugh has published a few cuts from photographs representing Sumaikoli personations,
but the symbolism of the masks is not clearly indicated in them. See The North Americans of
Yesterday, New York, lytll.

•Journal of .-Vmerican Kthnology ami .\reliieology, vol. ii, 189J. p. T;i.

dNiiieteenlh Annual Report of the Bureau of American Kthnology, part ii, 1900.
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HuLiTiKiHi, Butterfly Dance

The Butterfly festival, whieli is dcciisioniilly celebrated in Sichumovi.
difiers from the Lalakoiiti, Maiuzrauti, and Owakiiiti by the absence

of secret rites, altar, tiponi, or other fetishes. AVhile these three fes-

tivals are nine da3s' long-, with many elaliorate secret rites, Bulitikibi is

a one-day's public dance, without secret rites.

The artist has figured two Bull manas or Butterfly girls as they are

dressed when taking part in this dance, and a leader bearing a pole

with attached streamers (see plate lvii). Many men and girls partici-

pate in this dance, their dress and paraphernalia corresponding very
closely with tliat of the Tablita dancers of the Rio Grande pueblos.

Lalakonti

This festival is one of the most regular in the Hopi calendar. t)ccur-

ring each year in September. It is a woman's dance, with many
secret rites, an elaborate altar, and a public exhibition, during which
baskets and other objects are thrown to the assembled spectators.

Most of the women who take part in this dance carry baskets, which
they move in cadence with their songs. There are two maids called

the Lakone girls, who throw the baskets and other objects to the

spectators.

The Hopi artist has represented the latter dressed in their customary
paraphernalia (plate i.v). but there is a slight difference in the dress of

these girls in the Lalakonti at Walpi and at the other pueblos."

OwAKl'LTI

This is likewise a woman's basket dance, which is occasionallj' cele-

brated at Sichumovi, but is not an annual festival at that pueblo. Like
the Lalakonti it has an elaborate altar which, however, differs very
widely from that of other l)asket dances.

The Lalakonti was introduced into Tusayan by the Patki or Rain-

cloud clans; the Owakiiiti was Tjrought from Awatobi by the Pakab
and Buli clans.

Mamzkauti''

This festival is likewise a woman's dance, but the participants,

instead of carrying baskets in their hands, as in the Lalakonti and
Owakiiiti. carry slats of wood bearing appropriate symbols.

Two girls called the Mamzrau manas (Mamzrau maids) appear in this

dance, and throw objects on the ground. The Hopi artist has made
two pictures of these girls, which show the style of their dress and
paraphernalia (see plate Lv).

"See article on the Lalakonti, .\merican Anthropologist, vol. v, 1892, p. 10.1.

&For description of Mamzrauti see American Anthropologist, July, 1892. Many ceremonies are

named from the society which celebrates them and the termination pakit, to go down into the kiva;

thus we have Maraupaki. Leiipaki, etc.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PICTURES

The symbolism of the different beings mentioned in the preceding

pages may be sufficiently well made out by an examination of the fol-

lowing pictures and descriptions; but in order to facilitate references

the}' are arranged, so far as possible, in the sequence in which the

beings they represent appear in the Hopi ferial calendar. As the

principal symbols are always delineated on the mask, special attention

is given to the head in these descriptions. The words "head" and
"mask" arc used interchangeably.

The collection does not contain representations of all katcinas with

which the Hopis are acquainted, nor is it claimed that pictures made
by another man might not vary somewhat from those here figured.

The chief symbolic designs charactei'istic of different gods are. how-
ever, brought out with such distinctness that all would be immediately
recognized by any intelligent Hopi.

PaMURTI CEREMOIsr

PAUTIWA

(Plate II)

The picture of the Zuiii" sun god. Pautiwa, has a horizontal

duml)-bell-shaped design across a green face, and a long protuberant
snout.* It has terraced symbols, representing rain clouds, attached to

each side of the head, and a pine-bough collar tied around the neck.

The head is crowned by a cluster of l)right-colored feathers, and white

cotton strings hang from the haii'.

The figure carries a skin meal pouch and a wooden slat (mofikohu)

in the left hand, and two crooked sticks in the right. The blankets,

kilt, great cotton girdle, and other bodily paraphernalia are similar

to those in other pictures.

From his preeminence in the Pamiirti, Pautiwa'' is evidently a

very important god, and, although his objective symbolism is unlike

that of other Hopi sun gods, the part he plays is so similar to that

played by Ahul that he may be identified as a sun god. As the Hopi
representation was derived from Zuiii, we may look to students of

the mythology of that pueblo for an exact determination of his

identity.

Pautiwa was a leader of the Pamiirti at Sichumovi in l!M)(i, and the

part was taken by Homovi. The ceremony opened In' Pautiwa, full}'

masked and dressed, going from kiva to kiva informing the men that

a meeting would be held at Homovi's hou.se on a certain date not

"The Zuiii name also iy Pautiwa.
''For picture of the doll see Internationales Archiv fiir Ethnographie, Band vii, pi. viii. fig. 23.

"The ending "tiwa" is common in Hopi personal names of men, as Intiwa, Masiumtiwa, and
Wikyatiwa.
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many days distant. At each kiva Puutiwa unmasked and smoked
with the kiva chiefs.

At the meeting it was decided what persouatious should appear in

Pamiirti and who shoiikl take part.

(Plate II)

Another Zufii katcina who appears in the Pamiirti is called Cipikne,

a drawing of whom is here given. In the picture the color of the

mask is yellow, and there is a protuberant snout painted blue. Across

the face the painter has drawn a dumb-bell-shaped symbol colored

black, with a red border, resembling a like design in the Pautiwa
figure. On the head there is depicted a bundle of feathers, and a col-

lar made of the same objects is represented about the neck.

The symbolism of Cipikne resembles that of Zuiii beings called

Salamopias," with which he would seem to be identical. In the festival

mentioned the Hopis personated two Cipiknes, differing only in color.

The Zuiiis are said to be acquainted with several Salamopias of differ-

ent colors.

(Plate II)

The picture of Hakto.'' also a Zufii katcina. shows a being with

rounded helmet, having a characteristic Zufii collai- on its lower

border. The face is painted green, with yellow and red marks on

each temple. A horizontal bar, to the ends of which hang worsted

and red horsehair, is attached to the top of the head.

Elk and deer horns are represented in both hands, and the kilt

is made of buckskin.

CAIASTACANA

This picture represents a Zufii katcina of the same name,'' which, like

many others derived from this pueblo, has a collar on the low-er rim of

the helmet. On the right side of the head there is a horn, and on the

left a projection the edges of which are terraced. A few yellow

feathers appear in the hair. The artist has represented over a calico

shirt a white cotton blanket with green and black border, the lower

part of wdiich partially conceals a ceremonial kilt.

In the left hand the figure carries a pouch of sacred meal, a crook,

"See Mrs Stevenson's article in Fifth Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology. 1887,

p. 533 et seq.

hXhisname is close to the Zunian, and is probably derivative in Tusayau. For picture of doll

see Internationales .\rchiv fur Ethnographic. Band vii, pi. v, fig. 3.

t^The meaning of the Zuni name is " long horn."
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and 11 bow. It has a quivor full of uri-ows hung on the l)ack, and a

bundle of sheep .scapuUe in the right hand. The leggings are fringed

and the heel bands ornamented.

HUTUTU

(Plate III)

The figure of Hututu" ditiers from that of Caiastacana in wearing
an antelope skin instead of a woman's white blanket. Its mask differs

from that of the Zufii being of the same name in having the terraced

ornament on one side of the head replaced by a horn.

(Plate III)

This katcina, which, like the preceding, appears in the Pamiirti,

has some of the facial .s3'mbols of the Snow katcina. There are two
terraced rectangular designs on the face, one inclosing or surrounding
each eye. Four large eagle feathers, two on each side, are attached
longitudinally to the top of the head, and there are variegated feather's

on the crown. The figure is tiearded. The kilt is colored green, its

lower margin being rimmed with a row of conical tinklers '^ resembling
those on the kilts of the Snake priests.

TCOLAWITZK

(Plate III)

The Hopi artist gives a fair representation of Tcolawitze as he was
personated, but has failed to draw the cedar-bark torch which he ordi-

narily carries.

He bears a bullroarer in the right hand, a bow and arrows in the

left. He also has a few rats in one hand and a jack rabbit on his back,
so that he is here depicted as he is often personated in rabbit hunts.'

In the Pamiirti Tcolawitze was personated by a naked })oy whose
body was covered with round dots, painted with different colors, as

shown in the picture.

LOIICA

(Plate III)

Traditions refer this per.sonage to the Asa clan, which is commonh'
regarded of eastern origin. His picture is simple, with no charac-

teristic symbolism.

"The name, which is the same in the Zurii language, is probably derived from " H>i-tu-tu ! " the
peculiar cry of the personator.

''Deer hoofs, tin cones, or shells called mosilili, which occur in great numbers in ancient Arizona
ruins, are ordinarily used for tinklers.

"The same personage with the same name occurs at Zuiii. See Journal of American lithnology
and .\rchaeology, vol. 1, 1891.
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TCAK^VAINA "

(Plate lY)

The matriarchal clan system is well preserved in the personages

represented in the Tcakwaina katcina dances. In them there are the

Tcakwaina men, the elder sister, the mother, the uncle, his lirothers

and sisters—in fact, representatives of the whole clan. The following

pictures occur in the collection:

Tcakwaina (male

)

Tcakwaina niana

Tcakwaina yuadta (his mother)
Tcakwaina taamu (their uncle)

These pictures afford interesting examples of katcinas introduced

bj' a Tewan clan, the Asa, and when the personations or the drawings
representing the Hopi personages are compared with those of Zuiii,

eastern Keresan, and Tanoan pueblos, where similar Tcakwaina dances

are celebrated, it will probably be found that there is a close resem-

blance between them. The Asa or Tcakwaina people also claim to

have inti-oduced into Tusayan Loiica and Kokopelli, pictures of which
ai'e given in plates iii and xxv.

TcAKWAiXA (Male)

The picture of the male Tcakwaina has a black, glossy * face, with

white bearded chin and serrated teeth. The jellow eyes are cres-

centic in form, and there is a warrior emblem attached to the hair.

The shoulders are painted 3'ellow, the body and upper arms black.

As this being is regarded as a warrior, his picture shows a bow and
arrows and a rattle. The kilt, probably Imckskin, is undecorated, but

is tied by a belt ornamented with the silver disks so common among
Zunis and Navahos.

A heliuet of Tcakwaina which is said to be very ancient and to have

been brought to Tusayan b}' the Asa people when thej- came from Zufii

is exhibited in one of the kivas at the festival of the winter solstice.

The eyes of this mask are round instead of crescentic, and its snout is

ver\- protuberant. Curved sticks like those used by girls in dressing

their hair are attached to this mask.

The introduction of a personation of Tcakwaina in the Pamiirti is

fitting, for this festival is the katcina return dance of the Tcakwaina
or Asa clans. The Pamiirti is a Zuni dance, and the Asa are repre-

sented in Zuni by descendants of those Asa women who remained

there while the rest went on to Tusaj^an. This explains why the Zufiis

claim this settlement as one of their pueblos in Tusayan.

n The name Tcakwaina is said to occur in Zufiian, Keresan, and Tanoan, as well as Hopi speech,

hMade so by use of albumen of egg. For picture of doll, see Internationales Archiv fur Ethno-

graphic, Band vir. pi. x, fig. 34.
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TCAKWAI.NA MaNA

A number of traditions are extant regarding- a warrior maiden who
was dressing her hair in whorls above her ears when the ])uel)l() in

which she lived was attacked by hostiles. The men, according to

these stories, were away when the attack began, and the defense fell

upon the women. The girls, with their coiflures half luade, seized

bows and arrows and rushed to defend the pueblo. The eldest sisters

of the Tcakwaina. often called the Tcakwaina maids, are mentioned in

this connection, and the artist has pictorially represented this legend.

As shown, the hair on the right side of the head hangs loosely, tied

in a bundle near the scalp, but on the left side it has been partly

wound over the U-shaped stick" customarily used in making the head-

dress. To complete the coili'ure this stick would have been drawn out,

leaving the whorl, but, as the story goes, the enemy were upon them
before this was possible, and the maids, with hair half dressed, seized

the weapons of war, bows, and quivers of arrows, which the ])icture

represents, and rushed to meet the foes.

The remainder of the symbolism on the face of the girl, as the

picture shows, resembles that of her brother, save that the eyes are

round and not crescentic. Like that of another maid called Hehee,
who appears in the Powamu festival, this picture has a small beard
below a hideous mouth.

Tcakwaina Yuadta

The picture of the mother of Tcakwaina (yuadta. his mother) has a

general resemblance to that of her son and daughter (Tcakwaina
mana), as here shown. She wears a black mask, and has a white
mouth and red beard. Her ej'es are lozenge shaped. Her black

blanket is decorated with white crosses. She bears, as a warrior

sj-mbol, an eagle feather, stained red, tied to the crown of her head,

and carries a rattle in her right hand.

Tcakwaixa Taamu

The Tcakwaina uncle has little in common in symbolism with any
of the other three; in fact, there is nothing which suggests the sister.

The mask is painted green, with a border of red and yellow: the eyes

are black, the beak is curved and pointed. The picture has a repre-

sentation of a squash })lossom on each side of the head and variegated

feathers on the crown.

a As the mask exhibited in the Wikwaliobi kiva at Soyaluna has a crooked stick (gnela) attached
to it, it may represent the ancient warrior maid, for a similar article is now used by Hopi girls

In making their coitturcs.
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SIO HUJIIS

(Plate V)

The picture" representing a being called the Sio Humis or the Zuni
Huinis has on the head a representation of a tablet with the upper
border cut into three semicircles, .sviubols of rain clouds. The white

figures painted on this tablet represent sprouting squash seeds, and the

j-ellow disks sunflowers. The curved bands over the forehead are

symbols of the rainbow. The face is divided by vertical 1)ands into

two fields of difl'erent colors, in which are representations of eyes and
symbolic figures of sprouting gourds.

The figure has a rattle in the left hand and a sprig of pine in the

right, and a turtle shell is tied to the right leg.

The supernatural here depicted was, according to legends, introduced

from Zuni during the present generation by a man now living in

Hano. who has a large number of helmets bearing the above-described

designs.

The meaning of the name Humis is doubtful. It is sometimes

derived from Jemez. the name of an Eastei'n i)uel)lo, and some-

times from humita, corn. The former derivation would appear more
reasonable.

.SIO HUMIS TAAMU *

(Plate V)

The picture gives a fair representation of the uncle of Sio Humis
as personated in one of the dances of Pami'irti. The rounded helmet

has a single apical gourd horn, painted black and white at its junction

with the helmet. On each side of the head is a symbolic squash blos.som,

made of a wooden cylinder with radiating sticks connected b}' yarn.

A l)road black band extends horizontally across the eyes, below which

is an elongated snout. The neck has a collar of pine twigs, and to the

back of the head are tied black and variegated feathers.

The figure has in its hands a yucca whip. The personator parades

before the line of dancers with an ambling step, hooting as he goes.

SIO AVATC HOTA

(Plate V)

Men personating Sio Avatc hoya accompany those representing

Sio Humis in the Pamiirti. They are dressed as women and per-

form the same part as the katcina maids in some other dances; that

is, they accompanied the songs with a rasping noise of sheep scapulae

.scraped over a notched .stick.

" For picture of the doll see Journal of American Ethnology and Archeology, vol. ii, 1S92.

t> Sio (Zuni), Humis (Jemez or humita i. taamu i
their uncle).
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111 the pictures the masks are painted bhielv, upon wlii<'ii held is a

zigzag vertical median band with red borders. Their eyes are stel-

late, consisting of round spots from which radiate blue bands. The
snout is prolonged, and attached to the left of the head there is an
artificial squash-flower symbol, while on the right two eagle feathers,

with a bundle of horsehair stained red, ai'e tied vertically. Their
kilts are decorated with triangular iigures like those on women's
blankets. The}' have sprigs of cedar in the Ixdt and carry ))raiiches

of the same tree in their hands.

Wt'Wi'YOMO

(Plate V)

The Honani clan at Sichumovi have in their keeping four disk-

form masks, the symbolic markings of which resemble those of the

sun mask of the Katcina clan. They were not worn in 1900, but in

the festival of Painiirti were arranged, with four Zuni Calako masks,
on the floor in the house of the oldest woman of the Honani or
Badger clan, in whose keeping they are. forming a kind of altur Ix'fore

which the men danced.

The artist has given a latei'al view of a man wearing one of these

objects.

The mask is flat and is divided by a median line into two parts, one
green, the other j-ellow. The chin is painted lilack; the middle of the

face is occupied by a black triangular design from which proti-udes a

snout curved upward. There are zigzag lines on the«periphery of the

mask, representing plaited corn husks, in which are inserted two kinds
of feathers, three of which are longer than the remainder. There is

a fox skin about the neck.

The blanket is white, undecorated, and covers a cei-emonial kilt, the

green border of which appears in the flgure. The flgure shows
knit cotton leggings and heel bands decorated with stars or crosses.

lu the left hand is represented the skin meal pouch, and in the right

a stafl', tioth of which the personator is said to carry.

The symbolism of the mask as well as that of the dress is so close to

tliat of Ahiil that this being would seem to liear a relation to the

Honani clan like that of Ahiil to the Katcina clan.

Accompanying Wiiwiiyomo was a flgure (not here reproduced) of

his warrior companion, Kalektaka, who wears the warrior feathers on
the head and a bandoleer over his shoulder, and carries a whizzer, a
bow, and arrows. It was pointed out by several of the old Hopi
priests that this particular warrior wears the embroidered jiarts of
the sash in front of his waist, as the artist has represented it in his

picture, instead of at one tiide, as is usually the case.

21 ETH—03- 5
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SIO CALAKO

(Plate VI)

This picture represents one of the Zufii gisints personated in

Sichumovi in July," whose masks were introduced from Zufii hy Saha,
father of Supela, and are now in the keeping of the Honani clan, of

which he was a member.
In the personation of these giants, the mask is fastened to a stick,

which is carried aloft by a man concealed l)y blankets which are

extended by hoops to form the bod^'.

The head of the ligure is surmounted Ijy a crest of eagle feathers

which are tipped with small breast feathers of the eagle. There are

two lateral horns and a protruding snout; a s3'mbol in the form of an
arrowhead is painted on the forehead. The eyes are shown as

globular, and are situated on a horizontal black band which crosses the

upper part of the face, and around the neck is a collar of black feathers.

The body is represented as covei'ed l)elow with a })lanket upon
which are vertical masks representing feathers, or with a garment of

feathers, characteristic of these giants, and o\er this, on the upper
part of the body, is a representation of a white ceremonial blanket

with triangular designs, symbols of rain clouds.

The helmets or masks of the Zuni Calakos were displayedatPamiirti/'

with those of Wi'iwiiyomo in the ancestral home of the Honani clan,

to which the}' ])elong.

HELILlXlJ

(Plate VI)

The figure of this katcina as drawn by the Hopi aitist has two
horizontal eagle feathers attached to the head and a cluster of red

feathers and hair hanging on each side, which is a very uncommon
feature.

The figure has a mountain lion skin around the neck, ami is repre-

sented with yucca whips in the hands. The i-ows of small tin <-one or

shell rattles (called heliliili'i) along thi" lower lini of the kilt, shown in

the picture, have probably led to the name l)y which it is known.

(Plate VI)

The svmbolism of Woe katcina is a chevron across the nose, a sym-
bolical design identical with that of the eagle, and figures of artificial

flowers on the head. Two persons, a man and boj', represented the

Woe katcina in a Buflalo dance in the winter of 1899-1900.

" F(ir description of tliis dance, sec Fiftccntli Annual Report of tlle Bureau of American Ktlinology.

1897. p. 30 et sen.

''Tlli^ was liigllly a|)propriate, as tllis is a Zuni ilaiuc and these niaslis were deriveil from Zufii.
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The eaglo is .symbolic of the sun or sky .U<><1, :iii<l its iippcanuicf in

a Buflalo dance is appro])riate. since tiie liutiiilo f^'irl wears a sun sym-
bol on her back.

VfOK AM) TCl^TCKUTt*;

(I'Uite VI)

Another picture represents Woe and two (gluttons as tliey appear in

one of the dance.s. The gluttons" bodies are painted yellow and their

faces have red parallel band.s across the cheeks extending from the

eyes and the corners of the mouth to the ears." They hav^e eai- pend-

ants* and necklaces of rabbit's tails. Over the shoulder each has a ban-

doleer, to which a roll of paper-bread or piki is attached. Two bowls

with bundles of food arc di'awn at the side of the main figure. \V'oe

has a chevron de.sign painted red on the nose and cheeks, turquoise ear

pendants, and sheepskin wig. The legs, body, and arms are colored

brown and white. The figure wears a >)andoleer and white blanket^

with red sash.
PowAMr Festivai,

The following personages appear in this festival:

Ahiil. Hehee.
Katcina uiana and Krrwaii. Hehea.
Eototo and AVoe. Hehea niana.

Tumas and Tufiwup. Telavai.

Hahai wiiqti and Natacka mana. Powaniii.

Tehabi and Tuilwup taamu. Wiiwiiyonio.

Natacka naamii. Atocle.

Kumbi Natacka. Awatobi Soyok taka.

Soyok wiiqti. Awatobi Soyok wiicjti.

(Plate VII)

The figure of Ahi'd has all the symbolism cliaructcristic of tiiis god
when personated as leader of the katcinas in their annual return to

Walpi in the Powamii festival.

The disk-shaped mask is crossed by horizontal l)ands painted white

and Ijlack, separating the face into a lower part, colored black, and an

upper, which is divided into yellow and green zones, the former being

turned to the oliserver. Black crosses cover these two upper zones.

In the middle of the face is painted a triangular black figure, and to

the middle of tile horizontal bands which separate the chin from the two
upper zones thei-c is attachetl a curved rei)resentation of the l)cak,

painted green.

The zigzag lines around the periphery of the; disk represent plaited

corn husks in which are in.serted eaglt^ or turkey feathers, the tips of

rtThe same markings lliat the TalaukyamO priesl-s l)ear in the Nuw-tirc C(.Teinony

''These decorations adorn the Tataukyamfl priests.
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which !ii(> v'oloro>d bliick. The red lines interspersed with these

feathers represent horsehair stained red.

The reddish-brown body alioiit the neck repi-esents a fox skin, the

legs and bush}' tail of whi(^h are indicated.

The picture shows a ceremonial blanket or kilt, colored green, with
embroidered edge, around the body, and a similar kilt on the loins.

The ceremonial dance sash is represented on one side, hanging down
to the right knee.

The network leg-covering represents the garment worn l)y the

sun god, and the row of globular bodies down each leg are shell

tinklers. The moccasins are painted green and the anklets are orna-

mented with terrace designs in red, representing rain clouds.

In the left hand there are a small meal pouch made of a fox skin

with dependent tail, a bundle of bean sprouts painted green, and a

slat of wood, dentate at each end. representing a chief's baclg'e. In

the right hand is a staff, on the top of which are drawn t«o eagle

feathers and a few red horsehairs. jVlidway in its length is tied au
ear of corn, a crook, and attached breast feathers of the eagle.

HAHAI wugTi

(Plate VII)

The ])icture of Hahai vvuqti, like that of Kokyan (spider) wiiqti

(woman), has eyes of crescentic form. The hair is done up in two
elongated bodies which hang by the sides of her head, and she has a bang
of red horsehair on the forehead. She wears a red fox skin around her

neck, and to her waist are tied two sashes, the extremities of which,

highly embroidered, are shown in the picture. In her right hand she

carries a gourd."

Hahai wi'uiti appears in the kiva exhibition of Paliiliikofiti, or

Ankwanti, when she offers sacred meal to the Snake effigies for food

and presents her bi-easts to them to suckle. The best representation

of Hahai wi'uiti is at Powamu, when she accompanies her children, the

monsters called Natackas. In both festivals she wears the parapher-

nalia shown in the ffgure.''

TUMAS

(Plate VII)

Tumas is the mother of Tuflwup, who flogs the children in the

Powamii festival. Her mask, as shown in the drawing,'' has fan-like

a The mask of the Soyal katcina, Ahiilani, lias similar marks in alternate celebrations of the

Soyalniia. Pictures of the sun have been drawn for the author "with similar crescentic ej'es, from
which it is inferred thai Ahiilani is a sun god who appears as a bird (eagle) man in Soyaluna and
that Hahai wiiqti and Kokyan wiiqti are different names of the same supernatural.

''For photograph of Hahai wiiqti, Natacka iiaamil, and Soyok mana, see Fifteenth Annual Report

Bureau of Amerioan Ethnology, 1.S97, pi. cvi. For picture of doll, see Internationales Archiv fiir

Ethnographic, Band vii, pi. ix, fig, 27,

t'For picture of doll, sec Internationales .\rchiv fiir Etluiogrpaphie, Band vii, pi. xi, fig. 41. Both
Tuuuis and Tunwup have several aliases in diflcrcin llopi pnehlos: at Oraibi the latter is known as
Ho katcina.
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appendages iiiiide of erow feathers on eaeli side. On the top of the

head are parrot feathers and bi'east feathers of the eag-le. The
edge of the mask is surrounded bj' woven yarn colored black and red.

The face, which is painted blue, is almost covered by a triangular l)lack

figure rimmed with white occupying the position of the mouth.
A fox skin is about her neck; she wears a woman's decorated

blanket, and carries a meal plaque in her hauds. When the Hogging
of children takes place at Hano, Tumas stands at the foot of the kiva

ladder while her two sons, called Tuiiwup, perform this act.

(Plate VII)

With the picture of Tiunas the Hopi artist has also introduced rigui-es

of her two sons, Tuiiwup, as the}' appear in the child-tiogging in

Powamu. Tuiiwup has a white mask with black, prominent eyes. An
arrow-shaped figure is painted on the f(jrehead, and there is a hoi'n

on each side of the head."

The mouth is large, of rectangular shape, and there is a fox skin

about the neck. The bodj' is painted black with parallel vertical

white markings. A belt made of ears of difl'erent-coloi-ed corn

strung together girts the waist. The kilt is made of a fi-inge of red

horsehair, and the heel bands are of tiie same material. There is a

j-ucca whip in each hand.

Details of the ceremonial PowamCi child flogging at Walpi and
Hano vary somewhat. In the Hano celebration an altar is juade in

the kiva at that time by the chiefs, Anote and Satele, both of whom
place their official badges upon a rectangle of meal drawn on the kiva

floor. Into this rectangle the children are led by their fostei' parents

and flogged in the presence of the inhabitants of the pueblo.

The two floggers, Tuiiwup, stand one on each side of the figure

made of meal, holding their whips of yucca. As they dance they

strike the boys or girls before them as hard as they can, after which
the}' pass the whips to a priest standing by. After each flogging

the yucca whips ai-e waved in the air, which is called the purification.

After the children have been flogged man}' adults, both men and
women, present their bared liodics. legs, and arms to the l>l()ws of the

yucca whips.

In a dance in the Walpi kivas, at the opening- of the Powamu
festival, in which fifteen or twenty Tuiiwups were pei'sonated. several

of theii number, as well as spectators, were terribly flogged on bare

backs and abdomens.
As the figure of Tuiiwup is a conspicuous one on the altar of the

a The symbolism of Tunwup resembles that of Calako, whom thu author identifies as a sun god.

Traditions declare that the first youths were flogged by Calako.
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Niman Katciiia in spvoiul lioiii imeldos. it is proljublc that this super-

natural beinjy;- wajs introduced from a ruin calli'd Kicuha, once inhal)itctl

by the Katcina clan.

The following being.s form the Tunwup uroiip. personations of the

ancients of the Katcina clan:

Tuiiwup tatakti (men).

Tumaiv (mother of TunwuiJ).
TiiTiwup taamii (their uiioh' i.

TKHABI AX1> TUNAVUP TAAJlt^'

( Plate VIII

)

A drawing- of a luudhead clown bearing on his Vjack a figure resem-

bling Tunwup was identified as representing Tehabi. These two were

accompanied l>v a third figure called Tunwup taamu (Tuiiwup, their

uncle), the whole picture representing an epi.sode in one of the

ceremonies.

Tuilwup's uncle has a green mask, two horns, great goggle-eyes, and

a black l)and with upright parallel white lines across the face. The
figure is l)eardecl and has a fox skin about the neck. The body is

daubed black, but wears a white ceremonial kilt with red and black

border, which is tied to the waist by a large white cotton kilt. Like

his nephew, he carries yucca whips.

KEKWAX AND KATCINA MAXA

(Plate VIII)

These two figures illustrate one of the luost beautiful incidents in

Powamu, when the ])eans which have been artificially sprouted in the

kivas are l)rought out into the plazas and distributed. The two figures

represent male and female persons, and between them is a flat basket

in which are carried the bean sprouts which have been gi-own in the kiva.

Kerwaii hivs a green luask with eyes and mouth indicated by black

crescents. On . the top of the head there are two eagle tail feather.s

and a cluster of parrot and eagle breast feathers. The female figure

has hair hanging down the l)ack, a j'ellow masquette with red horse-

hair l)efore the face, and an eagle breast feather on the crown of the

head. She wears a woman's blanket tied aliout the waist with a large

cotton belt, the whole covered b}- a white l)lanket.

SOVt)K( )S (5IOXSTEKS)

Tlie name Soyoko is applied to certain UKjnsters called Xatackas;

which appear in Fowanul. There are three sets of Natacka masks on

the East mesa—one in Hano, in the keeping of the Tobacco clan, now
hanging in a back room of Anote's house: another in 8ichumo\i: and

a third set in \Yalpi.
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These Natacka.-s are undoubtedly derived from eastern pueblos, for

they are represented at Zuiii by the so-called Natacko, which they
closel_v resemble in s_yml)olism. They were introduced into Tusayan
by the Tanoan colonists, the Asa and the Hano clans, the Middle mesa
Natackas being simply derived from the East mesa. They are not

found at Oraibi, as those clans are not represented tiiere.

Besides the Soyoko or monsters which regularly ai)])eai- in the

Walpi Powamu, there are other similar bogies which make occasional

visits. Two of these, called Awatobi Soyok taka and Soyok wi'iqti,

were derived from Awatobi, one, Atocle, from Zuiii, and one,

Tcabaiyo." is of unknown derivation. All apparently have the same
function, but there is onh' a remote similarity in their symbolism.
The name Soyok or Soyuku, given by the Hopi to the Natackas, is

linguistically a Keresan word, and as the mythologic conceptions

and objective symbolism ai'e very similar in the two stocks, we mav
regard the Hopi being as a derivation from the Keresan. The fact

that these personages are found in the Hopi pueblos where there are

other evidences of incorporation from eastern pueblos tells in favor

of the theory that they were brought to Tusayan from eastern

pueblos.

In the personation of Natacka we tind also a person called iiaanul,

their father. The following list includes the varieties of these per-

sonations:

Nanatacka tatakti (males).

Nanatacka civaainii (their sister.«).

Natacka wiiqti (mother).

Natacka naamii (their father).

Nat.^cka NaamC

(Plate IX)

The father as figured by the artist has on the head a crest of turkey
tail feathei's and two eagle feathers, each tipped with a red bieast

feather. He has a goggle-eyed black mask with a trifid symi)ol on
the forehead and a curved horn on each side of the head.

The father of the Natackas appears at Powamu with their sisters

and Hahai wi'iqti. and the three visit all the houses of the pueblos.''

During these visits Hahai wiiqti carries on a conversation with
inmates of the houses in a falsetto voice, and gives to the men or boys
a mouse trap made of yucca tiber, and a stick, telling them that in

eight days she will return with her children, the Natackas; that they
must trap game and procure meat for these when they come. To the

woman of the house Hahai wiiqti gives an ear of corn, telling her to

grind it and have meal and bread for the Natackas when they return.

" The mask is owned by the Snake elan. Atocle at Zufii is sometimes called Soyok.
'' There are three groups, one Tor each pueblo on the East mesa.
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Kr.MBi Xatacka

The ))lack Xatacka has a black mask with goggle eyes and with a gTeen
arrowhead on the forehead. It has two horns, one of which the artist

has represented, and a crest of conventional eagle wing feathers ris-

ing from a bunch of black feathers on the back of the head. A fox

skin hangs about the neck. Kumbi Natacka wears a buckskin garment
over a calico shirt, and carries a saw in one hand, a hatchet in the

other. The black objects hanging over the shoulder are locks of hair,

from which depend eagle tail feathers.

The small figui'e accompanying Kumlii Natacka represents a Hehea
katcina, two or more of which go with the Natackas in their begging
trip through the pueblos. The body is covered with phallic symbols,

and a lasso is carried in the right hand. The leggings are of sheep-

skin stained Idack. The face has the characteristic zigzag svmbols of

Hehea."

KiTCA Natai-ka

(Plate IX)

The white Natacka reseml)les the black, save that the mask is white

instead of black. He also carries a saw in his right hand, and a yucca
whip in his left. In the personations of this Natacka the men^ as a

rule, carry bows and arrows in their left hands.

There are also Natackas of other colors which the artist has not

figured.

Xatacka Wuijti, or Sovok Wi'uti

(Plate X)

Soyok wiiqti'' has a large black mask with great yellow goggle eyes,

and red l)eard and hair, in which is tied a red feather, symbol of

death or war. She carries in one hand a crook to which several shell

rattles (mosilili) are attached, and in the other a huge knife. She is

much feared by the little children, who shudder as she passes through
the puelilos and halts to threaten with death those she meets. She
appears at Powamu at about the same time as the Natackas, but does

not accompany them.

The episode illustrated by the figure shows an interview of the

Soyok woman and a lad who is crying with fright. The woman has

demanded food of the boy, and he offers a rat on the end of a stick.

The bogy shakes hei- head, demanding a jack rabbit which the boy
carries in his right hand.

" For figure of the doll sec Internatioiuiles Arcliiv fiir Ethnographic, B.inrt vii, pi. ix, flg. 30.

''.Soyok from skoyo, a Keresan word meaning monster or bogy.
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Xatacka Mana

The sister of the Natackas, called also Xatacka maua and Soyok
mana," accompanies her brothers on their begginu- trip through the

pueblos of the East mesa. Her picture represents a person with black

mask and white chin, and with hair arranged in two whorls over the

ears, as is customary with maidens. She has round, green e\'es, a

square mouth with red teeth, and a beard. On her back she carries a

basket suspended b}- a band which pa.sses across her forehead. In
this basket she collects the meat and bread which the Natackas obtain

from the different households. Her clothing is a woman's l)lanket,

over which is thrown a buckskin, and she carries in one hand a large

knife.

(Plate XI)

Hehea katcina, like many others, may be personated without kilt

or in complete dress. In the former case a sheepskin replacing an

old-time buffalo skin is hung over the shoulder and phallic emblems
are painted on arms, legs, and body. The mask is dec(jrated with the

zigzag marking on each cheek. In this form Hehea appears in

certain kiva exercises at the ceremonial grinding of meal by the Ai5a

katcina manas. We also find him associated with the Corn maids and
with the Natackas. The phallic symbols are depicted on the bodies

of the Wiiwiitcimtu and Tataukyamu in the New-fire ceremony, and
there are other evidences which associate the former with Hehea.

A picture of this form of Hehea was drawn, but has not l)een repro-

duced. It represents a large and small Hehea, each with character-

istic zigzag symbols on the face and with oblique eves and mouth.
Both have phallic symbols on body and limbs, and wear artificial

flowers on their heads.'-'

The body has a sheepskin covering stained black and leggings of

same material, which have replaced buffalo skins formerly used for

the .same purpose. Each carries a lariat, the use of which is

explained in the account of the visits of the Natackas on their begging
trips to different houses.

Another picture of Hehea, which also represents a primitive con-

ception of this personage, has a kilt and the elaborate dress in which he
sometimes appears in ceremonial public dances. It is reproduced in

plate XI.

« This part is taken by a lad. For picture of the doll see Internationales Archiv fiir Ethnographie,
Band vii, pi. ix.

''Compare this artificial flower with that of the Wiiwiitcimtu society. The meml>er.-* of lx»th

this society and the Talaukyamii have similar phallic symbols painted on body and limbs. For a pic-

ture of the doll, see Internationales Archiv fiir Ethnographie, Band vii, pis. vn, vin, figs. 16, IS.
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lli'hcu is ovidciitly an am-iont kiitciiui." and from his appoariuico in

many piiniitive ceremonies, public and ^secret, we may regard him as

connected with a very old ritual.

The ATiiwi'itcinitu priests in the New-fire celebration at Walpi often

deccji'ate their faces (masks are not used in this rite) with the symbols

of Hehea, and he is intimately associated with Corn maids (Palahiko

niana) '' of the Mamzrau festival.

HEHEA MAN

A

(Plate XII

The Hehea mana. sister of Hehea. accompanies the Natacka ufi'oup

in Powamu. She is represented by the artist with the character-

istic coifl'ure of a maiden, and has the same zigzag facial lines as her

brother. On her arms are the same phallic symbols, and in her hand
she carries a lariat.

If any one refuses to grant the re(|iiests of th(> Natackas for meat
or food. l)()th she and her brother try to lasso tiie delinquent.

(I'late XI
I

This figure represents a warrior maid who sometimes appears in

Powamu. There is such a close resemblance between her and Tcak-

waina mana (see page 6-3) that they would seem to be identical person-

ages. The reason for her unfinished coitt'ure is given in the account

of the Tcakwaina maid.

AWATOBI SOYOIv TAKA

(I'Uitf XII 1

The massacre at Awatobi took place just two centuries ago, but

there are several katcinas surviving in Walpi which arc said to have

been derived fi-om that pueblo. Among these may be mentioned two
bogies called Soyok taka and Soyok mana, male and female monsters.

These are occasionally personated at Walpi, and, as their names imply,

originally came from Awatobi. Soyok taka corresponds with Natacka,

and prol)al)ly lioth originally came to Tusayan from eastern pueblos.

Soyok taka wears a mask without distinct symbolism, and has a

protu})erant snout, with teeth made of corn husks. He has goggle

eyes and hair hanging down over his face. His garment is a rabbit-

skin rug, and, like Natacka, he carries a .saw.'' On his back hangs a

basket containing a child whom he has captured.

" Perhaps derived from Awatobi.
''Tlie Corn maids have several different names, varying witli clans. For picture of doll in which

this association appears, see Internationales Archiv fur Ethnographic, Band vii, pi. x, fig. 31.

• A in()tl(.ru innovation in both instances.
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AWATDiii sovoK wryTi

(PlaU'XIIi

The figure of the Awatobi Soyok woiniin differs liut little from
that of the Walpi, but has prominent eorn-husk teeth ami two white
paraHel bars on each cheek. These two symbols were in fact said

to distinguish the Awatolii from the Walpi Soyolv wiiqti: several

priests called attention to the differences when the pictures were
shown them.

TCABAIYO

(Plate XIII)

Tcabaiyo is still another of the bogy gods. The mask belongs to

Hoiiyi, of the Snake clan, who always personates this being. The
Ijictui-e represents him in the act of seizing a small l)oy who. fi'oni

the zigzag marks on his face and the sheepskin blanket, may be a

Hehea child.

Tcabaiyo is threatening to kill the lioy with the great knife which
he carries in his left hand. In the picture the ])lack mask has a long-

swollen proboscis. The eyes are protuljerant. and there is a broad-
headed arrow in the middle of the forehead. A white crescent is

painted on the cheek. Feathers of the eagle wing form a fan-shaped
crest, and a bunch of feathers is tied to the back of the helmet.
Tcabaiyo wears a fox skin about the neck. Feathers of the eagle

tail are attached to his upper arm. The red-colored garment repre-

sents a buckskin; that part of the dress in the form of a white man's
waistcoat is an innovation. Arms and legs are spotted with hlack

dots and the breech clout is held in place by an embroidered sash.

Tcabaiyo occasionally appears in Powamii and his symbolism has a

close likeness to that of other Natackas or Soyokos. Though he is

referred to the Soyoko or Natacka group, he is supposed to be derived
from a different clan, and he l)ears a name characteristic of that clan.

ATOCLE

(Plate XIII)

There is still another of these Soyokos (monsters) whose functions

are nearly the same as tho.se of the sister or mother of the Natackas.
This personage has a Zufii name, Atocle." which betrays her origin.

Atocle is an old woman. jxM'sonatcd by a man. who goes about
the Zuiii pueblo frightening children in nuuh the same way that Soyok
wiifjti does at Walpi.

f'Tho actions of tliis person at Zufii are described in tlie Journal ui Amoricari Etlmology and
Archeology, vol. II. 1892, where she is called an old scold.
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The Ilopi variant, as shown in the picture, has a ))lafk helmet with
projecting flat snout, and a nias.s of hair to which i,s attached a red

feather. In one hand is a bow and arrows, in the other a knife,

suggesting weapons for her function. She is accompanied by a

clown, who holds her back b_y a lasso tied about her waist.

so Wl'QTI

(Plate XIV)

So wiiqti, Grandmother Avoman, is here represented by the Hopi
artist as clasping hands with her child, a Powamu katcina. On each

cheek there is a red spot, and in her hair is an artificial ilower. She
carries on her back Hehea, her grandchild, as the zigzag marks on
his face clearly indicate, and has a pine bough in her hand. The
fact that her grandchild has Hehea symbols would seem to refer her

to the group to which the latter and his sister belong.

(Plate XIV)

The picture of Masauu has a round helmet decorated with spots of

difl'erent colors. At the top of this helmet there are many twigs, to

which prayer feathers (nakwakwocis) are attached. There is a deco-

rated kilt around the neck, and a rabbit-skin rug, shirt, and kilt about

the body. The legs and arms are painted red and spotted black. The
two rings on the breast are parts of a neclvlace made of human bones.

The tigure carries a yucca whip in each hand.

(Plate XIV)

This is one of tlie most important Icatcinas. and is very prominent
in several celebrations.

The artist's picture of Eototo has a white head covering, with small

holes for eyes and mouth, and diminutive ear appendages. There is

a fox skin about the neck.

The blanket is white, and is worn over a white kilt tied with an

embroidered sash, the ends of which are seen below. The tigure also

has knit hose and heel bands. In the left hand there is a skin pouch

of sacred meal and a chief's badge" (moiikohu), while the right hand
carries a bundle of sheep scapula' and a gourd bottle with water from
a sacred spring.*

Eototo is one of the most prominent masked personages at Walpi

a See .lournal ot American Ethnology and .4roh8eology. vol. ii, 1892. For picture of doll, see Inter-

nationales Archiv fiir Etlinograpliie. Band vir, pi. ix. fig. 24.

''The use of this water and sacred meal i.s described in the Jo\niial of American Ethnology and
Arcliseology, vol. ii, 1892.
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ill the celebratiou of the Depiirture of the Kateiiuis. On the hist

morning of that festival he i.s accoDipanied by three other katcinas

who march around the kiva entrance, holding convertsation with the

chief below and receiving otferings, as has been described elsewhere."

The god Eototo was introduced from the old pueblo, Sikyatki, and

his old mask or helmet is in the keeping of the descendants of the

Kokop family, which once inhabited that pueblo. The close similarity

in s\'ml3olic designs to Masauu. also a Sikyatki god, shows that the

two names are virtually dual appellations of the same mythological

conception, but that the}' originated in this pueblo is not yet proved.

One of the most interesting personations of Masauu appeared in

Powamu in 1900, when a man represented this god in the live Walpi
kivas. He wore a helmet made of a large gourd, pierced with

openings for eyes and mouth and painted l)lack with micaceous hema-
tite sprinkled over them. He and a companion carried old-fashioned

planting sticks and imitated planting, while about twenty vxnmasked

men, representing a chorus called Maswik-' katcinas, some person-

ating males, others females, danced and sang about them.

At the close of the personation in each kiva, the representative

of ^lasauu was loaded with prayer offerings. This archaic cere-

mony was regarded with great reverence and was shunned by all save

the initiated.

(Plate XV)

Kwahu, the Eagle katcina. is figured in the drawing with an eagle's

head above the helmet in a way that recalls an Aztec picture. The
characteristic symbolic marks of certain birds of prey, as the eagle

and hawk, are the chevron marks on the face, which are well shown in

this picture.

In personations of this and other birds the wings are represented b\'

a .string of feathers tied to the arms, as shown in the picture.

PALAKWAVO

(Plate XV)

The symbolism of Palalvwayo. the Red Hawk, is similar to that of

Tiirpockwa, but there is no bird's head above the helmet. The tigure

also has the moisture tablet on the back. In each of the outstretched

hands is carried a bell.

<i Sec Journal of American Ethnology and Archaeology, vol. ii. 1892.

tMasuuii, wik ^buarersj.
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KECA

(I'htte XV)

Till' liuiirc of Kccii. the Kile, lias two parallel lilai-k niai'ks on each

side of the I'aee. not unlike the I'aeial symbols ol' the war j^'ocl. I'iiiikofi

lio\ a. The liody is white with black spots ropresentino- feathers, but

the I'orearnis and lej^s are paintecl yellow. The wing's iin> imitated by
a row of feathers tieil to the arms. an<l the tail liy feathers attaclied

to the bre(>ehi-lout. Keca holds in his left huiid u hai'c and iu his

rieht a rabbit.

I'AWIK "

d'hite XV)

I'awik. tile l)lick kateina. is represented in the aceompaiiyirii!;' pic-

tures. The helmet is yreeii with a lone- curved snout ]iaiiit(Hl yid-

low . around the hase of which is tied wool stained red. 'Vhc eyes

are rectangular, the left yellow, the right blue. 'i\vo upright eagle

feathers ai'e attached to the left side of the helmet, near which is a

bunch of horsehair stained red. On the right .side of the helmet i.s

tied an o\(>id symliol of an undeveloped squash with ii breast feather

of tlu' eagle iirojecliiig from one pole. and nnl hoi'sehaii- about its base

of attachment. The upper part of the htdmet is girt by parallel

bands of black, yi>llo\v. and r(Hl. The lower rim has a ))laek liand in

which there are patches of white. The tree rejiresented between the

two figures is the pine.

T(>I<A

(I'late XVn

Totca. the Ilumniing Bird, has a globular head painted lilue. with

long- ])ointed t)eak. The dorsal pai't of the body is coloi-ed green, the

ventral yellow. The rows of feathers down the arms are wings, by a

mov(Miieiit of which the flight of a l)ird is imitated.

MONWr .\NI> KOYI.MSI

iriatexvn

This ]iersonation of the Owl has a helmet with rows of parellel

ytdlow. green, red. and black <'resceiits, and a prominent hooked
beak. He wears a I'abliit-skin blanket tied liy an embi'oidered sash,

and holds a bow and arrows in one hand and a rattle in the other. The
figure is aeeoinpauied bv a clown who has a feather in each hand.

'1 For description ot Pinvik kntciim j-it Tn-nymi Katcinas, ntteenth .\niniiil Roport of thi- Bureau
of Ethnology, 1S97. imges 2119-303.
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MOXwf wi'QTI

(Plat.- XVI)

The Owl woman unci hei' two young arc figured in this picture,

and need no (explanation additional to that givQii of the Owl katcina

with whom she is associated.

SALAH MONWU

( Plate XVIIi

The head shown in this picture is readil\' recognized as that of an
Owl. He wears a kilt made of buckskin, and has a belt with silver

disks. He carries a pine branch and bow in the left hand, a rattle in

the right.

(Plate XVII)

The figure of Hotsko is owl-like, with broad mouth, and wears a

rabbit-skin rug tied on the l)ody by an embroidered sash. Tliis picture

evidently represents a bird, but the author can not identify it.

Ti'RPOCKWA

(Plate XVII)

The picture of this l)ird lias a helmet surmoiuited by a l)ir(rs head,

like that of the eagle, and a black chevron on the face. The b(>ak is

long and slender.

Ti'irpockwa, like many other birds, has a moisture or sun taV)let on
the back, the horizontal plumes of which show on each side of the

neck. The personator's arms, here extended, have attached feathers

like wings. The dress and other paraphernalia siiown in the figure

can hardiv be resarded as characteristic.

(Plate XVII)

Yaupa. the Mocking Bird, lias a helmet i)ainted white, witli a tri-

angular design on the face, to the sides of which ring-like figures are

attached. The beak is long and slender, and there are clusters of

bright parrot feathers on the top of the head; indications of the wings
are shown in the black lines along the arms. I'hi; spots on the body
represent feathers.
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(Plate XVIII)

Hospoa. the Road Eiinnt'i-. us shown in th(» pk'ture. has a yreeii

helmet covered with rows of 1ila( k and white ci-cscents. a short lieak,

and .stellate eyes.

On the ba(dc this bird has a painted skin stretched over a framework,
called a moisture tabk^t. To each upper corner are attached two feath-

ers, which project horizontally, and along the edges is a string with
attached horsehair stained red.

There is a flute in one hand, a rattle in the other. The garments are

a ceremonial kilt, girdle, and (>mbroidered sash.

(Plate XVIII)

Patszro, the Snipe katcina„ has a figure of the snipe painted on the

forehead, a long, slender beak, and semicircular markings on each

cheek. These markings consist of white, red, and yellow bauds, the

first furnished with a row of black wings.

The body is naked, painted white on the ventral, green on the dorsal

side. The tail feathers are tied to the belt in such a way that their

extremities show behind.

The spots on the body represent small downy feathers attached l)y

means of gum or some sticky substance.

(Plate XVIII)

Koyona, the Turkey, has a green-colored helmet, with long extended
beak and l;>right red wattles, which are made of flannel cloth. The
wings and tail are made of feathers attached to the arms and belt.

There are many small feathers attached to the body with gum.

(Plate XVIII)

The picture of Kowako, the Chicken katcina, has a red comb and
wattles; the body is painted red on the dorsal, white on the ventral side.

The personator wears a cereuionial white kilt with embroidered
green bordei' worked into rain-cloud symbols. The wattles and comV)

are made of red flannel, and feathers arc tied to the arms for wings.

The figures of both Koyona and Kowako (Chicken) which the Hopis
made are more realistic than the personations which were seen by the

author, although the latter wear elaborate masks, with wattles, comb.
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and beak, which are fine imitations of the heads of these birds. The
realism of these masks, as compared with the conventionalism of the

masks of Patszro, Kwayo, and others, would indicate the later intro-

duction of Kovona and Kowako into the katcina cult.

(Plate XIX)

Momo, the Bee katcina, has a yellow head with black crescentic

bands extending on each side from the globular eyes. The back of

the head is banded j'cllow and green, and on the crown there are

pedunculated bodies arranged in a row, with two long, stiff, black

projections representing antenna?. There are also feathers on the

back of the helmet. He carries a miniature bow and arrows. In

the dance he imitates the hum of a bee, and goes from one spectator

to another, shooting the blunt arrows at them. To still the cries of

children, due to mere f''ight, the Bee katcina scjuirts a little water on

the supposed wound."

TETANATA

(Plate XIX)

The picture of the Wasp katcina has bod}-, legs, arms, and mask
painted with parallel lines of green, brown, red, j'ellow, and black.

There are two straight vertical horns on the head and a long slim

proboscis, also banded with black and white. This being is only

occasionally personated in the winter ceremonies.

(Plate XX)

On the morning of the last day of Powamu, the beans which have
.sprouted in the kivas are plucked up and distributed by masked
persons to all the people in the pueblos, who boil and eat them as a

great relish. Each of the nine kivas delegates two or more men to

distribute the sprouts grown in that kiva. From the fact that these

men distribute the bean sprouts at early dawn, they are called Telavai

(Dawn), although thev represent Malo, Owa, Tacab, or others.

There are in the collection a number of paintings to which this name
was given which did not appear in the Powamu in 1900.

The distinctive symbolism of Telavai is a rain-cloud design on each
cheek, and ej-es that are each represented by a band having one end
curved. There are four horizontall}- ari'anged eagle feathers on top
of the helmet, surmounted bj' a cluster of variegated feathers.

" In 1900 a small syringe was used for this purpose.

21 ETH—03 6
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(Plates XX, LXIII)

The tig'ure of Owa has a helmet mask colored greeii, with yellow,

red. and black lines drawn diagonally across the cheeks. The snout

is protuberant and the e3'es are represented by black liands. The hair

hangs down the l)ack. Parrot and eagle feathers are attached to the

crown of the head.

The body is painted red. and tiun-e are parallel yellow bands on
body, arms, and legs. The ceremonial kilt about the loins is tied by
a woman's ))elt and embroidered sac^k. A fox skin sometimes depends
from the rear. Under the right knee is represented a turtle-shell

rattle, and the figure has moccasins and heel bands.

Owa carries a Ijow and arrows in the left hand, and a small gourd
rattle in the right. These are the presents which this being couimonly
makes to children in the Powamu festival.

(Plate XXI)

In a dra\fing of Malo katcina the artist has represented the main
syni))ols of this being as he is seen when personated in dances.

The face is cros^d by an obliqiie medial band, in which are rows of

spots. The face on one side of this band is painted yellow, on the

other green. The figure has a representation of a squash blossom on

the right side of the head and two eagle feathers on the left, to which
is attached a bundle of horsehair stained red."

(Plate XXI)

The figure of Humis katcina shows a helmet with a terraced tablet,

s3'mbolic of rain clouds. To the iiighest point are attached two eagle

feathers, and to each of the angles of the lateral terrace a turkey tail

feather and a sprig of grass. The whole tablet is rimmed with red

and painted green, with designs upon it. Symliols of sprouting corn

and terraced rain clouds appear on the flat sides.

The face of the helmet is divided mediallj' by a black band, in which
are three white rings. On the right half of the face, which is l>lue,

there is on each side of the ej'e-slit a syml)ol of the sprouting squash

or gourd, replaced on the left side of the face by small s^'mbols of rain

clouds. Humis has a collar of pine boughs, sprigs of which are also

inserted in the armlets, the belt and the kilt. The body is smeared

with corn smut, and there are two paii's of crescents, painted black,

a For description of Mulo katcina, see .Tournal of American Ethnology and .Archaeology, vol. ii. 1892.

For picture of the doll, .see Internationales Archiv fur Kthnographie, Band vii, pi. viii, fig. 21.
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on the abdoiiKMi. Iluniis carries a rattlo in the riglit hand and a sprio-

of pine in the left. A small black stick is tied to his left wrist.

The two figures which accompany Humis repre.sent llano clowns,

wh(j are accustomed to amuse the audience during the cclelii-ation of

the dances in which he appears.

Each clown wears a cap with two straight horns made of leather,

with corn husks tied to the tops. The horns are banded alternatelj^

black and white, as are also the body, arms, and legs. The figure to

the left has a bowl filled with Hopi wafei' })read before him: the one
at the right carries a roll of the same in his right hand.

The name Humis is supposed to have been derived from the pueblo
Jemez in New Mexico and to be the same a.s the Zuiiii Hemacikwi,
a dance which is ordinarily celebrated in summer.

HOPI A\ATC IIOTA

The Hopi Avatc hoya accompanies the Humis katcina. and. as may
be seen by consulting the pictures, differs widely from the Sio (Zufii)

Avatc hoya. The mask is painted bla'ck, with white rings; the body,
arms, and legs, are painted red, with white rings on the body and
arms, and with black rings on the legs. The mouth and eyes are

represented by green rings. He wears cones made of corn husks in

his ears and curved feathers on the head."

(Plate XXI)

The pictures of Huhuan represent beings with a characteristic gait,

who appear in Powamu, when thej^ distribute gifts from one of the

kivas.

They wear sheepskin caps and necklaces of mosaic ear pendants.

They should not l)e confounded with the Barter katcinas. who trade

dolls, etc.. in certain festivals. Their symbolic markings are a checker
baud of white and colored squares covering the helmet.

NfVAK

(Plate XXII)

There are thi-ee pictures of Niivak, the Snow katcina, two of which
represent male personages and one a female. The latter is called the

Cold-bringing woman, and is possibly mother of the former.

This personage* is regarded by all the Hopi as a Hano (Tanoan)

katcina. and the dance in whii'h he figures is said to have Ix'cn derived

fi'om the far east.

1 For picture of doll, see Internationnle.s Archiv fiir Ethnographie, Band vii, pi. i.\. ftg. 29.

''For picture of doll, see same volume, pi. v, fig. i.
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Near the settlement of Hano people at Is))a, Coyote spring, not far

from the Government House, but on the right of the road from
Keams Canyon, there is a large spring called Moiiwixa, which is sacred

to the Plumed Snake of Hano. In the March festival, effigies of this

monster are carried to this spring, where certain ceremonies arc per-

formed similar to those which the Walpians observe" at Tawapa.
A year ago (181*9) this spring, which had become partially tilled

with sand, was dug out and walled, at which time an elaborate masked
dani-e representing Niivak katcina was performed near it. This

intimate association between Paliilukofi (Plumed Snake) and Niivak

(Snow) appears on a mask of the latter, presently described and
figured.

The picture of one form of Snow katcina, shown in the accompany-
ing figure, has rectangular terraced designs on the back of the head
and zigzag sticks representing lightning snakes on the upper edge.

The figure wears a white blanket reversed. The picture shows the

stitches of the emljroiderv on the lower margin.

A second figure of the Snow katcina, on which the predominant
color is green instead of white, is readily distinguished from the

former by figures of snakes' heads painted on each cheek. It has the

same four lightning symbols on the head and two eagle tail feathers.

This figure wears an ordinary dance kilt, embroidered with rain-cloud

and falling-rain designs, and held in place by a girdle. It carries a

flute in one hand.

YOIItlZRO Wi'QTI ''

(Plate XXII)

The Cold-bringing woman, who is connected with the Niivak or

Snow katcina, is claimed by the people of Hano as one of their

supernaturals. She is depicted as wearing a white mask with a red

spot on each cheek, a small beard, and a red tongue hanging from a

mouth which has prominent teeth.

She has ear pendants, and a red feather is attached to the crown of

her head. There is a fox skin al)out her neck, and she is clothed iu a

white blanket, tied with a knotted girdle.

(Plates XIV and XXII)

On the morning of the last day of the Powamil festival there are

dances in the kivas in which participate unmasked men called Powamil
katcinas, a figure of one of whom is given in the accompanying i^late.

nFor a desci-iption of these, see .Tournal of American Folk-Lore, vol. vi. 1893.

h The Hano name, Imbesaiya, which is applied to Yohozro wuqti, means grandmother, possibly the

Snow katcina's grandmother.
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These men wear in their hair a number of artiticial flowers, made
of painted corn shucks. The bodies of these men are painted, ))ut

otherwise they wear no distinctive dress or paraphernalia.

WUKOKOTI

(Plate XXIII)

This figure of Wulvolcoti (Big Head) has a blaclc face with

protruding- snout, two lateral horns, and prominent globular eyes.

The artist represents one of two beings who roam through the pueblos

in the March festival, hooting wherever they go. It is one of many
beings of the same name who appear in the February and March fes-

tivals. The personators carry bundles of sheep scapulae, which in late

years have been substituted for those of deer.

KOHOXINO

(Plate XXIII)

This figure " represents a katcina derived from the Havasupai (or

Kohonino) Indians engaged in animated convei'sation with a man of

the same tribe.

The mask has a headband, on each side of which is a horn wrapped
with red and black calico. The marks crossing the headband also

represent variegated cloth.

Two eagle feathers arise from the head, and to the top of the feath-

ers ai'e attached red balls representing fruit of the prickly pear.

The chin is crossed bj^ oblicpic bands, coloi'ed red and blue, and the

mouth is triangular in shape. Two red spots, one on each cheek,

complete the symbolism of the picture.

The accompanying figure representing a Havasupai Indian is

unmasked, and shows several characteristic marks. He has a head-

band, from which rises a hoop, to which are attached two eagle

feathers, with a fragment of red cloth in the rear. The coat and
leggings, like Kohonino garments, are buckskin, and there is fringe

on the latter.

TCOSBUn AXD SOYAN EP

(Plate XXIV)

The main figure is said to have been derived from a Yuman tribe, as
the Walapai, who formerly wore turquoise (tcosbuci) nose ornaments.
The artist has represented Tcosbuci and Soyan ep fencing with arrows.
The symbolic mark of the former is an hourglass design. The face

is painted green, the eyes are of brown color with green border. The
hair is tied Yuma fashion behind the head. The red ring in the middle
of the face represents a turquoise.

a For picture o£ the doll, see Internationales Archiv fflr Ethnograpliie, Band vii, fig. 15.
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Tcoshuci has blauk bands painted on the left arm and right leg.

He wears a black kilt under a buckskin shirt, and has a ([uiver with
ari'ows. The bow is carried in one hand.

Soyun ep has a black mask with feathers on his head, lozenge-shaped

eyes, and small goatee. Both leg.s and arms are striped with black

bands. His shirt is made of buckskin.

NAKIATCOP

(Plate XXIV)

The figure of Nakiatcop has a crest of eagle feathers on the head,

and in most respects resembles the Dawn katcina. The mask used

in i^^rsonating this being is said to belong to the Badger clan.

KOKOPELLI

(Plate XXY)

The Hopi call a certain dipterous insect kokopelli and apply the

same name to a personation said to have been introduced by the Asa
clan. '

The Iwad is painted lilack and has a white median facial line. The
snout is long, pointed, and striped in spiral black and white. On
each side of the head is a white circle with diametrical lines drawn in

black, and there is a warrior feather on top.

The body is black, and girt b}^ an embroidered sash. There are buck-
skin leggings, .stained yellow and green. A hump is always found on
the back in pictures or dolls of Kokopelli.

The author has been informed that in old times many of these beings
appeared at the same time, but he has never seen the personation.

KOKOPELLI MAXA

(Plate XXV [

The Kokopelli girl has a slender, protuberant snout painted with

spiral lines. She carries in her hand two packets " of food made of

mush wrapped in corn husks.

(Plate XXV)

The symbolic marks of Lapi\kti are three parallel marks on each

cheek, hair of cedar bark, long telescopic eyes, and a protuberant
snout. He carries a rattle in his right hand, a crook in the left, and
wears shirt and pantaloons. The picture brings out all these charac-

teristics.

" Somii'iki.

'• For pu'turu uf doll, see Internationales Archiv liir F.tiino.tjraphie. Bantl vii, pi, xi, fig. 40,
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PalllCkonxi (Ankwanti) Festhai.

MACIIiOL

(Plate XXVI)
These two ficjures represent masked men who sometimes appear in

the Mareh festival (Anl^wanti) carrying effigies of the Great Serpent,

with whieh they appear to .struggle, twisting them about their bodies

and causing them to make various gyrations in a startling manner.
One of the arms represented in the picture is a false one, which is

hung on the shoulder of the performer, the real arm ])eing hidden in

the bodj' of the .sei'pent effigy. The man holds the stick which is the

backbone of the serpent with the hidden hand and witli it iniiiarts

the wonderfully realistic movements to the serpent.

Each figure wears a buckskin blanket and a maslv painted green,

across which is a black zigzag band rimmed with white, which in form
I'esembles the snake symbol on the kilt of the Snake priests. The
helmet has two horns and a bunch of feathers on the top.

The backs of the two serpent effigies differ in color, one being l)lack

and the other brown, but the bellies of both are white. The triangidar

s_yinbols on them represent bird tracks; the double parallel marks
represent feathers.

Their heads have a fan-shaped ci'est of feather.s, a median horn curv-

ing forward, and a necklace of feathered strings. The eyes are promi-
nent, and the teeth and tongue are colored red.

Macibol is another name for Calako, the sun god, and the epi.sode

here figured represents the sky god wielding the lightning.

TALULtKON AM) TATCJIKTI

(Plate XXVI)
There are many rites in the Afikwanti in which the effigies of Palu-

liikoii, the Great Snake, play an instructive role. This picture repre-

sents the struggle of a clown with one of these effigies, as personated

in the March mystery drama.
The effigy is made to rise from a jar on the floor to the C(!iling. and

when it is thus extended a clown steps up to it and appears to struggle

with it; he is finally overcome. There are modifications of this drama
which call for special description," but none of these are represented
in the collection ui ])ictures.

IIUUKINES OF CdK.N .MAIUKNS

(Plate XXV II)

On certain years there is introduced in the Ilopi my.sterv drama,
Ankwanti, an interesting marionette performance which is illustrated

by this picture. The Honani or Badger clan of Sichumovi have two

"See .V Theatrical i*erformanc-e at Walpi. Proceedings Washington Academy of Scieuce, vol. ii,

liKX), [lUgcs B0i-<)29, and pages iU-bb of this papiT.
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figurinos representing the Coi'u maidens, which were made by a man
named Totci, who now lives at Zuni. These figurines and a framework
or upright with which they are used are shown in this picture, which
represents the figures kneeling before a miniature grinding stone

placed on the floor.

As the sj'mbolism has been explained in a description of Calako
mana. it need not be redescribed, but it may be well to note that

the dotted bodies appearing on these figurines below the kilt rep-

resent the feathered garment which this maid and some other mythical

personages are said to wear."

The designs on the framework symbolize rain clouds and falling

rain. During the mysterj- play the two bird effigies are made to move
back and forth on the framework by a man concealed behind the screen,

who also imitates bird cries.

The two figurines are manipulated by means of strings and other

mechanical appliances. Their arms are jointed, and as a song is sung
the niai-ionettes are made to imitate meal grinding, raising their hands

at intervals from the meal stones to their faces.

TACAB ANTA AND MANA

(Plate XXVII)

This picture represents a being called Navaho Anya katcina, and his.

sister, who grinds corn ceremonially in the kivas on the final night of

the Ankwanti. The attitude of the girl is that assumed by her after

the corn has been ground, when she and her sister dance and posture

their bodies befoi'e a line of Anya katcina pei'sonators serving as a

chorus.

The masks of the Navaho Anyas are similar to those of the Hopi,

except that the fonner have terraced figures or rain-cloud symbols in

each lower corner, and a red instead of a black beard. The male wears

a red kilt, tied by a belt of silver disks, which are common Navaho
ornaments.
The dress of the girl consists of a black velvet shirt and a red calico

skirt, with a piece of calico over her shoulders. She wears a Navaho
necklace.

Her coifl'ure is a cue tied behind the head, like that of the Navahos.

The projecting lip, illustrating a habit of gesticulating with the lower

jaw so common among Navahos, is common in Hopi pictures of these

•Indians.

OWANOZROZRO

(Plate XXVIII)

This being appears in the Ankwanti, going from kiva to kiva

beating on the hatchways and calling down to the inmates. The

a Fabrics obtained in cliff houses and other old Arizona ruins show that it is probable that cloth m
which feathers were woven was worn by the ancient ancestors ol the Hopis.
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picture I'epresents him bcatiiiy a stone with a yucca whip. Tiic m;isk

is colored white, and ha.s a projecting uiouth, goggle eye.s, two horns,

and a mass of hair. The part of stone beater is now taken by boys,
and the two personators seen in 1900 stood at the kiva entrances
striking the ladder and raised hatchway, calling down the kiva entrance
as if angry. They wore loose blankets and no ceremonial kilts.

COTO

(Plate XXVIII)

There are two pictures of Goto, the Star katcina, one represent-
ing the Walpi. the other the Oraibi vai'iant; the masks of both are
readily distinguished from all others by the arrangement of the star

symbols.

The East mesa or Walpi Star katcina has three vertical stai's

attached to the top of the masks, a star painted on the right cheek,
and a half-moon on the left. There are also star figures on the fore-

arms and legs. Four feathers are represented on top of the mask
and others hang from the elbows. There are yucca whips in the
hands. The kilt has a radiating turkey tail feather covering, which
has a unique form.

The whole face of the Oraibi Star katcina is covered by a single

star. It has a string of feathers extending down the back and a collar

of spruce twigs. The body is painted yellow and black and the arms
and legs have longitudinal bands.

The garments are painted red, and in the left hand is carried a

yucca whip, in the right a bell. Red color appears to characterize

all the paraphernalia.

HOPAK AND jAIANA

(Plate XXIX)

One of the katcinas which appeared in the Ankwafiti was called

Hopak (hopoko, eastern), and evidently derives its name from the

fact that it came from eastern j^ueblos. Hopak was accompanied by
a girl being, evidenth' his sister (civaadta).

The distmguishing symbolism is the triangular mouth and the

zigzag markings around the face, which is painted green. The hair

of the girl is dressed in the same way as that of the Zufiis and the
Pueblo women of the Rio Grande. Small rectangles in two colors are

painted on each cheek. The girl was called sister of the Piiiikoi! kat-

cina when he appeared in the Ankwafiti.
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KOKYAN Wi'-QTI"

(Plate XXIX)

When the Piiukofi katcinas danced in the Ankwanti there accom-

panied the dancers a personation called So wiiqti. Grandmother woman,
and as the grandmother of Piiiikon is Kokyan wiiqti (Spider woman).
So wi'iqti is supposed to be another name for this being.

The mask is perfectly black, with yellow crescentic eyes and white

hair. She wears a dark-l>liie blanket, over which is a white cere-

monial blanket with rain-cloud and Ijuttertly symbols. She carries a

sprig of pine in each hand.

PLTCKON KATl'IXA

(Plate XXIX)

The picture of Piiiikoii katcina* has a black mask surmounted by
a netted war bonnet, with two eagle tail feathers attached to the apex.

There is a small conical extension on top of this lionnet, the ustml

distinguishing feature of the lesser war god.

The figure has a white blanket about the body which is painted

t)lack. and wears a white kilt with rain clouds embroidered on the

margins. The hose are made of an open-worked netted cotton fabric.

In the left hand there is a bow and arrow, and in the right is the

ancient war implement, a stone tied by a buckskin to the extremity

of a stick.''

Ptri'KON HOYA

(Plate XXX)

The face of Piiiikon hoya bears the customary parallel vertical marks,

and on the head is a wai' bonnet with apical extension and warrior

feathers. He wears on his back a quiver of moiuitain-lion skin, and
carries a bow and arrow in his left hand, the symbolic lightning frame-

work, with feathers attached at the angles, in the right. The white

marks on body, legs, and arms shown in the picture are characteristic.

The reader's attention is called to the similarity of the symbols of this

picture to those of Piuikoii katcina.

PALUNA HOYA

(Plate XXX)

Paluna hoya, the twin brother of Piiiikofi hoya, has a mask with a

protuberant snout, but does not wear a war bonnet. He has, like

f The part was taken by Xanahe. a Hopi wini lives in Zniii and who had returned lo Walpi lor that

purpose.

'» For pielure of the doll, see Internationales Archiv fur Ethnographie. Hand vir. i»l. v. fig. 59.

fOne of these implements eau be seeu on the altar of the Kalektaka in the jMouiteita eeremony.
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his brother, two vertical marks on each chc(>k, which, however, are

bhick instead of white, and the warrior featlier on his head. H(>

carries a whizzer in the right hand and a bow and arrows in his

left, and wears a bandoleer across his left shoulder. His body and
extremities are painted Vjrowu and black.

TCUKUBOT

(Plate XXX)

This is one of the numerous horned katcinas, distinguished by a

black helmet, white goggle eyes, and two bands across the face. They
roam about through the pueblos in certain great festivals.

TCANAL-

(Plate XXX)

Tcanaii is an instructive personage. The pictitre represents him
as he appears in the Ankwaiiti.

The mask is flat and has eagle feathers and two sticks similar to

those of the Wupamau mask radiating from the margin. The brown
bodies between these radiating eagle feathers are also feathers, a

bunch of which covers the back of the helmet."

The face is destitute of symbolic markings, but a stufled image of

a snake hangs from the mouth.
Tcanaii carries a slat of wood and a meal bag resembling that of

the Snake priests in his left hand, and in his right a crooked stick.

Four of these beings appeared in the Aiikwailti, and the personation

is said to have been originally introduced into Tusayan by the Pakab
clan.

WUPAMAU

(Plate XXXI)

This picture* represents a being the mask of which has a symbolism
recalling that of the sun. The face is flat, and is divided into three

regions by a horizontal and a vertical line. One of the lateral regions;

is j'ellow, the other is green. The chin is black and there is a long-

snout slightly curved downward, with an appended piece of leather,

colored red, representing the tongue.

Around the rim of this face, more especiallv the upper part, is a

plaited corn-husk border, in which are inserted at intervals three

prominent eagle feathers and numerous smaller feathers. The latter

are but poi'tions of a mass which cover the whole back of the helmet.

When Wupamau appears in Powamu or Aiikwanti, he is accom-

" T!ie musks seen in the .-Vfikwanti have carved wooden lizards attached to their foreheads.
>> For picture ol' the doll, see luteruationales .\rehiv tUr Ethnographic, tiand vii. pi. vi, hg. ti.
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paiiied by a clown caiTying a lasso, which in the picture is fastened

around the body of the katcina.

There are masks of Wupamau in all three villao-es of the East

mesa, and these are all worn in the Aiikwanti ceremony.

MUCAIAS TAKA

(Plate XXXI)

The Buflalo youth, as represented in the picture, has a face painted

black, with white crescents indicating eyes and mouth. Over his

head is a blackened wig made of a sheepskin, which also hangs down
his back, replacing the buffalo skin, which was always used when this

animal was abundant. To each side of the head covering is attached

a horn with appended eagle feathers. Across the forehead is an

embroidered fa})ric like those used for katcina heel bands."

The kilt of the Buflalo j'outh is white, with red and black stripes

along the edges; it is tied by a string to which shells are attached.

A large cotton belt is now generally used for a girdle.

In his left hand the Buffalo youth carries a zigzag stick, represent-

ing lightning, to each end of which feathers are attached. In his

right hand he has a rattle decorated with stars.''

3IUCAI.4S MANA

(Plate XXXI)

This ])icture represents the Buffalo maid, who appears in the

Mucaiasti, or Buflalo dance, with the youth mentioned above. She

is unmasked, but wears hanging down over her forehead before the

eyes a fringe of black hair tied to a string about her forehead. On
the crown of her head there is a ))unch of parrot and eagle breast

feathers. A wooden stick, to one end of which is attached a sj^mbolic

squash blossom and to the other two eagle tail feathers, is placed

horizontally over the crown of the head. This scjuash blossom is

made of yarn stretched over radiating spines. Two black parallel

lines are painted on each cheek, and she wears a profusion of necklaces

and thi'ee white cotton blankets. About her body, tied under her left

arm, is a ceremonial dance kilt, the embroidered decorations repre-

senting rain clouds and falling rain.

The two other blankets, one of which is tied over her right

shoulder, the other about her loins, bear on the embroidered rim

rain-cloud and buttei'fly decorations. She has white leggings,

embroidei-ed anklets, and white moccasins. The blanket is bound to

a In old times these bands were made of porcupine quills, but these are now rare and are replaced

by embroidered worsted of different colors.

(i A very good doll of Mneaias taka. made for the author in 1900. has patches of white on the body,

arms, and legs, and the kilt is tied by a miniature white girdle.
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her loins In' a great cotton Welt, the ciids of which arc shown on the

left side.

In each hand she carries a notched prayer-stick, called a sum ladder.

which is painted yellow on one side of the median line, urecn on tiie

other."

On her back the Butlalo maid wears a sun symbol, which, divested

of the peripheral eagle feathers, the artist has shown to the right of

the picture. The tips of these feathers are shown on each side of the

arms; the accompanying lines represent stained horsehair.

ANYA KATCIXA MANAS GRINDINCx CORN

(Plate XXXII)

In several ceremonies, especially those in the kivas which drama-
tize the growth of corn, there is a ceremonial corn grinding, which

also sometimes occurs in the public plazas, as is illustrated liy this

picture. The tigures of the group are as follows:

1. Two Afiya katcina manas
2. Two Hehea katcinas

3. Four Afij-a katcinas

4. One Paiakyamu

All these figures have symbolic masks which have elsewhere been

deseriljed as characteristic.

It will be noticed that the two whorls of the girls' hair are ditierent

from those generall}' worn by Hopi maids. This particular form is

said to i"epresent a very ancient coiliure, which is made by winding
the hair over an hourglass-shaped piece of wood, but this object is

not removed, as are the curved sticks commonly used in making the

whorls.

The sequence of events in this ceremonial corn grinding is as

follows: The two Heheas first enter the kiva or plaza, bearing on
their backs two metates or grinding stones done up in sheepskins,

which they place side by side. Narrow boards, decorated with rain

clouds and bird figures, are set up about them, and a plaque of meal,

w^ith a brush, is placed by their side. The Heheas, having arranged
these objects, seat themselves on each side of the grinding- stones in

the attitude shown in the picture. The masked girls then ent(>r and
take their positions l)y the metates.

A line of thirty or more Aiiya katcinas, of which only four are

shown in the picture, then file in and take their positions back of the

maids; with them enters the Paiakyamu, or glutton, who seats himself

facing the girls.

After an interlocution between the Heheas and the kiva chief,

who sits by the fireplace facing them, the trend of their conversation

being that the girls ai'e clever meal grinders, the chorus begins a

1 The artist has made a mistake in painting both sides green.
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song', accompanied by .a dance, while the girls grind the meal and the

Heheas clap their hand.s. After a short time the Heheas take some of

the meal from the grinding stones and carry it to the kiva chief or to

the clown, and put it in his mouth to show its excellence. They
respond that it is good, and the Heheas resume their seats, shouting

and clapping their hands as before.

After a little while the Heheas take more of the meal and thrust it into

the mouths of the other spectators for them to taste, all the time car-

rying on a bantering conversation with the chief. After this proceeds

for some time the girls i-ise, the metates are brushed, done up in the

sheepskins, and laid at one side. The girls then stand in front of the

lino of An3'a katcinas and posture their bodies, holding ears of corn

in the hands, which they extend one after another in the attitudes

shown in the picture of Alo mana.

The being called Afiya katcina, while apparently very old among the

Hopis, resembles the Zufii Kokokci in both symbolism and general

character, which suggests that lioth may have been derived from a

common source. It is not improl)al)le that this source in both instances

was the pueblos of the Patki clans, the ruins of which are situated

on the Little Colorado river.

It is interesting in this connection to note that the whorls of hair of

the Afiya manas more nearly resemble those of the Zufii personations

of girls than tho.se of the Hopi. which, ,so far as it goes, tolls in favor

of a conunon derivation.

(I'Uitv XXXIIl)

The figure of Hokyafia katcina is accompanied by that of a drummer.
He wears a bearded maskette colored green and has hair cut in ter-

races across the foi'(>lu"ad and below the ears, T)ut hanging down the

back. This way of cutting the hair in teiTaces is symbolic of rain

clouds.

There is a l)uiuh of feathers on top of the head, and a string with

attached feathers hangs down tlio back. The lower rim of the maskette

has alternate blocks of red, green, white, and l)lack coloi's, as in Anya
katcina masks. One side of the body is painted red, the other blue.

The drummer is dressed like a Navaho, \vitli calico or silk headband,

velvet trousers. l)uckskin leggings with silver l)uttons, and belt of

silver disks.

Hokyafia is said to be distinguished from Anya by his peculiar step in

danciui;-.
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HOKYANA :MANA

(Plate XXXIII)

The maid or sister of the preceding, as figured by the Hop! artist, lias

h(M- hair dressed in Zuni fashion and carries an ear of corn in each
hand.

CAKWAHONAf

( Plate LXI 11)

The collection of katcina pictures would have been increased sevei'al

fold were we to include in it many which are duplicates in all re.spects

save color. It maj^ be borne in mind that while almo.st all these being.s

have yellow, green, red, and white variants, as a rule only one color

is drawn. This is true of the present picture representing the Green
Bear; but we have also the yellow, red. and black bear with the same
general sj-mbolism.

The distinguishing symbolism of the Bear katcina are Ijear paws,
one on each cheek, which are at times difficult to distinguish from those

of the Badger. It has a prominent snout, and a vi.sor on the helmet,
to which lightning symbols and feathers are attached.

KOKLE

(Plate XXXIV)

The artist represents in this picture the symbolism of Kokle. and
depicts an episode when this person bears a deer on his back.

The facial markings of the mask of Kokle represent a cornstalk

mediallj' placed, extending over the eyes.

Kokle is a very common design on the interior of modern bowls,

where the head onlj' is generall^^ represented.

(Plate XXXIV)

The mask of Citoto is conical or half ovoid, with semicircular alter-

nating parallel bands of red, yellow, green, and black on each side.

The mouth has the form of a curved beak, at the base of which is

attached a fringe of red horsehair. A cluster of variegated parrot

feathers is attached to the back and apex of the mask. Citoto carries

a rattle in his right, a pine tree in his left hand.

There are two Citoto helmets on the East mesa. One of these

hangs in a back room of Anote's house (Sa clan, Hano). the other is

in the special keeping of the AValpi Pakab clan, which also claims, in

addition to Citoto. masks of Sal>i (Tcanau). Tanik. and Tiirkwinu.

male and female. The Tanik helmet closely i-esembles Wupaniau, and
Tiirkwinu (Mountaineer) is so called from the San Francisco ]\Ioun-

tiiin people, which would indicate that it was derived from some of the

people who once lived along the Little C'olorado.
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SUMAIKOLI CeRKMOXY

SUMAIKOLI AND VATA

(Plate XXXIV)

This pictui'e represents a Sumaikoli led by a Yaya priest,' as they

appear in two festivals each year, one in the spring, the other in

summer. New tire is kindled by frictional methods in the former
and is carried by means of a cedar-bark torch to shrines of the

fire god at the four cardinal points. In abbreviated presentations

the masks are left in the kiva, where they are arranged in a row with

that of Kawikoli, and the men who carry the fire are unmasked and
not accompanied by a Yaya priest. The Sumaikoli are supposed to

be blind, and eyes in the masks are mere pin holes, so that when
they are worn a guide is necessary.

There are six masks of Sumaikoli and one of Kawikoli in Walpi and

Jlano which differ slightly in colors and symbolism, but the accom-
panying figure gives a fair idea of one of the Sumaikolis.

It will be noted that the figure wears the same embroidered sash

on the head that is seen in the picture of Masanu, and that the

appendages to the leggings are the same shell tinklers which are pre-

scribed for sun gods.

KAM'IKOLI

(Plate XXXV)

The picture of Kawikoli represents a being with a globular mask
painted black, having two white marks on each cheek. A bundle of

feathered strings is tied to each side, and the skin of a mountain
lion surrounds the neck. The chin has red and green curved bands
inclosing a white area. The iigure is represented as carrying fire in a

cedar-bark toivh from one shiine to another, accompanied by a Yaya
priest, who has a rattle in his right hand and an unknown object in

the left. The kilt is tied behind and has draperies of colored yarn.

The mask of Kawikoli is displayed with those of Suraaikoli in the

festivals of these personages. Kawikoli is also personated at Zuui,

from which pueblo the name was probably derived.

CIWIKOLI

(Plate XXXV)

The picture of Ciwikoli represents a being with mask painted

brownish red. having two parallel white lines on each cheek. There
are tadpole figures on the sides of the mask and a fan-shaped feather

appendage to the top of the head.
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Ciwikoli wears a kilt made of red-stained horsehair, and a ])an-

doleer. He carries a whizzer or bull i-oarer in his right hand. A fox
skin is tied about his neck.

Ciwikoli is a Zuiii personation. Words like Suniaikoli. Kawikoli,
Ciwikoli, having the termination -koli, are foreign to the Hopi lan-

guage, although common in eastern pueblo tongues.

Navaho Katcinas

TACAIJ (naACTAD.II)

(IMate XXXV)

This Navaho god is incorporated in the East mesa ritual, and is

known by the following characteristic symbolism:
The mask has a projecting visor, to the rim of which is attached a

row of eagle feathers inserted vertically in a wad of straw, the edge
of wiiich shows above the visor. A conical structure made of sticks

colored red, tipped with j-arn, red horsehair, and eagle feathers

arises from the top of the head.

One side of the face is colored green, the other red, the two sides

being separated by a white median band, across which are parallel

l)lack lines. The eyes are represented by horizontal bands painted
black. The pointed marks above and below the eye slits, with which
they are parallel, represent gourd sprouts. A symbolic squash blos-

som is appended to each side of the helmet. This object is made of

wood or a section of a gourd, and is crossed on the concave face Ijy

diametrical lines, at the point of intersection of which there is an eagle
feather. The right side of the ))ody and corresponding arm are colored
yellow, the left red. A network of red lines cov^ers the body, as is

indicated in the picture.

The bandoleei' and necklace are pine boughs, which are also carried

in the hands. Two eagle feathers are tied to each armlet. The belt

is composed of silver disks, and the kilt is colored red and white; the

latter has green diagonals, and tassels on the lower corners. Sleigh
bells are attached to a gai'tcr of yarn tied ))elow the knee.

TACAB (tKNEBID.ii)

(Plate XXXVI)

The artist has figured in this plate one of the most common Navaho
katcinas personated by the Hopis. The eyes are black, horizontal
bands, curved at the outer ends; the snout is long. On that side of
the head which is turned to the observer there is a symbol of a half-

formed squash surrounded by red horsehair, and to the opposite side

of the head are attached two vortical eagle feathers. On tlie crown

21 ETH—03 7
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of the head are variegated parrot feathers. The red fringe on the

forehead represents the hair.

TACAB (yEBITCAI)

(Plate XXXVI)

The name of this Navaho supernatural is translated Gi'andfather

katcina, and the Hopis say that the Navaho name has a like uioauiug.

The artist has depicted on the mask a stalk of eorii on a white face.

The eyes and mouth are surrounded b}' two half rectangles. A
conventional ear of corn is painted on the left cheek. There is like-

wise a crest of eagle feathers on the head. Yebitcai weai's a blue

calico shirt, black velvet pantaloons, and Navaho leggings. Both the

pantaloons and the leggings have a row of white disks along the out-

side which represent the well-known silver buttons, and he wears a

belt of silver disks strung on a leather strap. A buckskin is repre-

sented over his right shoulder, and in his left hand he carries a bow
and two arrows, and a skin pouch for sacred meal.

TACAB

(Plate XXXVI)

The artist has also represented another Navaho katcina with points

of symbolism similar to that of Yebitcai. The face is painted white,

with crescents under the eyes and mouth. There is a repi-esentation

of a stalk of growing corn on the median line of the mask, and an ear

of maize on each side.

The figure wears a red kilt and a l)lack bandoleer, and carries yucca

whips in his hands.
SoYOHIINt KaTCISAS

Under this name the Hopis include many masked personages which
appear in dances called by the same name (called here also Abljreviated

Katcina dances).

(Plate XXXVI)

Very few of the Hopis identified the picture of this katcina as Kae
or Corn katcina, the name given to it by the artist. The validitj' of

this identification is supported by the predominance of the maize
sj-mbol, which covers the whole back of the mask.

To the rear lower part of the head are attached feathers, two of

which are vertically placed. The right side of the face is painted

green, and on it are markings representing sprouting corn seeds.

The visor has wooden slats, symbolic of lightning, tied to its rim.

On one side of the picture the artist has represented the ordinary

triple rain-cloud symbol above a corn plant, and some of the Hopis said

that the rain-cloud design should have been painted on all the pictures

in the collection.
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(Plate XXXVIl)

Two pictures, both called Ahote, from the cry uttered by the per-

sonator, differ widelj" from each other in ,s3'mbolism. The name of

one has the accent on the penult, that of the other on the antepenult.

Aho'te has a helmet painted yellow, with goggle ej'es, a prominent
snout, and face covered with red and black four-pointed stars. The
figure has two liandoleers, a white kilt with pendent fox skin, and

an embroidered sash. A large string of eagle feathers hangs down
the back.

(Plate XXXVIl)

A'hote has a black helmet with great goggle eyes and a single four-

pointed star on the right cheek, a new moon on the left. Unlike

Aho'te, he has two horns, one on each side of the head, and a triangle

on the forehead painted yellow, in which are black and red rings. On
the head there is a small fanlike feather appendage.

(Plate LXII)

The picture of Tiirtumsi represents a goggle-eyed katcina with yel-

low mask, on which are parallel rows of black lines extending longitu-

dinally. The figure has a black beard, to which are fastened two
cotton strings. A row of eagle feathers is attached to the head and

hangs down the back, as shown in the picture, and there is a rattle

in the right hand, a bow and arrows in the left.

Several Hopis gave the name Komantci (Comanche) to this katcina.

Possibly it was derived from this tribe, with which the ancient Hopis
were familiar.

(Plate XXXVIl)

This characteristic being is readilj- distinguished by the cactus on
the head and in the hand. He also carries a bow and arrows.

(Plate XXXVIl)

Hototo katcina has crescentic marks painted green and red on the

face, goggle-eyes, and a short snout. In his right hand he carries an

object on which appears the zigzag lightning symbol.

The Hopis say that Hototo is so named from the cry "Hototo,
hototo!" which the personator utters.
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(Plate XXXVIII)

The drawing of Kerne katcina has slanting bands of yellow, green,

and red across the middle of the face, which is painted green, with
terraced figures in red and yellow in two diagonal corners. The top
of the head, as represented, is flat, and to it are appended bunches of

parrot and turkey feathers, two of which project on each side.

The dress and other paraphernalia of Kerne katcina are in no
respect distinctive.

(Plate XXXVIII)

Siwap katcina has a black helmet with a prominent globular snout,

green eyes, and a triangular, green-colored figure on the forehead.

The necklace is made of corn husks, a few of which are also tucked into

the belt. The kilt is black, and there is an antelope horn in each hand.

(Plate XXXVIII)

The symbolic markings of this being are clearly brought out by the

Hopi artist in his picture.

The face is painted green, crossed by a })lack band with red border.

On the top of the head are radiating feathers and parrot plumes.

Pine boughs are inserted in the armlets and l)elt, and there are branches
of the same tree about the neck. The kilt is white, without decolla-

tion, and the sashes are embroidered.

From the linguistic similarity of the name Hotcani to Hotciiuni of

the Sia, mentioned by Mrs Stevenson, they are regarded as identical.

The Hopi variant is probably derived from the Keresaii.

(Plate XXXVIII)

The Sun katcina has a disk-shaped mask, which is divided by a

horizontal black band into two regions, the upper being subdivided

into two smaller portions by a median vertical line. The left lateral

upper division is red, the right j'ellow, the former being surrounded
by a 3^ellow and black border, the latter by a red and black. In the

lower half of the face, which is green, appear lines i-epresenting eyes,

and a double triangle of hourglass shape representing the mouth.
Around the border of the mask is represented a plaited corn husk,

in which radiating eagle feathers are inserted. A string with attached

red horsehair is tied around the rim or margin of the disk.
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In liis It'lt hand 'Pawii carries the tlute which is associated with him
in certain Ilopi solur myths."

It will be found that this type of sun s^inbolism is to Ih- easil}'

detected in various katcinas of different names which have been men-
tioned, and it is more than probable that many of these, possessing the

same, or nearly the same, symbolic markings, are sun gods under dif-

ferent names. This iiudtitude of sun gods is readily explained by the

composite nature of the present Hopi j)eople, for each clan formerly
had its own sun god, which, when th(! clan joined Walpi, was added
to the existing mythological system. The type; of symbolism has per-

sisted, thus revealing their identity.

KAU

(Plate XXXIX)

This katcina is readil\- recognized by the two iiorns and dependent
crest of feathers on the head, the characteristic mouth, and short

beard. The two tigures hero given differ from each other in their

colors—one Ijcing green, the other yelknv. Both have characteristic

triangular s3'mbols on the forehead.

MUZKIHI

(I'latc XXXJX)

The picture of Muzribi, the Bean katcina, has on each side of the

mouth, or snout, the sprouting seed of a bean. The face is bor-

dered by yellow and red marginal lines which are continued into the

curved markings, representing bean sprouts, on the cheeks.

There are four horizontally-i)laced feathers on the top of the head,

and a bunch of smaller feathers at their attachment.

(I'hiic XWIXi
Lefiya, th(^ Flute katcina, as shown in tlu; picture, has a green face

with rectangular eyes, the left colored 3^ellow Iwrdercd with black,

the right blue with the same colored border. There arc che^'rons of

black lines on the cheeks; the mouth is triangular in form.

Attached to the crown of the head there is an annulet made of

corn husk painted green, in which are inserted artificial flowers and
feathers.

Lenj-a wears on the back a tablet made of skin stretched o\cr a
rectangular frame, the edge of which is shown on each side of the

"There are many published pictures of the Hopi symbolic sun disk. Sec Fifteenth Annual Report
of the Bureau of American Ethnology, 1897, pi. civ; American Anthropologist, vol. x, 1897, pi. ir, flgs.

36, 37, 40, pi. IV, fig. 112; Journal of American Folk-Lore, vol. vi, 1893, pi. i; Proceedings Washington
Academy of Science, vol. ii, 1900, pi. x\xn.
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ueck and ))ody. The dentate markings on the visible edge represent

a i:)laited corn husk border, and the apj^ended red marks represent

horsehair. The two objects extended horizontally on the upper
corners are eagle feathers arising from a cluster of feathers at their

attachment.

Leiiya carries a flute in his left, a rattle in his right hand.

PANWU "

(Plate XL)

Panwii, the Mountain Sheep katcina. is represented b}' two figures,

one of which wears a kilt tied with great cotton girdle, .shirt, and
leggings, while the other is naked. The heads of these two figures

are practically identical, both having two imitations of sheep horns,

along which are drawn zigzag lines in green color, representing light-

ning. The mask has a protulieraut visor, from which hang turkey
tail feathers. The snout is prominent, and there are artificial stpiash

blossoms on the sides of the head. The naked figure has the back
and sides of the l>ody and outside of the limbs painted blue or green,

with the abdominal region white. Attention is called to the peculiar

unknown Ijodies inserted into armlets and garters.

The other picture of this katcina has the same symbols on the mask,
but the figure wears a buckskin shirt and fringed leggings. A white
kilt with red and black Iwrders is tied about the loins by a great

cotton girdle, and a semicircular framework with attached feathers

is carried on the back.
TIWENU

(Plate XL)

The picture representing Tiwcnu has a tablet on the head, the

upper rim of which has a terrace form ]-epresenting rain clouds. On
the sides of the face are pictures of symbolic corn ears of different col-

ors, that on the left representing white corn, that on the right, green
corn. The semicircle painted on the tablet represents a rainbow above
a white field in which is a four-pointed star.

The ej'e slits are painted black, with a white margin. The lower

part of the face is black, the chin white. There is a projecting snout,

with teeth and red lips. The figure cari'ies a pine branch in each

hand.
KOROCTU

(Plate LXI)

This is a Keresan katcina, as its name* signifies. The picture

represents a plain mask with a white or black arrowhead figure for

" For picture of the doll, see Internationales Archiv fflr Ethnographie, Band vii, pi. vii, fig. 14.

'' Akorosta. The words sung by Koroeta are Keresan, as is the ease with those sung by several

other katcinas o£ eastern origin.
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mouth and two horizontal black marks with upturned ends for eyes.

The face is green, with red, yellow, and lilack border; the ears have
pendants of corn husks. The blanket is white, with embroidered
border.

Each figure carries in one hand a skin pouch with sacred meal, and
in the other a rattle or a luuuber of deer scapula^.

KWEWU «

(Plate XL)

The picture representing the Wolf katcina has a well-drawn wolf's

head with projecting mouth, and a wolf's paw, painted black, on each
cheek. To the tips of the ears are appended feathers, stained red. and
there are eagle feathers on the side of the head.

The kilt is made of horsehair, stained red, hanging from a belt

which supports the breechclout. The legs and forearms are spotted.

Kwewu is generally personated with the Antelope and Deer katcinas

running back and forth along the line of dancers, assuming the

posture represented in the drawing.

TCUB*

(Plate XLI)

The picture of Tciib, the Antelope katcina, represents a being
with two antelope horns on top of the head, an hourglass design in

black on the face, black spots on each cheek, and a bunch of feathers,

from which arise two eagle tail feathers, on the back of the head.

The mask has a long protuberant snout and an artificial squash blossom
on each side.

The bodily decoration and dress are in no respect characteristic.

In the hand there is a staff, to the top of which feathers are attached.

The symbolism of Tciib katcina is very close to that of SowiSwu.

SOWIKW1&

(Plate XLI)

In the three pictures of Sowifiwu the artist has represented two
Deer katcinas ascribed to the old pueblo Awatobi, and witli them a

deer hunter of that pueblo, the tradition of whom is still told at AValpi.

The Deer katcinas have green helmets with projecting visors, from
which hang rows of turkey feathers. Deer horns are attached to the

top of the head and two eagle tail feathers project from the back.

There is an hourglass design in black on the middle of the face and a

))lack dot on each cheek. A circle with radial lines, denoting the si.K

cardinal points, is painted on each side of the mask.

(I For picture of the doll, see Internationales Archiv fiir Ethnographic, Band vii, pi. v, (ig. 2.

b For picture of the doll, see same volume, pi. vii, fig. 13.
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The hunter has the chevron symbolic of the eagle over the nose
and wears a kilt of red horsehair. He wears a bandoleer and a netted

shirt. In his right hand he carries a rattle, in his left a how and
arrows.

The author has obtained the following legend regarding the deer
hunter: An Awatobi maid gave birth to a child, which she hid in a

cleft in the mesa side. Isauii (Coyote) found this babe and t'arried it

in her mouth to Tciibio wiiqti, the Antelope woman, who lived in

Awatobi. Tciibio wiiqti had milk and brougiit up the child, who
became a celebrated hunter of antelopes.

The Sowifiwii katcina has not been personated of late years by the

Walpi men, but there is good authority for the statement that it has

been represented within a few \'ears by the Mishongnovi people. At
the period of the destruction of Awatobi many of the clans went to

the Middle mesa and one or two of the Awatobi cults are still more
vigorous there than elsewhere.

CIPOMELLI

(Plate XLI)

The figure represents an ancient katcina peculiar to the pueblo

Hauo, but now rareh' personated.

The picture of this katcina has a face divided into a yellow and
green section by a vertical black line. The lower part of the face is

separated from both by a horizontal black line, and is colored red.

In the middle of this red zone there is a rectangular chin painted

white, the pigment which gives the name to the figure. Both Hopis
and Tewas call this katciua Tumae (white earth), referring to the white

pigment on the chin.

MATIA

This tigui-e has a human hand painted on the face, on which account

•it is called Matia, or Hand katcina. Another designation, Talakin,

refers to the girl who follows, stirring the contents of a cooking pot

which Matia carries on his back. He is said to appear in the foot

races, but the author has never seen him personated at Walpi.

A being with the figure of a hand on the face occurs also in Zufii

dances.
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(Plate XLIII)

The pictures of this katcina have a circle of various colors on the

forehead and red club-shaped bodies on the cheeks. The figures wear
embroidered sashes on their shoulders—an unusual position for these

objects—and tight-fitting black kilts, tied above with green belts.

Evidentl}' the distinguishing symbols of Piokot are the diagonal club-

shaped marks on the cheeks, for two other pictures of Piokot, b}- a

different artist, have neith( c the variegated circle on the forehead nor

the embroidered scarf about the neck.

TURKWINU

(Plate XLIII)

This figure has an undecorated mask with a row of parallel marks,
symbolic of falling rain, on the upper edge, where there are likewise

three semicircular tigures representing rain clouds. A row of turkej'

feathers is drawn before the face. The hair and beard are represented

by pine boughs. It carries a ceremonial water gourd in each hand
and wears a simple white kilt with green border, decorated with red-

colored rain-cloud symbols.

The name (tiirkwi) indicates that this katcina was derived from
some mountain pueblo. The Tewas give the same name (Pompin) to

it that they give to the San Francisco mountains. One of the best

traditionists has said that this katcina was derived from people who
once lived in the foothills of these mountains.

TL'RKWIN'f MANA

(Plate XLIII)

The maid or sister of Tiirkwinu has a headdress in the form of

a tei'i'aced tablet, upon which semicircular rain-cloud symbols are

painted. She likewise has pine boughs representing hair.

Her face is divided by a median band, with parallel horizontal black

lines, into two parts, the left side being painted brown and the right

painted white. There are semicircular lines about the mouth. She
wears a white lilanket bound by a great cotton belt, has turkey feathers

tied to the blanket, and cari'ies a cake in her hand.

Tono

(Plate LXIII)

Toho, the Puma, wears a mask of green color, with a projecting

snout armed with teeth. Eagle feathers are attached to a string

hanging down the back, and there are parrot feathers in the hair.
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The body has yellow parallel bars on In-east. arms, and legs. The kilt

is of horsehair staiued red. and in each hand is a whip made of yucca
wands.

KVTCA

(Plate XLIV)

Kntca, '\Yhite katcina, has a white mask with two parallel vertical

black marks on each cheek and a mouth of triangular shape.

There is a horn tipped with an eagle feather attached to the left

side of his head; its proximal and distal extremities are connected
by a string, to which is tied red horsehair. A sunflower symbol is

depicted on his forehead, and there are eagle and parrot feathers on
top of his head. He carries a bow in the left hand and a bundle of

sheep scapula' in the right, and wears over a spotted (calico) shirt a

white cotton blanket decorated with butterfly and rain-cloud symbols.

On his back is a mountain-lion's skin.

KVTC.A. MAXA

^ Plate XLIV)

The sister (mana)" of the preceding has. like her brother, a white
mask with two parallel black marks on each cheek. The hourglass

bodies on each side of the head represent whorls of hair, but are made
of corn husks.

i'KCirniu

(Plate XLIV)

This figure has a green mask, with projecting snout, arising from
a fringe of sheepskin stained red. The eyes are protuberant and
colored yellow. There are colored feathers on the crown of the head
and two eagle feathers at the back. The paw of an animal is depicted

on each cheek. The figure is clothed in a rabbit-skin rug, girt with a

belt, has naked feet, and wears a pair of red horsehair anklets. The
wands in the hands are of cactus, and to their ends roasted ears of corn

are tied.

YEIIOHO

(Plate XLIV)

The left cheek of Yehoho is colored yellow, the right red; they are

separated by a black band. The eyes are curved at the corners, and
on the head there are two horns. The necklace is made of pine

boughs.

This katcina wears a rabbit-skin rug and an embroidered belt, and
across the body there are two bandoleers formed of ears of roasted

corn tied in strings. He holds an ear of the same in each hand.

The garment worn by Yehoho is called tokotcpatcuba. and the corn

on the bandoleers is called takpabu.

rtMana literally means maid.
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Zuis'i Katcinas

SIO

(Plate XLV)

The Zuni katcina " has designs on the face which recall the solar

symbols. The upper part is divided by a vertical line into two regions,

one red and the other green (l)lue in the pictui'e), the right-hand side

being bordered by yellow and green, the left-hand side by red and
spotted bands. The remaining or lower part of the face is colored

green; the left eye is painted yellow. There is a long, slim, yellow,

protuberant snout. A symbolic squash is appended to the right side

of the helmet, and two vertical eagle feathers are tied to the left side.

There are likewise indications of a fan-like crest of eagle feathers

on the top of the helmet and a cluster of highly colored feathers at

the point of attachment of the two vertical eagle feathers.

SIO MANA AND THKEE KOYIMSI

(Plate XLV)

In this picture the Zuiii maid and three mudheads are represented

as they appear in an East mesa ceremony.
The maid wears a maskette like that of Afiya mana, and holds aloft

in one hand a badge of office, which among the Zufiis is beautifully

formed of parrot feathers. In her other hand she carries a clay

basket or sacred meal receptacle. Her headdress is Zuni rather than

Hopi.

The ligures of the Koyimsi are characteristic, each wearing a

helmet with cloth knobs full of seeds. Two of these beings, who
wear small fawn skin bandoleers, hold aloft rattles, and one has a

drum, which he is represented as beating with the characteristic Zuni
drumstick.

CITTTLILU

(Plate XLVI)

The significance of the Zuni name Citulili'i'' is shown at once by the

rattlesnake on the forehead.

The two pictures of Citulilii ditl'er only in the color of the mask
and of the snake on it. One has a yellow, the other a Vilack face;

the snake on the former is green, that on the latter is })rown.

The fan-shaped crest over the helmet is made of turkey tail feathers

and the red mass represents painted wool. The snout is long and
protuberant, with a red tongue made of leather.

a For description of dance culled by this name, see Journal of American Ethnology and Archaeology-,

vol. ir, 1892.

b Cetola, a Zuiii word for raltle.snake.
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The costuming of Citulilii is similar to that of the Hopi Snake
priests, although the bodj', save the forearms and k^gs, is not painted

red, but black. He wears an armlet to which are fastened strips of

buckskin, dyed red. The l)andoleer is also stained red. The kilt,

like that of Snake priests, is painted red, and upon it is drawn a

zigzag design representing the Great Plumed Snake, with alternating

white bai"s and angular designs. The green bands above and below
represent rainbows. The sash is of buckskin, .stained red. The heel

bands have the same color and are made of horsehair. Citulilii

carries a yucca whip in each hand.

There is said to be also a red, white, and green Citulilii katcina.

teCr

(Plate XLVI)

The picture of this katcina was identilied by most of the Hopis as

that of a Sio or Zufii katcina. The symbolism of the mask is similar

to that of Tacab katcina, with which it is sometimes confounded.

(Plate XLVI)

The picture of Pakwabi represents a warrior. He wears a war
bonnet made of buckskin, with perforations and an apex tipped with

a feather. Four archaic ruin-cloud symbols are painted around the

lower rim.

The face is black, the eyes are white, the snout is long and project-

ing, the hair is done up in a queue down the back. The blue covering

of the bod}' is of calico, over which is thrown a buckskin. A bandoleer

is worn over the left shoulder and the kilt has Navaho silver disks.

The pantaloons and leggings are likewise Navaho, the former
vehet, with rows of silver buttons. In his right hand Pakwabi
carries a whizzer, ornamented with a zigzag lightning symbol, and in

his left are a bow and arrows.

The name is evidently from some place or pueblo from which the

personage was derived. If so. the name of that pueblo may have been

derived from pakwa (frog), obi (place).

KWACUS ALEK TAKA AND ALO MANA

(Plate XLVII)

The picture of Kwacus Alek taka has a green mask with red back

and two eagle tail feathers resembling horns, one on each side.

Alo mana, the sister of Alek taka, has a white maskette with

artificial wig and feathers dependent from the lower rim. She is

represented in the characteristic attitude assumed in her dance.
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Both these beings are said to be of Zuui origin and the latter was
formerly personated by a man from Hano. The characteristic atti-

tude of Alo mana is also taken by the girls after the ceremonial corn
grinding elsewhere described.

Ancient Clan Masks

In the liack rooms and dark corners of most of the important clans

of the pueblos of the East mesa masks will Ijc found hanging to the

roof l)eams, the use of which has almost wholly been abandoned. The
distinctive names of these masks are difficult to obtain, and they are

generally known by such designations as Wiiwiikoti, ancient masks
or heads. The chiefs of the clans ordinarily claim them as their par-

ticular property, and other men of the pueblo who are familiar with
their existence usuallj' call them hy the names of the chiefs.

Some of these old masks are brought forth from time to time,

renovated, and put to use; others are never worn, but are carcfulh'

preserved with reverence befitting their antiquity, for the majority
are reputed to be very ancient.

It is probable that some of these masks, dingy with age and rarely

or never repainted, have come into the possession of the present own-
ers at the death of the last members of kindred clans. Others have
been passed down directly from chief to chief, still remaining in

keeping of the clan which brought them into the country, and ma^'

be regarded as among the more ancient of Hopi masks. Unfortu-
nately the knowledge of their characteristic symbols has in some
instances been lost.

There are also individual masks which have not the special sanctitj-

that pertains to the above. These were introduced from other pueblos
by visitors or by those who had observed them elsewhere in their

trading or other trips. These are not regularly used each year, but
may be 1>rought out on special occasions for variety or other reasons.

They are associated with the man who introduced them, and often bear
his name.
There is a general similarity in these old clan helmets, both in form

and in s\-mbolism, which would seem to refer them to a group by
themselves. Among the common features may be mentioned the

two horns, the radiating eagle feathers, red horsehair, and the mark-
ings on the face. Thus the clan mask of Kotka (Bear chief) is almost
identical with that of ^^'iki (Snake chief), and both resemble that of

Naka (Katcina chief). Evidently they are not totemic of the clan, or
at least their symbols are not characteristic of the clan, but their simi-

larity implies that they are symbolic of some common personations

for wliich they were once used.

Of all th(! masks now employed in personations the author regards
the old clan masks as nearest in svmbolic designs to those of Calako,
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and it is possible that they were used in representing the same beings

for which Calako masks are still employed. The author believes that

the Calako giants are personations of sun gods and that the ancient

clan masks of the Hopi are survivals of those once used in sun per-

sonations b}' extinct or nearlj^ extinct clans. The former use of these

masks in sun worship and their anticjuity give them a particular

sanctitj'; the chiefs rarely use them, but preserve them with great

reverence.

Objection might be made to this identilication, for these clan masks
have two horns, which are absent in Hopi sun masks, and the facial

markings are different. The author theoretically connects the horns

with those of the bison, and believes that the clans which once had

these forms of sun masks derived them from those tribes which prac-

ticed a Buffalo sun ceremony.

OLD MASK (KATCINA CLAN)

( Plate XLVII

)

This ancient mask is called Naka's katcina from the name of the

chief in whose keeping it now is, and probably belonged to an old

Katcina clan. The picture represents a disk-formed head, painted

green, with goggle eyes. The upper half of the head is surrounded

by a plaited corn-husk border, with inserted eagle feathers forming a

crest, in which are red lines, indicating horsehair. On each side of

the head are represented horns, decorated with zigzag marks, which

are repeated on the forehead.

The mask which is here figured is not now used, but hangs in a

back room of the house of the Katcina clan. It is said to have been

brought from Kicyuba, the ancient pueblo of this clan. Probably

the clan of which it was the sun mask is now extinct, and the mask
remains in the keeping of the chief of the clan nearest related to that

which once owned it. The sun mask of the Katcina clan, called

Ahiil or Old Man Sun, is elsewhere described.

OLD MASK (tCCA CLAN)

(Plate XLVII)

The ancient mask of the Tciui or Snake clan, called Wiki's katcina,

in whose keeping as clan chief it is, has a rounded top, with l)earded

face surrounded by a plaited corn-husk border in which are inserted

radiating eagle feathers and red horsehair.

A horn is appended to each side of the head, and between the eyes

on the forehead appears an arrow symbol. The bod}' is painted red

and the kilt is horsehair of the same color.
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OLD MASK (hONAU CLAN)

(Plate XLVIII)

The ancient mask of the Honau or Bear clan is called Kotka's

katc'ina, and is in the keeping of this chief. The Bear people were the

first to arrive at Walpi, and their last village before they came there

was situated at Tiirkinobi, on the mesa above Sikyatki, where the

ruins of their old home are still pointed out. Kotka belongs to the

Spider (Kokj-an) clan of the Honau phratry, and is not only chief but

also the sole remaining male member of this ancient Hop! family.

The similarity of the mask to other old heln:ets is striking. The
edge of the face is surrounded by plaited corn husks in which are

inserted eagle tail feathers forming the crest. The red marks
represent red horsehair. The two horns are commonly found with

Wtiwiikoti masks, and the beard is not an uncommon feature. The
red object protruding from the mouth represents a tongue.

POHAHA (tE CLAX)

(Plate XLVIII 1

This picture represents a katcina called Pohaha by the Tewas,
Nahicala h\ the Hopis, the mask of which is owned by Wehe, a mem-
ber of the Te clan. The propriety of the name Nalucala (four horns)

appears from the picture. The face is divided as in other sun masks,
and there is a hideous mouth and beard. In the right hand the figure

carries a whizzer or bull-roarer, and in the left a bow and arrows. It

wears a bandoleer on the shoulder, over which is thrown a buckskin.

The leggings remind one of those worn by the eastern or Plains

Indians, with whom the Tewas were formerly connected. This is

undoubtedly one of the katcinas which the Tewa colonists brought to

the East mesa in early times.

HOPINTtj (iSAUf clan)

(Plate XLVIII)

This picture represents an ancient personage of the Isauu (Coyote)

clan, and is commonly known as Lesu's katcina, from the fact that

the mask used in jwrsonatiug it is in the keeping of this man, who is

the clan chief.

The face is divided by a median vertical line into two fields, one
colored white, the other green. The lower part of the face, separated

from the upper by a horizontal line, is colored red, and there is a

long, pointed snout. Both sides of the face are covered with small

crosses or stars.
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A row of eagle feathers is continued from the head down the back,

with red lines shown among the feathers, indicating liorsehair.

There are highly colored parrot feathers on the top of the head.

Accompanying the figure of Hopinyu, the artist has drawn a pic-

ture of Samo wiiqtaka (Old Man Cactus), who carries a cactus fruit

in one hand and a basket of the same on his back.

Hopinyu is sometimes called a Sikyatki katcina, as the clan by
which the helmet is now owned formerly lived in a pueblo near

Sikyatki, called Kiikiitcooio, which is now a ruin. The author has

seen a fragment of pottery from Sikyatki, on which is drawn a face

identical in sym))olism with that which is here depicted as charac-

teristic of Hopinyu."
KE TOWA BISENA

(Plate LXII)

This ancient mask belongs to the Bear family of Hano, and has a

general similarity to Kotka's* mask, or that of the Honau (Bear)

family of Walpi.
There are the same radiating eagle feathers about the head, the

lozenge-shaped eyes, mouth, and long beard, but no horns are repre-

sented in the picture. In place of the latter we have, on the right-

hand side, a symbolic squash blossom, and on the left, feathers.

The katcina, as represented, has a fox skin about the neck and a

bear skin over the shoulders. He carries a ceremonial water gourd in

the right hand, a small pine tree in the left. The artist has also

represented two bear paws on the feet.

Masks Introduced by Individuals

sio (sovowa)

(Plate XLV)

A Hopi named AVikyatiwa'' introduced a few years ago into Walpi
from Zuiii a katcina to which the name Soyowa has been given.

The picture of this being shows a mask with two upright tablets, one

on each side, terraced to symbolize rain clouds. On the front of the

lower part of these tablets there are symbolic sunflower symlioJs, and
the visor of the mask has the form of a crest of eagle feathers. Two
figures painted on the forehead are rain-cloud symbols. The face is

green, with three oblique lines, colored yellow, red, and blue, on each

cheek. The introduction of this katcina by a man still living at

Walpi is an instructive example of the way in which additions have

been made to the Hopi pantheon in modern times.

a The etymology of this word is doubtful, but there can be detected in it a likeness to the word
hopoko (eastern), referring, no doubt, to its origin from eastern pueblos, from which the Sikyatki

clans are reputed to have come.
fc Kotka really belongs to the Spider clan, which all regard as one of the Bear group.
c Wikyatiwa is a member of the Walpi Snake clan.
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YUNA"

(Plate XLIX)

The Cactus katcina, introduced ))y Honiovi, has not been personated

for many years. On the head ai'e drawn bi'anches of the so-called

prickly-pear cactus, the red berries of which are realistically shown.

The symbols of the helmet are the moon and stars on a white field,

and similai- stars appear on the breast and forearms, pjlaborate arm-
lets with suspended feathers are shown near the shoulders, and a bow
and ari'ows are represented in the left hand. To the former, feather.s

of the eagle are attached. The collar is of pine branches, and sprigs

from the same tree are inserted in the armlets and belt.

YUNA MANA

(Plate XLIX)

The Cactus maid who accompanies the Cactus katcina carries a pair

of cactus tongs, an implement made of wood by which the prickly pear

is gathered, in her right hand, and in her left a basket or bowl (-on-

taining the fruit. She wears a mask painted white with two vertical

black marks on each cheek. She has likewise turquoise ear pendants,

triangular mouth, and hair arranged in two whorls above the ears.

WAKAC''

f Plate XLIX i

The Cow katcina mask, conuiionly named after Satele, a Hano man of

the Bear clan who introduced it. has a cow's head, realistically drawn,

but with no distinctive svmbolic markings.

(Plate XLIX)

The mask represented in this picture has the figure of a putckohu.

or rabtiit stick, across the face. It has likewise two parallel marks
on each cheek, and carries rabbit sticks, one of which is raised as if

in the act of being thrown. There are two I'abbit sticks in the left

hand. Pontima, chief of the Ala clan, owns the mask, and it is com-
monl}' called his katcina.

PAKIOKWIK

(Plate LXII)

Pakiokwik. the Fish katcina, was introduced into Hano by a man
ni.uied Kanu. A de.sign representing a lish is depicted on the face.

a From the Spanish tuna, prickly pear.

^Evidently from .Spanish vaca, cow. The Hopi word wakac means cow.
•^This name IS derived from the circle which rabbit hunters make when Ihe.v hunt the

makfo hnnt.

21 KTJI—03 8
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This is an excellent example, of whieh there are many, servinji- to show
how a man wiio in recent years has seen an ohject which he believed

to be efficacious in bringing' rain, has made a picture of it on his mask.

Personators Appearin(; in Races Called Wawac

Several masked men are introduced by the Hopis in their foot races,

which are elsewhere" described. A Hopi foot race is conducted as

follows: A half dozen men representing clowns wearing masks take

position in line at one end of the plaza b(diind a blanket placed on the

ground, upon which are the prizes—corn, dried peaches, and paper-

bread. They challenge the spectators to run for these prizes, and any-

one who wishes to do so steps before the blanket, and immediately
the race is on, the course being generally across the plaza.

The clown or masked man carries a whip or sheep shears, and if he

overtakes the contestant he strikes him vigorously with the whip, or

in some cases cuts off his hair. If, however, the spectator who has

accepted the challenge outruns the masked man, the prize which was
announced before starting lielongs to him.

These races often occur in the midst of katcina dances, and clowns

and othei' masked individuals participate in them to amuse the

spectators.

In pictures of Wawac the Hopi artist has as a rule represented the

prizes, generally a string of paper-bread (piki), hanging above the

picture.

ATA

(Plat* L)

This katcina appears in pairs in the Wawac, or Racing Katcina,

and is readily recognized by the rattle (aya), whicli has swastika deco-

rations on both sides, forming the head. The snout is seen in the blue

projection near the left hand.

Aya wears the belt in a peculiar way, the ends hanging in front

and behind, not on one side as is usually the case.

The red objects above the pictures represent rolls of paper-bread,

the prizes in the races.

LETOTOBI

(Plate L)

The two figures represented in this picture have the characteristic

attitude of ruiuiers; they appear in the Wawac, as the prizes hanging

above them indicate. Their masks have characteristic red bands

across the mouths and eyes, and are surmounted by crests of yellow

fox skins. Their bodies are smeared black.

<i A Tusayau Fout Race, Bulletin Essex Institute, vol. xxiv, 1S92, p. 113-136.
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IIICMICO

(I 'late L)

The picture represents an Indian pursued by the dreaded katcina

called Hcmico." The l)undleof pap('r-t)read and a few ears of roasted

corn which hanj:- aliov(> them are prizes.

Heniico has in his iiaiid a pair of siieep sliears, witli which, if he

overtakes his ojjponent in the race, he cuts off his haii-. In his rijrht

hand he carries a yucca whip, with which he also floj>s his opponent.
Other characteristic s3niibols of this Ijeing- are parallel Inmds of color

across the forehead, and ring figures of various colors dependent from
a yellow band ai-ound the top.

Hemico is said to have been derived from Sikyatki, and it is

recounted in legends still preserved that he cut a Walpi girl's throat

with a stone knife, the deed which ultimately led to an attack on
Sikyatki by the Walpians and the destruction of that pucl)lo.

TCUKAPELLI

( Plate LI

)

These two beings, oiie of whom wears a peculiar mask, represent

episodes sometimes introduced during katcina dances as a byplay to

amuse spectators. In this instance one of the 'IV'ukapellis'' has under
his left arm a bag full of day balls, one of which he holds in his right

hand in the attitude of throwing it at his companion. The other has

four tufts of hair fastened to the top of his head. The bodies are

naked, save for a breechclout, and are smeared with nuul.

PALABIKUNA

I I'lateLI)

This katcina appears in the Wawac, as is indicated b^' tiie rolls of

paper-bread hanging above the figure. He wears a red kilt,'' which
gives him his name, and carries yucca wands in bis hands with which
he liogs the naked runners in the races if he overtakes them. The
objects on the sides of the head are frameworks of sticks.

KONA

(Plate I.I)

Kona. the Chipmunk katcina, likewise appears in the Wawac, as
the prizes of yellow and red paper-bread hanging above the figure

iTlic word liemieo is applied to lliu queue in which the Hnpi ineii tie their hair lieliiiid their
heads.

('Mud Ciall tlouka) thrower.

''Fata. red. pitkouc, Kill.
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indicate and the yucca whips in hi« hands imply. The mask repre-

sents the head of the chipmunk, and the body is painted in parallel

stripes to make the resemblance even more realistic.

MACMAHOLA

(Plate LI)

This being sometimes takes part in the foot races. The picture

shows a olobular mask, two sausage-like appendages on the top of the

head, and an old planting stick in one hand.

TCILIKOMATO

(Plate LI)

This picture represents a hunting katcina, with ral)bit sticks

(putckohu) in both hands. There are two vertical black marks on

each cheek and two horns on the head. Tcilikomato is personated

in font races.
WIKTCINA

(Plate LI I)

This being assists the clowns, and amuses the spectators by throw-

ing nmd dui'ing the dances and festivals.

PIPTUKA"

1 Plate LII)

Piptuka appears in public dances and is a participant in the antics

of the mudheads. or clowns. He carries a hoe over his shoidder and a

planting stick in his left hand, indicating his connection with planting.

Patuii, the Squash katcina. is represented as a man with body

painted green with black stripes, bearing squash blossoms in his

hands. The mask is of the .same green color, with black stripes, and

is made of a large gourd bearing an imitation of a squash flower on the

larger end.
TATACML'

(Plate LIII)

These two figures are playing a game which is sometimes intro-

duced in katcina dances. This game consists mainly in striking a

buckskin l)all with a stick. Each person holds the end of a string

attached to this ball, which tiles back and forth as strui-k l>y the

players.

"See Journal of American Ethnology and ArchEeology, vol. ii, l.s9i, p. »i. 155.
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They wear masks which have nose, eyebrows, and nK)uth repre-

sented in relief. The eyes have black radiating lines, and there is a

black zone on the lower edge of the mask. The hair is a fragment of
sheepskin painted black, and there are several feathers on the head.

Each player has eagle tail feathers tied to his shoulders.

PASKI

(Plate LIIII

These pictures of Paski represent a planting katcina. An examina-
tion of the masks shows one with red and green parallel lines on the

cheeks, the other with a broad I'ed liand. One has the hair done up
in a queue behind; the other has it hanging down the l)ack. Both
wear black belts on their loins and have white kilts thrown over the

shoulders in a peculiar \\ay. They are represented as using modern
hoes."

Nakopan P?:rsonages

(Plate IJV)

A shoi't distance from the ruin of Sikyatki there is a cave in the

side of the mesa concerning which there is a well-known tradition

preserved to our time. It seems that when Sikyatki was in its prime
two children left their home and lived in this cave hidden from their

mother. Their hiding place, at first unknown to their parent, was
afterward discovered, and their mother daih' bi'ought them food and
laid it on the rocks above the cave. The children used to go to this

place to obtain the food, and a pictograph still visible there marks the

place where they sat.

The authoi' was anxious to get a picture of the Nakopan hoya, or
the Nakopan children, as the}' are called, and this plate drawn by a
Hopi named Winuta is the result. The following personages are

depicted in the picture:

ff, Telavai or Dawn katcina; J, Hahai wuqti: r. Manu. maid; d,

Paiak\'amu; e, Hehea katcina; /", Anya katcina; ;/. Tatciikti.

On account of the illicit love of Hahai wi'iqti and Paiakyamu,
who are represented arm in arm. Telavai. her husband, sought the

maid, whose arms he grasps. Hehea, Aiij-a, and possibly Tatciikti,

the children, fled from Sikj-atki and lived in a neighboring cave.

This picture, so far as the evidence goes, supports the belief that

the Sikyatki people were familiar with the katcina cult; and it is

instructive to notice that it portrays some of the most ancient katcina.s

of the Hopis.

<" In old times a planting stick was employed.
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Bein'us not called Katcinas

lakoxe maxa

The two maids represented in this picture appear in the basket

danee called the Lalakoiiti. The bands on their heads support rain-

cloud sj'mbols, and to these bands are attached horns and squash-

blossom sj^mbols. The objects rising vertically from the back of the

heads and the clusters in the same place represent eagle tail feathers.

The faces of the girls are painted yellow, with black bands across

the temples and from each corner of the mouth to the ears. In their

hands they carry half corncobs with two appended eagle feathers,

which objects are thrown into figures of rain clouds made of meal on
the ground by their male companion, called Lakone taka.

The dress of Lakone mana, especially the appendages to the head-

band, difi'ers somewhat in the difl'erent Hopi pueblos, as may be seen

by consulting a description of the basket dances."

MAMZKAU MANA

These pictures represent the two girls who appear in the Maraupaki
or Mamzrauti, an October festival, in which the women carry in their

hands wooden tablets bearing figures of corn and rain clouds, smd other

designs.

The thighs of the personators are painted witli V)lack rectangles, and
on the heads there are wooden frameworks with apical eagle feathers

and red horsehair. They wear kilts reaching nearly to the knees, the

only instance to the author's knowledge of the use of this garment by
girls in ceremonial dances. Their hair is tied down the back.

PALAHIKO MANA

This figure represents Palaliiki) mana as she appears in the [Mamz-

rauti ceremony. The head tablet is tied l)y a string under the chin,

and to this tablet is attached a band which pas.ses over the forehead,

as shown in the picture. The tal)let is made of flat boards, and con-

sists of six parts, two vertical, two lateral, and two diagonal, each

representing ram-cloud symbols tipped by eagle feathers.

The red objects, one on each side between the lateral and vertical

components of the tablet, are symbolic squash blossoms, or the whorls in

which Hopi maidens dress their hair. The cup-shaped, pedunculated

nJournal of American Folk-Lore, vol. xii, lS9i). p. 81-96.
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ol)jeots ill the liiiir represent corn liowers. Tlic 1);iti(1 across tlic t'ore-

heiul marked with })ars I'epresents an ear of corn, and the red bodies

attached to each end are fragments of sheepskin, symbols of corn

tassels. Two eagle tail feathers also are attached to each end of the

symbolic corn ear. The median object, colored oreen, hanging between
the eyes, represents a fragment of Haliotis shell.

Red chevrons are painted on the face. The square, green pendants,

one on each side of the head, represent turquoise ear pendants, which
are highly prized by the Hopi maidens.

Palahiko mana" wears three l)lankets—a kilt, thrown across the

right shoulder and hanging under the left arm, with rain-cloud and
falling-rain designs embroidered on it, and two wedding blankets,

with triangular i-ain-cloud and butterfly symbols, tied about the body.

The ends of the great white girdle are shown under the upper of these

blankets on the left side. The necklace is of coral beads, and strings of

turquoise pendants are shown about the neck. The tigure carries a

feathered stick in each hand.

HOPI CALAKO MANA

(Plate LVI)

On one of the two pictures of this being is seen a mask with a

prominent tablet almost identical with that of the preceding. The
tablet represents terraced rain clouds, of which there are two vertical

and two horizontal, one of each on each side. The object with bifid

tips on each side of the tablet represents the squash l)lossom, symbolic

of maidens' hair dress.

Across the forehead is a symbol of an ear of corn, with two feathers

attached to each end. The ring hanging over the foi-ehead I'epresents

a fragment of Haliotis shell. There are imitation flowers made of

wood represented in the hair. The left eye is yellow, the right blue.

The chevrons on the cheek are sinular to those found on the face of

Palahiko mana.''

The artist has represented a garment of feathers, over which is

thrown a white ceremonial blanket with embroidered border. The
two adjacent trees are pines.

BULI MANA

(Platf I.VIl)

lUdi niana, the Butterfly maid, appears in a dance which was intro-

duced from the Kio (jrande pueblos, where it is called the " Tablita,"

from the tablets worn by the women on their heads. This dance is

a For picture of doll, see Internationales Archiv fiir Ethnographie, Band vii. pi. ix, x. fig. 28, 31;

Fifteenth Annual Ripori of the B\ireau of .\merioan Ethnology, 1897, pl.t'vii, cix, fig. 39.

''These beings, Palahiko mana aiul Caiako mana, probably represent the same conception.
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occasional!}^ performed at the East mesa, l>ut is unaccompanied Ijy

secret rites.

Each tiguri' Ijears on the head a board tablet, the edge of which is

cut into terraces representing rain clouds. Figures of sunflowers or

the sun. or other symbols ai'e painted on these tablets.

Although the personator of this maid is without a mask, her cheeks

are painted with red spots. The blue or the yellow garment, as the

I'ase maj' be, is made of calico, under which is a woman's blanket,

bound to the waist by a red belt.

The small figure betvreen the two girls represents the standard

bearer, who precedes a procession composed of men and Momen alter-

nating with each other, the latter being dressed as in the pictures.

The standard bearer carries a long pole, to the top of which is

attached a gourd, painted black, with red-stained horsehair and parrot

and other feathers attached. In the few representations of the But-

terfly dance which have been given in late years, this standard bearer

has carried a banneret on which is painted a picture of a Hopi girl.

COTOKINUNWO

(Plate LVIII)

This picture represents Cotokinuiiwu, the Heart-of-the-sky god,

who is readily recognized by the single curved horn on the head

and the rain-cloud symbols on the face and base of the horn.

In his left hand he carries the framework of .sticks which s\'mbolizes

the lightning. This framework has attached to each angle an eagle

feather, which the painter has indicated in black lines.

In the right hand he carries the whizzer or l)ull-roarer, a slat to

which a string is attached, with lightning represented by a zigzag

band in red. Two bandoleei-s are represented. The legs and forearms

are jiaintcd t)lack."

KAISALE

(Plate LVIII)

This picture was identified by all as Kaisale, the name given it by

the artist.

KAISAI.K MANA

(Plate LVIII)

This picture represents a maid accompanied by a llano glutton

(Paiakyamu). The former holds an ear of corn aloft, as in the dance

called Klahewe which is celebrated at Zuni.

<iThe symbol of the Sky god is sometimes an equal-armed cross. Other symbols are lightning

designs or tigiire^s of plumed snakes.
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(IMate LIX)

Two pictures of Alosaka wei-e drawn by the Hopi arti.-jt. One of

these has a mask with two short, curved horns, such as novices wear
in the Aaltfi society. In the left hand this Alosak.i curries a deer

horn, and in the right a representation of a ))adg'e (luofikohu) made of

a slat of wood."
The second picture of Alosaka'' is more elaborate than the first.

It has the two horns on the head, and the chin is painted black. The
semicircular figure above the head repi'esents the rainl)ow on which
gods are said to travel; it is appropriately introduced with Alosaka,

who is said to have walked on it from the San Francisco mountains to

meet an Awatobi uiaid.

A great part of the picture is taken up by a large rectangular

figure of a moisture tablet (pavaoakaci), an object worn on the back
by manv personators. This tablet is. strictly speaking, a frame-

work over which is sti'etched cloth or buckskin, painted as indicated

in the figure.' The zigzag lines about the border represent plaited

corn husks, in which feathers are inserted. The red lines drawn
between these feathers represent red horsehair, and the small circular

objects, three in number on each side, are small disks made of gourds.

AhClani''

(Plate LX)

This figure represents the Soyal katcina, Ahiilani, and the two
Soyal manas as they appear on the morning of the last day (Totok3-a)

of Soyalufia, as elsewhere described. The decoration of the Ahiilani

mask differs in its symbolism on alternate years, accordingly as the

Snake or the Flute dance is celebrated. In the latter case the eyes

and mouth are represented b\- crescentic marks, but in the former we
find a horizontal black band across the face through the eyes.

Ahiilani carries under his left arm several ears of corn, and spruce

V)Oughs or twigs. In his left hand he bears a chief's badge and skin

pouch with sacred meal, while in his right he carries a staff.

The two Soyal manas differ only in the color of the corn which
the\' carry; one has yellow, the other blue corn. Each has a yellow
maskette, before which falls a bang compo.sed of horsehair stained

red. An eagle breast feather is fastened to the scalp. The lower

« For figure ol' monkohus. see description of tiie Xew-fire ceremony, wliere personations of Alosaka
appear, .American Anthropologist, new series, vol. n, 1900, p. 90.

''Tlie name Alosaka is ilie Awatobi name of tiie germ god. the Sik.valki efjiiivHU'iil heiny Masami
and Eoloto. and the general name MuyiflwO.

' Morphologically u '-un emblem or * back shield " representing the sun.
J The returning one. i. e., the sun god.
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part of the mask is banded green, red, and black, and black feathers

ai'e attached to its lower liorder. In their hands the maids carry basket

plaques, on which are rings of corn ears set on end, with cedar boughs,

here represented green. In the white inclosed space formed by this

ring of corn ears is raw cotton.

In the Walpi winter solstice festival, the three beings here rep-

resented emerged from the kiva at dawn, and sang at diHerent points

in the pueblo, after which they retired to the kiva and distributed

seed corn to the women of the village."

The similarity of the words Ahiilani and Ahiil is explained l)j' a

derivation of both from the word ahiilti (return). The Ahiil katcina

is the Return katcina, the tirst in Powamu to return to the pueblo.

He is in fact the Tawa wiiqtaka (Old Maa Sun), and the similarity of

the symbolism of his mask to that of the sun is evident. So Ahiilani

is the "return katcina making," or the returning sun of the Patki, as

Ahiil is the returning sun of the Katcina clan. Both these names are

attributal names of the sun.

Although Ahiilani, as his picture shows, has no sun symbolism in

his mask, his crescent eyes are often seen in sun symbols. Thei-e is

another indication that he may be in some way connected with the sun.

A personation of Ahiil katcina is said to appear in some of the other
pueblos in place of Ahiilani, which sul)stitution indicates their identity.

In the dance in the kiva the night before Ahiilani and the Soj'al manas
appear, there is a man representing a bird which the author interprets

as a personation of the sun;* the Soyal manas are regarded as either

germ goddesses or cultus heroines of the Water-house or Raincloud
clan. In kiva exercises the personation of the sun takes an eagle form,
which is not assumed in public, although the same god is personated
in the plaza under the name Ahiilani.

TANOAN NAMES FOR HOPI KATCINAS

In the following list are given the Hano (Tanoan) names of about

sixty of the personages figured in the preceding pages. Many of

these are simply Tanoan translations of the Hopi names, a few names
are identical with the Hopi, and a large number are entirely different.

In the instances where the names are identical it is probable that

the Hopi designation has been derived from the Hano rather than

vice versa, and in those cases where the Hano people know a katcina

by its Hopi name it is possible that their knowledge of it came from
their neighbors rather than from their old home on the Rio Grande.
The substitution of a Tanoan name for a Hopi katcina for its

original name often sheds light on the character of the original. Thus
Muyiii wiiqtaka is the Tanoan Naiioikusi, Earth Altar Man; Narioiu-

«See The Winter Solstice Ceremony at Walpi, American Anthropologist, vol. xi. 1S9S. p. (55. 101.

6 Called Kwatoku, Eagle-sky-one, High-sky-eagle; one of the sun birds.
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kwiii. Kiirth Altiir \\'(iiii;m.

lists follow:

Ijcipi TiiuHporituiiisi. The

Hopi Hnno (Tiiiionti) name

Alosaka

Anya

AtocU-

Caiastacaiia

Calakr,

Cipikni'

C'itoto

Citulilii

Coho

Cotokiminwu

Kototo

Haliai wiiiiti

Hakto

Helilulii

Hokyana
Hototcj

Iluiiiis

Kaisale

Kalektaka (Akus)

Kawikoli

Kiwatoka

Kokle

Kokopelli

Kokyan wiiqti

Koroctii

Kwacus Alektaka

Kwahu
Macmahola

Masauii

Monwu
Muyinwii luana

Muyinnit taka

Xakiatco])

Xatacka

Niivak

Pakwalji

Paluliikon

Paluna hoya

Patcosk

Pautiwa

Ceni

Ofikwefii

Atocle

Katcinetcen

Calako

Orlakepenne

Porpinki

Citulilii

Agaiyo

Kwentulaci

Tcemulo

Pokikwia

Parsepenue

Heliliilii

KofiteJje

8enipotanU'

Tsewf

Tentaiye

Potaiye

Papepekaniie

Tcete

Kokle

Xipokwaiye

Yowanofaiye

Estoroka

Zek« afis'aiyt'

Tee

Peiiemo

Pene

Mahone

Xanoiukwia

Nanoiku.-'i

Pelekayi

Natacka

Pon

Yiitce

Avaiyi)

Towatokweiia

Kwefitcelepoe

Pautiwa
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Hopi name
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KIri/iih,, (Kiilrnui el, I,,)''

Wiiwuknti
Ahiil

Anwik-naci) taka

Tufiwup
Tufiwii]! taailta

Tcuelawu ''

Hele
Wnpaiiiau

Ana

A,n„f„h; (P„h,l rini,)-

Tcanaii

Piiukon
Pahifia hoya
Owakiil tiyo

Owakiil mana
Alosaka

Mainxraii inaiia

Palahiko iiiana

Sowifiwu
Soyok taka

Soyok inaiia

Kwew VI

Sill/iltli {Kdliiji rid II)

Maf^aiui

Eototo
Nakopaii

Heiiiico

Ilopinyu

I

TmrdiKiciihi {llmiiUii i-hiii)''

AVinviiyoiun Hiili luana

By far the largest nuniher of katcinas in Walpi and Sichiiniovi

were derived from Ziifii. and these generally preserve their Zufi'

names:

Sio Humis
Sio Huniis taadta

Sio Avatc hoya
Hopak katcina

Hopak mana
Kaisale ami mana
Citulilii

Sio Calaki \

Pawik
Soyowa
Teiik

Kawikoli
Malo
Sio

Helilulii

Sio mana
Hokyafia
Pautiwa
Ciwikoli

Tcolawitze

Atocle

Kwacus Alek taka

Alo mana
Caia.stacana

Hototo
Powa
Kaisale

Sumaikoli

Tcakwaina
Tcakwaina mana
Tcakwaina taadta

Tcakwaina yuaflta

Loiica

Kokoi)clli

Kokopelli mana
Tcosbnci

Soyan ep
Samo wiiqtaka

a Kicyiiba. a verj' sacred place to the Katcina clan, and the site ol iheir former home. Water from

Kicyubii is reyanled as very potent in ceremonies for rain.

& A mountiiin not far from Kicyuha is called TciielawO's Chair.
<* Awatobi is a historic ruin destroyed the last year ()f the seventeenth century by warriors from the

other Hopi pueblos. See Seventeenth Annual Report of the Bureau of American EthnoioKy. 1H98.

^.4 niin not far from Oraibi. where it is said the katcina.s emerged from the under world and gave
the katcina mysteries to the Honani clan.
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Havo

The following katoiuas are distinctively Tanoiui. and were derived

from tiie pueblo of Hano:

Wakae Yohozro wiiqti

Nalucala Mucaias taka

Ke Towa Bisena Macaias mana
Niivak

Several katcinas personated by the Hopis are called by Navaho
names and are said to have been derived from the tribe, the name of

which they sometimes have:

Tenebidji Owa katcina taka

Naactadji Owa katcina mana
Yebitcai

«

ALPHABET USED IN SPELLING NAMES

The vowels a, e, i, o. u have their continental values, as in father,

they, pique, go, true. E. i, and u are broadened when used with a

breve (e, i, u) or before a doubled consonant, assuming their values in

met, hit, and put. is pronounced as u in but, au as ow in cow. ai

as in aisle; ii varies from Uerman ("> to ii, French eu to u.

The consonants p, b, t. d, k, f, v. s. z. 1. m. n. w. y, h have approx-

imately their English values, but p. I), f, and v, and t and d are diffi-

cult to distinguish. C is pronounced as in ocean (as sh in shed), j as z

in azure (French j), tc as ch in chew, dj as j in jaw, g as in get, ii as ng
in sing, ij as German ch in ich; r is obscure, never rolled.

iiTlif Hopi translate this Navaho name Kateiua kwamu, Oramllather uf the katcinas.


